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Abstract of the dissertation

This dissertation analyzes the political economy of Chinese outward investment in the

developing world, in particular those conducted by the central state-owned enterprises (SOEs).

A puzzle in international political economy and Chinese investment literature is: why some

state-controlled commercial actors engage in risky business that harms the home state’s

broader goal of increasing political and economic influence abroad, while others not?

In order to explain this variation, this dissertation investigates how the Party-state’s

control over SOEs, overseas market share and ranking, and financing source affect the degree

of Chinese SOEs’ risk acceptance in overseas activities in the power and infrastructure sector.

Under the centralized power model, through tight political control, the Party-state directly

orders Chinese SOEs to run risky but strategic projects. Under the fragmented power model,

central SOEs with shrinking overseas market share and without state concessional finance are

more likely to pursue riskier projects with more significant political, social and/or

environmental impacts.



These findings are based on case studies and interviews I personally implemented over 18

months of fieldwork in continental Southeast Asia and Africa. This dissertation challenges the

portrayal of Chinese SOEs in policy discourse as either monolithic and static agents or purely

commercial entities, by contending that state-SOEs interactions will affect whether they are

risk-takers or not in overseas expansion.
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Chapter 1

Chinese State-owned Enterprises’ Risky Investment in the

Developing World

1.1 Introduction

In recent years China has emerged as one of the largest sources of outward FDI to

the developing world, with more than $ 1 trillion in 2017, i.e. 10 times than in 2008 and

more than 30 times larger than in 2000. According to the 2017 Statistical Bulletin of

China’s Outward Foreign Direct Investment, by the end of 2017, 25.5 thousand Chinese

domestic investors had established 39.2 thousand FDI enterprises in 189 countries

(regions) globally. The year-end total assets of overseas enterprises were $6 trillion

(MOFCOM 2017:1)1. More recent major initiatives, such as the One Belt, One Road

Initiative (BRI) and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) in which the

Chinese government is playing a leading role, are also likely to support Chinese outward

FDI expansion (Emerging Market Institute 2016: 20; 2017:23).

A distinct feature of China’s “Going Out” strategy since the 2000s is that most of

the Chinese MNCs with large size projects overseas (in particular in sectors of energy

and infrastructure) are state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in China2. While scholars and

policy makers expect the Chinese SOEs’ outward FDI to work in the service of Beijing’s

broader strategic international objectives as implementers of Chinese statecraft, in fact,

the political and diplomatic consequences of Chinese outbound capital are not nearly so

1 2017 Statistical Bulletin of China’s Outward Foreign Direct Investment, Ministry of Commerce of China
2 In 2015, SOEs represented 63.4 percent of China’s overall non-financial overseas direct investment. The percentage
is even higher in developing countries.
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straightforward. In some cases, China succeeds in utilizing SOEs to achieve its strategic

objectives and increases political and economic influence abroad. For instance, some

Chinese state-owned MNCs in the infrastructure and mining sectors have targeted

markets in Africa as a means of improving political relationships between China and

African states, under the “Angola Model” (Gill and Reilly 2007, Alden and Large 2011)3.

In others, the outcomes are political, economic, or social (sometimes all three)

pushback, backlash, and various degrees of failure in reaching China’s initial objectives.

In Myanmar, one example of how specific projects spoil broader political and economic

ties is the proposed Myitsone dam. In September 2011, the Myanmar government

formally announced a suspension on development of the socially and politically

controversial hydropower project, stating that no decision would be taken to move

forward during the current governmental term. This suspension indicates the end of

China-Myanmar honeymoon.

Situated in the debate about the role of Chinese SOEs in Chinese foreign economic

policy, this dissertation focuses on why some Chinese SOEs engage in risky business that

harms Beijing’s broader goal of increasing political and economic influence abroad,

while others not. In order to explain this variation, this dissertation investigates the

domestic political economy sources of Chinese SOEs’ risky business. Under the

centralized power model, the powerful Party-state directly orders Chinese SOEs to run

risky but strategic projects through tight political control over SOEs. Under the

fragmented power model, central SOEs with shrinking overseas market share and without

3 Similarly, the Indian oil and gas company ONGC went abroad solely to bid for overseas resources for the sake of
energy security (Cuervo-Cazurra, Alvaro et al 2014). This phenomenon is not confined to emerging economies:
France’s state-owned MNC Elf-Aquitaine has been highly politicized and, to some extent, shaped France’s Africa
policy in particular countries such as Gabon and Angola (Alden 2007).
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state concessional finance are more likely to pursue riskier projects with more significant

political, social and/or environmental impacts.

While the consequences of China’s economic rise are central to current academic

and policy debates, the existing literature has produced few robust empirical results about

how Chinese SOEs respond to political risks in the developing world (for instance,

O’Neill 2014). This dissertation investigates how variation among Chinese SOEs shapes

their risk acceptance. This dissertation not only addresses the implications of China’s

economic rise to the international order, but also offers recommendations for policy

makers in both China and host states about how to manage increased outbound Chinese

investment wisely.

Other emerging economies such as Brazil, Russia, and India are also increasingly

promoting the international expansion of their state-owned enterprises (SOEs), as are

more advanced economies such as France and South Korea (Li et al. 2014:982-985).

While traditional Multi-National Companies (MNCs) based in developed countries tend

to act as autonomous economic entities, the state-owned and state-controlled MNCs also

demonstrate state influence in international economic expansion. This dissertation will

also offer implications for risk management of state-controlled MNCs in other emerging

economies.

1.2 Core argument

Given that Chinese-financed mega power projects in the developing world are

mostly conducted by Chinese central SOEs, this dissertation focuses on why some SOEs
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are more risk acceptant in overseas expansion. In particular, knowing the potential

political, social, and environmental risks ex ante, why do some (but not all) Chinese

SOEs still stick to these risky and controversial projects?

In order to explain this variation, this dissertation investigates how Party state-SOEs

relations, overseas market share and ranking, and financing sources affect the degree of

Chinese SOEs’ risk acceptance in overseas activities in the power and infrastructure

sector. Regarding politically and diplomatically strategic projects, the top leaders

facilitate and coordinate the investment process. SOEs have to conform to the political

will of the top leadership and tolerate additional risks although it conflicts with the firms’

goals of increasing assets. For those non-strategic projects, central SOEs need approval

from the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC), the

Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), and the National Development and Reform

Commission (NDRC). In the context of fragmented regulatory statehood, central SOEs

with shrinking overseas market share and without state financing are more likely to

pursue riskier projects with more adverse political, social and/or environmental impacts.

SOEs with shrinking market share and poor financial performance records are more

likely to pursue larger and riskier overseas projects as a catch-up strategy, increasing

firms’ degree of risk acceptance and the likelihood that firms’ short term gains trump

broader state goals. In addition, SOEs absent state finance are more independent from

regulations assigned by Chinese state agencies and policy banks and thus more likely to

take projects with higher political risks.

These findings are based on case studies, interviews, and archival research I

personally implemented over 18 months of fieldwork. This dissertation challenges the
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conventional portrayal of Chinese SOEs in policy discourse as either monolithic and

static agents or purely commercial entities, by contending that variation within Chinese

SOEs will ultimately result in diverse outcomes of and reactions against Chinese

state-sponsored infrastructure projects in the developing world.

1.3 Place in the literature

Political economists have long focused the interaction of state and market. The

literature on the relationship between home states and multinationals (MNCs) has been

occupied by two extreme viewpoints on relations between home states and MNCs:

traditionally, MNCs are viewed as profit-maximizing entities autonomous from home

states that play no role in shaping MNCs’ investment activities (Vernon 1966; Helpman

1984; Helpman, Yeaple, and Melitz 2004). More recently, scholars argue that MNCs’

investment activities reflect investor states’ political agendas, and view state-owned

enterprises (SOEs) from autocracies as instruments of home states (McNally 2013).

Between these two extremes, scholars have focused on varieties of state-firm

relations and argue that the centralized, mercantilist states are more capable to use wealth

to advance political and strategic objectives (Knorr 1975, Katzenstein 1976, Krasner 1977,

Gilpin 1977, Hall and Soskice 2001). More recent research suggests that the control of

even the most mercantilist states over commercial actors has diminished as a result of

institutional fragmentation, which has led to conflicting goals and interests among

corporations, government bureaucracies, local governments, and non-traditional policy

entrepreneurs (Lieberthal and Oksenberg 1988; Mertha 2009, 2014).

In this dissertation I argue that both centralized and fragmented state-SOEs relations
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are not mutually exclusive and may co-exist. In the empirical chapters I cover both

centralized power model under which the Chinese Party-state utilizes SOEs for national

priorities and state priorities, and fragmented power model under which SOEs bargain

with line ministries to achieve firm-level goals. I further illustrate how both models may

contribute to Chinese SOEs’ risky overseas investment.

A related strand of literature is the variations in capitalism and financing.

Katzenstein (1985:20) identified three dominant political forms of contemporary

capitalism: liberalism in the United States and Britain; statism in Japan and France; and

corporatism in the small European states. Similarly, Zysman (1983:20) also outlined three

types of financial capitalism: government-led credit-based, bank credit-based and capital

market-based. In his typology, both Japan and France fit into the category of

government-led credit-based financial system that facilitates and encourages government

intervention in industrial affairs. Following Zysman’s typology, the Varieties of

Capitalism (VoC) literature (Hall and Soskice 2001, 2, 309, 320) classify state-firm

relations into two broad categories: a liberal market economy (LME) based on capital

market finance, and a coordinated market economy (CME) based on bank credit.

The Chinese Party-state’s control over SOEs is even stronger than typical examples

of government-led credit-based system such as France and Japan. Through personnel,

financial, and policy tools, the Chinese Party-state successfully designs industrial policies

to achieve state priorities and directs the economic activities of its SOEs. Under the

government-led credit system, the Chinese SOEs not only gain low-interest, concessional

loans from policy banks like the China Exim Bank and China Development Bank (CDB),

but also access commercial loans from state-owned commercial banks. However, the
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rationales behind these two types of loans are different: policy banks provide

concessional or low-interest loans to SOEs to realize state goals both in China and abroad,

and commercial banks lend to SOEs mostly for market purposes as SOEs are more likely

to pay back. While policy banks and relevant line ministries have more control over

economic activities of Chinese SOEs under the concessional loans model, SOEs have

more independence in selecting relevant projects.

More specifically, this dissertation focuses on the foreign policy implications of the

financial system and varieties of capitalism arguments and discusses on how various

financing mechanisms explain Chinese SOEs’ overseas activities. The Japanese

government has been successful in guiding their firms’ overseas activities through local

offices of semi-official agencies like the Japan Trade Organization (JETRO), the Japan

Overseas Development Corporation (JODC), and the Institute of Developing Economies

(Pempel 1977, Hatch and Yamamura 1996)4. In the Chinese context, I observe that line

ministries discipline SOEs’ behaviors through concessional loans financing mechanism,

while failing to regulate SOEs’ risky overseas investment when more market-based

commercial loans are available.

This dissertation also contributes to international business (IB) literature on the

connection between state support and Chinese SOEs’ risky investment. These is a

consensus among scholars focusing on Chinese outward investment that Chinese SOEs ,

compared to private enterprises and Western counterparts, are less concerned about host

country political risk ((Buckley et al., 2007; Yamakawa et al., 2008; Tihanyi et al. 2015;

Duanmu, 2012) or even attracted to countries with large sources of natural resources and

risky political environments (Ramasamy, Yeung and Laforet, 2012) due to state support.

4 Field interview with JETRO Cambodia office, winter 2016, No. 5, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
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For instance, Shi (2015: chapter 1) argues that the delegatory relationship between

Chinese state actors and SOEs shapes governmental policies to support firms’ activities,

which in turn shapes firms’ propensity to internationalize and their decision-making with

regard to risks.

Instead, this dissertation argues that: state-affiliation does not necessarily translate

into high degree of risk acceptance. Following the discussion on varieties of Chinese state

capitalism, this dissertation contends that variation in market share and financing source

will ultimately result in diverse relationships between Chinese SOEs and both home and

host states.

This dissertation situates itself in the emerging literature on social and

environmental impacts of Chinese outbound investment. Much of the literature mentions

the concerns, criticism and protests about Chinese investments in mining, infrastructure,

forestry and agricultural projects (Gallagher, 2010; International Rivers, 2012; Martínez

Rivera, 2013; Mol, 2011; Onphanhdala el al., 2013). Many existing studies and reports

focus on particular cases and sectors (for example, see Bosshard, 2008; Corkin et al.,

2008; Deutsch, 2010; Kong, 2011; Mol, 2011; Munson & Zheng, 2012). A key issue

raised in this strand of literature is that Chinese firms impose lower environmental

benchmarks on its aid and investment projects than multilateral institutions or Western

companies (Bräutigam, 2009; Mol, 2011; Munson & Zheng, 2012; Sautman & Yan, 2009;

Van Dijk, 2009). This dissertation not only explores the political economy mechanisms

behind those Chinese-financed projects with severe social and environmental impacts,

but also illustrates that Chinese firms with large market share and state-involved

financing are more likely to avoid socially and environmentally risky projects.
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Lastly, this dissertation also speaks to concerns relating to investment in countries

ruled by authoritarian regimes and the linkage between Chinese investment and

authoritarian survival in the developing world that allows host states to circumvent

governance and transparency requirements by other investors or donors (Alden & Alves,

2009; Lombard, 2006; Moss & Rose, 2006; Peh & Eyal, 2010; Taylor, 2007). For

instance, Kudo (2006) warned that Chinese investments in Myanmar would have a

negative impact on the latter’s democratization. He said:

“China’s economic cooperation apparently supports the present regime, but its

effects on the whole economy will be limited with an unfavourable macroeconomic

environment and distorted incentives structure. As a conclusion, strengthened economic

ties with China will be instrumental in regime survival” (Kudo 2006: 1).

This dissertation debunks the myth that Chinese firms are born allies of political and

economic oligarchies in authoritarian host states. For instance, Zadek et al. (2009) argue

that China’s non-involvement policy keeps Chinese businesses away from “intervening in

African countries’ internal affairs” and, therefore, they are less willing to address issues

such as corruption, transparency and human rights, even where these become potential

business risks. In the empirical chapters, I illustrate that Chinese firms with large market

share and state-involved financing are likely to partner with diverse social and economic

actors in host states. For instance, China Huadian as a leading hydropower firm in the

Cambodian market was more sensitive to potential political and social risks on the

ground and thus more likely to engage with relevant stakeholders. In the meantime, the

main financier for the project, the China Exim Bank also required China Huadian to

partner with diverse social and economic actors in host states to ensure the smooth
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progress of projects. Thus, China Huadian forged close ties with both local and

international NGOs in the development of Lower Stung Russei Chrum dam.

1.4 Methods and research design

I use Chinese SOEs’ overseas activities in continental Southeast Asia to examine

above hypotheses. More specifically, I focus on aid and investment projects conducted by

Chinese SOEs in Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos. Despite the rapid increase of

intraregional investment among ASEAN countries, China, as opposed to the ASEAN, has

remained the largest investor in these three countries in the past decade, in particular in the

infrastructure sector (UNCTAD 2015).

All three countries are important cases of Chinese economic diplomacy in the

developing world. In 2013, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced the grand Belt and

Road Initiative (BRI) with the goal of promoting investment cooperation with countries

in Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Eurasia, Eastern Europe, and East Africa. According to

the Vision and Actions on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st-Century

Maritime Silk Road issued by the Chinese government in 2015, BRI is composed of six

economic corridors and one of them is China-Indochina Peninsula Economic Corridor in

which Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos take key spots5.

Meanwhile, all three countries are also under the Lancang-Mekong Cooperation

Mechanism (LMCM) proposed in 2012 and launched in 2014. China has long established

close ties with Greater Mekong countries, but LMCM indicates institutional collaboration

between China and Greater Mekong countries, Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos included.

5 http://en.ndrc.gov.cn/newsrelease/201503/t20150330_669367.html
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Under the LMCM framework, China and Mekong countries strengthened economic

cooperation, water governance, and diplomatic ties.

By comparing these three cases, I control for many additional variables. First, they

have similar levels of economic development stage. Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar are

far behind their neighboring countries in economic development and the only three least

developed countries in the region. Their combined GDP accounts for less than 4% of

ASEAN’s total GDP6. Due to their relatively low economic development stage and lack of

domestic financing for mega infrastructure projects, these three countries have huge

demand for infrastructure and thus the most enthusiastic to seek for closer collaboration

with China under the BRI framework.

Second, these three countries have similar geographical proximity to China. Both

Myanmar and Laos are neighboring China’s Yunnan province. Although Cambodia does

not share border with China, its has close economic, political, and cultural ties with China.

In 2014, the Chinese government proposed neighborhood diplomacy and prioritized its

relations with neighboring countries in its geopolitical and geoeconomic strategies. These

three countries are not only comparable in the sense of geographical proximity, but also

of special significance to the study on Chinese economic diplomacy under the current

administration.

Third, these three countries have similar domestic political institutions prior to 2011.

While Myanmar launched political liberalization in 2011 and the opposition came to

power in 2015, the governance structure is still largely authoritarian. Meanwhile, the

Cambodian leader Hun Sen dissolved the opposition in 2017 and won a landslide victory

6 https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/southeast-asia-notch-chinas-belt-and-road-initiative
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in the 2018 general election. In addition, Laos remains a relatively closed Party-state

since its founding in 1975.

Fourth, I examine one critical sector, hydropower. The Greater Mekong region has

been one of the most attractive destinations for Chinese hydropower investment, as 40%

of Chinese-funded dams built since 2000 are located in continental Southeast Asia. The

LMCM identifies water resource collaboration as key area of collaboration. For these

three countries, hydropower is also a critical sector for electricity generation and

economic growth. Meanwhile, mega hydropower projects in these countries also imply

huge social and environmental risks. Thus, examining the hydropower sector not only

excludes additional variables, but also illustrates variation in risks facing Chinese

outbound investment.

Under this most-similar design, I allow for variation in the main independent

variables in these three host states.Regarding the hydropower sector, several hydropower

giants like PowerChina, EnergyChina, and China Datang operate in all three countries,

but vary in their market share, financing models, and local partners across states. For

instance, PowerChina is relative a late comer in Myanmar, an early mover but faced with

serious challenges from peer companies in Cambodia, and so far the hegemon in

hydropower market in Laos. When faced with more pressure to expand market and feed

the team, PowerChina was dragged into highly controversial Salween dams in Myanmar

and the Areng dam in Cambodia, both of which aroused huge backlash and were

suspended by host governments. In contrast, PowerChina has been more successful in

avoiding risky business in Laos.
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In addition to cross-national comparison, I also conduct within-case comparisons in

all three countries. In all three countries I code main Chinese projects along the two main

independent variables: market share prior to the project and financing sources, and

compare the degree of risks attached with these projects. Meanwhile, I also examine how

market share and financing sources affect Chinese firms’ risk tolerance through shaping

types of local partnerships. In the empirical chapters, I examine Chinese-financed

hydropower projects in Laos, Cambodia, and Myanmar respectively.

Beyond cases in continental Southeast Asia, I also examine whether the above

patterns are applicable to other developing countries beyond continental Southeast Asia.

Based on my previous field experience in Kenya, Africa, I focus on infrastructure

projects that are central to contemporary China-Africa economic relations. This

dissertation shows that, similar to Southeast Asian cases, risk acceptance of these

infrastructure projects in the China-African context are also partially conditional on

financing source.

During my field interviews, I focused on five respondent groups for interviews:

Chinese SOEs investing in energy infrastructure, in particular hydropower; host state

government officials (especially in the ministries of energy and transportation); Chinese

embassy officials in host states; Western MNCs operating in the power and infrastructure

sector; and local NGOs and civil society groups. These semi-structured interviews began

with a fixed set of questions based on the main hypotheses and then evolved into more

open-ended discussion. Following initial contacts with key respondents through

purposive sampling, subsequent respondents were principally selected through

snowballing sampling.
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The empirical chapters rely heavily on primary interviews with country

representatives, managers, and staff members of the Chinese central SOEs operating in

these host states. In contrast with higher-ranked cadres working at SOEs’ headquarters in

Beijing, these local contacts have much better sense about bidding process, investment

decisions, and risk assessment at the project level. The rich materials I obtained from

them help me process trace the main Chinese hydropower projects in continental

Southeast Asia and analyze the variables explaining the variation within central power

SOEs’ risk acceptance. Meanwhile, these local interviewees are also more wiling to share

project-level information and observations. Moreover, I triangulate the interview notes

from SOEs’ local representative office with that from headquarters in Beijing as well as

from interviewees on host states side so as to avoid potentially biased information as

much as I can.

1.5 Policy implications to SOE reform and the Belt and Road Initiative

This dissertation has important policy implications for China’s ongoing SOE reform

at home and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) abroad. As the Xi Jinping administration

continues to push for SOE and financial reforms, it will be a fruitful area of research to

observe how the recent reforms transform the incentive structure of Chinese SOEs and

how that impact the risks associated with Chinese-initiated overseas projects.

Although the reforms are still in the pilot stage, they will have a spillover effect on

other SOEs, given the strong political initiatives behind the reforms. The anti-corruption

campaign and audits will also deter SOEs from signing large deals in host countries

without clear official approval and state support. In the past years multiple pending
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overseas investment deals have been suspended or canceled due to strengthened

regulation.

However, the ongoing SOE reform may also increase the chance of SOEs’ risky

behaviors. One key attempt during the Xi Jinping administration is SOE merger. The

State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) stressed

Beijing’s commitment to streamline its bloated state-owned sector and create

conglomerates capable of competing globally. The number of enterprises administered by

the central government has been reduced to 97 in 2018 from 117 in 2012. Therefore,

SOEs in disadvantaged economic situation have more pressure to conduct large-size

projects overseas to avoid being merged into conglomerates and maintain independent

status, which implies more risks. For instance, the main motivation behind the China

Power Investment (CPI)’s risky hydropower investment in politically unstable northern

Myanmar is to avoid being merged into other conglomerates in the hydropower sector.

Thus the linkage between disadvantaged firm status and risky overseas investment is

even stronger under the current round of SOE merger.

This dissertation also offers important policy recommendations to the financing

models for the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which is now the most important foreign

economic policy of the Xi Jinping administration. BRI is short for the “Silk Road

Economic Belt” and the “21st Century Maritime Silk Road”. On land, the Initiative

focuses on jointly building a new Eurasian Land Bridge and developing

China-Mongolia-Russia, China-Central Asia-West Asia and China-Indochina Peninsula

economic corridors. At sea, the Initiative focuses on jointly building smooth, secure and

efficient transport routes connecting major sea ports along the Belt and Road, including
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the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar

Economic Corridor.

Since 2013, the Chinese government has encouraged Chinese firms to invest in these

corridors along the Belt and Road. Chinese SOEs, in particular central SOEs, are

dominant players in BRI as they are responsible for more than half of all the BRI projects

and almost all the large scale projects7. According to the data from the SASAC, more

than 80 central SOEs (out of 97) have undertaken 3,116 projects in sectors such as

railway, airport development, telecommunication, shipping and power generation in

markets involved in the BRI since 2013.

One key challenge facing the Chinese SOEs involved in the BRI is the financing

issue. In the empirical chapters, I demonstrate that many Chinese SOEs compete for these

state-initiated development financing, and more and more rely on firm-level equity and

financing from commercial sources. This further reduces state agencies’ control over

Chinese SOEs’ investment decisions and increases the likelihood of risky investment.

To further stimulate the smooth progress of BRI and meet the financing gap, the

Chinese government has launched new multiple bilateral and multilateral funds and

committed more development financing to support Chinese aid and investment projects

in host countries. If all these funds could be realized, then Chinese SOEs as the main

player in the BRI will access more state-involved financing. While some of these funds

are initiated by the Chinese policy banks (such as the Silk Road Fund), other funds are

more commercial-oriented and less controlled by state agencies. How to make the best

use of these state-initiated funds to regulate Chinese SOEs’ risky investment along the

7 http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n2588020/n2588057/n8800048/n8800068/c9764054/content.html
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Belt and Road, which are predominantly developing and weak states, remains a

challenging task for Chinese state actors.

1.6 Outline of chapters

This dissertation is organized as follows into six additional chapters:

Chapter 2 builds on discussion on two logic of Chinese SOEs’ risky investment:

under the centralized state power model, SOEs expand overseas market share in

particular in regions and projects set as priorities of Chinese foreign policy. Under the

fragmented state power model, SOEs with shrinking market-share and non-state

financing source lead to projects with higher political, social, and environmental risks.

Chapter 3, 4 and 5 draw from original interview records and statistics from Laos,

Cambodia, and Myanmar, to provide nuanced perspectives on how variations within

Chinese SOEs explain their degree of risk acceptance, in particular in the hydropower

sector. My field research yields the following main observations: First, Chinese state

support promotes SOEs’ engagement in strategic but risky projects, such as the

China-Laos railway project. Second, SOEs with shrinking market share are more likely to

conduct projects with higher risks of political violence and collective action. Third, SOEs

are more likely to conduct risky projects absent state finance. Fourth, Chinese SOEs

lagging behind in overseas market competition without involving state finance are more

likely to partner exclusively with political and economic oligarchies in host states,

increasing risks of collective action and conflicts for their investment projects.

Chapter 6 elaborates changing financing models for Chinese SOEs’ infrastructure

projects with reference to cases in Africa, in particular Kenya. I observe that China’s
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domestic economic reforms, in particular policy banks’ redefined role, have

heterogeneous effects on the financing source of Chinese SOEs’ African infrastructure

investment. As Chinese policy banks are increasingly narrowing their concessional loans

to central SOEs, local SOEs have less access to concessional finance to support their

projects in African countries, and have to either seek for local and international

commercial loans and other funding sources, or utilize their firm-level funding, which

makes them more risk acceptant.

Chapter 7 concludes by synthesizing and highlighting the key findings in this

dissertation, discussing their implications for the policy debates that motivated this

dissertation project in the beginning, and outlining the remaining questions and agenda

for future research.
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Chapter 2

A Theory of Chinese State-owned Enterprises’ Risky Investment in the

Developing World

2.1 Introduction

Given that Chinese-financed mega power projects in the developing world are

mostly conducted by Chinese central State-owned Enterprises (SOEs), this dissertation

focuses on why some SOEs are more risk acceptant in overseas expansion than others. In

particular, knowing the potential political, social, and environmental risks ex ante, why

do some (but not all) Chinese SOEs still stick to these risky and controversial projects?

In order to explain this variation, this dissertation investigates how domestic policy

environment facing Chinese SOEs affects the degree of Chinese SOEs’ risk acceptance in

overseas activities in the power and infrastructure sector. As a result of both centralized

state power and fragmented regulatory statehood, central SOEs with shrinking overseas

market share and without state concessional finance are even more likely to pursue riskier

projects with more significant political, social and/or environmental impacts.

There is significant disagreement over the Party-state/SOE relationship in the

context of Chinese outbound investment. Do SOEs provide a good “investment” on the

part of Beijing as instruments of Chinese statecraft, directed purposefully from Beijing as

part of a grand strategy? Are they relatively autonomous, profit-maximizing businesses,

their free-wheeling behavior often undermining Chinese foreign policy? Or are they (in

particular provincial-level SOEs) best understood as agents of local governments in

China, thereby elevating the perennial center-local tensions that define much of Chinese
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domestic politics onto the international stage? Contrary to above theses, I argue that the

party-state/SOE relationship is best conceptualized not in dichotomous, either/or terms

(either state control or total autonomy), but as an evolving struggle between centralized

top leadership and fragmented governance structure composed of disparate state and

commercial actors. Both the top leaders’ political agendas and firm level interests affect

SOEs’ incentive structure in overseas activities. I explain in detail below how these two

types of power relationships contribute to Chinese SOEs’ risky projects.

2.2 Dependent variable

The dependent variable in this dissertation is the extent to which firms are risk

acceptant or risk averse. There is no consensus in the literature of international political

economy and international business regarding to the definition of risks during the

internationalization process of enterprises (Costa et al. 2015). Although this dissertation

covers different types of risks facing Chinese enterprises operating in the developing

world, the main focus is political risk defined as the probability of disruption to a foreign

firm’s operations from political or social actions in host countries (Luo 2009).

In particular, I focus on variation in firms’ choices of risk level, especially risks of

conflicts, political violence, and collective action, at both national and sub-national levels.

National-level risk belongs to macro-political risk that normally affects all firms in a

country, whereas firm- and project-level risks are at sub-national level that affects only a

specific industry, organization, or project in a host country.
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Multinational firms vary among themselves in their sensitivity or exposure to risks

of conflict and political violence in the host countries. In the empirical section I capture

variation in firms’ choices of risk level ex ante by observing which projects they have

chosen to invest. More specifically, this dissertation wants to explain why some Chinese

SOEs are more willing to conduct projects with more significant political, social, and

environmental consequences, which instigate collective action and political violence in

host states.

Political risks are not always easy to assess and measure, in particular at the

sub-national level (Luo 2009, Jensen 2005). Information concerning ethnic tensions,

social upheaval, riots, strikes, and other forms of collective action is often scattered and

difficult to combine and quantify. Thus, this dissertation focuses on the extent that firms

are willing to accept and tolerate these potential risks ex ante, and relies mostly on

qualitative approach to measure risks of conflict and political violence facing Chinese

SOEs, using a substantial amount of expert insight, academic networks, and surveys.

2.3 Main argument of the dissertation

In this dissertation, I focus on domestic political economy sources of Chinese firms’

outbound investment decisions and argue that dynamic interactions between the Chinese

Party-state and SOEs shape SOEs’ degree of risk acceptance. Neither “arms of the state”,

nor purely autonomous business actors, Chinese central SOEs receive political control

from the top leadership and need cope with national agenda, while also interacting with

disparate state and commercial actors within a fragmented, poorly coordinated

governance structure.
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On the one hand, the Chinese top leaders align SOEs’ overseas activities with

national overseas goals and utilize personnel and political control to regulate SOEs’

outbound investment. When assigned projects with strategic and political consequences,

SOEs need conform to the top leaders’ decision even these projects conflict with firms’

goals of preserving assets, i.e. the centralized power model.

On the other hand, the Chinese top leaders no longer micro-manage SOE activity

through direct instructions and shift to issuing broad targets, principles and guidelines. In

the daily routine, although SASAC is ostensibly responsible for supervising SOEs, its

influence is often diluted. In some cases SOE management positions can be a springboard

to even higher positions in government, and senior appointments come with bureaucratic

rank as high as vice-ministerial or even ministerial level (Leutert 2018, Li 2016). These

weaken SASAC’s supervision over central SOEs8. Regarding SOEs’ overseas activities,

multiple state actors and agencies have been involved in the outbound aid and investment

regime. This creates a considerable “policy space” for SOEs to interpret central

guidelines according to their own pecuniary interests. In particular, those SOEs with

shrinking market share and alternative sources of financing in addition to state financing

are more likely to circumvent line ministries’ regulations and explore risky projects to

avoid being merged into other conglomerates, i.e. the fragmented power model. Below I

indicate the governance structure of Chinese SOEs.

8 One example is: two infrastructure central SOEs competed for railway projects in East Africa fiercely and neither
SASAC nor MOFCOM was able to solve the dispute in between. In the end this case was kicked up to Prime Minister
Li Keqiang.
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2.4 Chinese SOEs’ governance structure

The Chinese Party-state has remained political control over SOEs. Although

Chinese top leaders no longer micro-manage SOE activities through direct instructions,

they continue to issue broad targets, principles and guidelines to regulate SOEs’

behaviors. Moreover, the Party-state’s control over personnel, policy concessions and

capital allocation prevent SOE leaders from shifting away from the broad state mandate

both in China and abroad. The State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration

Commission (SASAC), a special commission established in 2003, plays a leading role in

these efforts. SASAC directly administers the central government’s portfolio of state

firms and is responsible for supervising and assessing SOE leaders and performance.

The core of political control is personnel control. The Organization Department of

the CCP appoints top executives of 53 core central SOEs (vice-ministerial level), while

the SASAC appoints those of the remaining around 50 central SOEs (department level).

The senior executives of local SOEs are under the mutual control of the local Party

Committee Organization Department and local SASAC. Thus, SOE leaders serve as both

entreprenours and bureaucrats with administrative ranks. During the Xi administration,

the institutionalization of Party leadership further improves the Party’s political

supervision and control over enterprise affairs (Rosen, Leutert, and Guo 2018). In

different occasions, President Xi repeatedly stressed that “SOEs should serve as

important economic and political basis for socialism with Chinese characteristics and an

important pillar and reliable force for the CPC’s governance of the country”9.

9 http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2016-10/12/content_27035822.htm
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SOEs fulfill dual objectives assigned by state actors in overseas activities: financial

performance (财务绩效 i.e. how well SOEs run state capital, including project size and

profit) and “political quality” (政治素质 i.e. how well SOE executives adhere to Party

priorities, state laws, and government directions).10 One main function of the SOEs is

maintaining and increasing the value of the state-owned assets. Under Section 5 of

Interim Measures for Assessing the Operation Performance of Persons in Charge of

Provisional Measures Concerning the Integrated Evaluation of the Top Management

Teams and Managers of the Central Enterprises, “the performance of Chinese SOEs’

managers shall be evaluated on the basis of success in maintaining and enhancing the

value of state-owned assets, maximizing shareholder value, and achieving sustainable

development”11. What distinguishes Chinese SOEs from private enterprises is that: the

core element of economic performance is to increase value and asset rather than profit,

which explains why the average returns of SOEs are lower than private enterprises. Per

the Party-state and SASAC’s demands, Chinese SOEs pursue scale and number of

projects both in China and overseas to become bigger and stronger.

In addition to economic performance requirements, the Party-state and SASAC also

evaluate the SOE leaders’ “political quality”, in particular how they serve national

strategy. These political tasks include the various policy burdens that SOEs bear, such as

adhering to the macroeconomic control and strategic planning of the national economy,

reducing unemployment, maintaining social stability, and serving main foreign policies

10 More details, please see Provisional Measures Concerning the Integrated Evaluation of the Top Management Teams
and
Managers of the Central Enterprises, CCP Organization Department Doc. No. 17 (2009) 中央企业领导班子和领导人
员综合考核评价办法（试行）
11 Provisional Measures Concerning the Integrated Evaluation of the Top Management Teams and
Managers of the Central Enterprises
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(Liu and Zhang 2007). During the Xi period, fulfilling political tasks have become an

increasingly important function of Chinese SOEs to demonstrate the loyalty of these

firms’ top executives to the core of the Party-state.

With that said, this dissertation does not imply that SOEs stick to these political

tasks faithfully, in particular in their overseas activities where the state control and

monitor are diluted. Given the CCP and SASAC’s tight grip over top executives of SOEs

(in particular central SOEs), the Chinese government has failed to monitor and oversee

overseas activities of central SOEs. The problem lies in the fragmented outbound

investment regulatory framework: at the top level, SOE executives often outrank their

SOE regulators, which minimizes SASAC and other government regulators’

effectiveness (Naughton 2015; Brødsgaard et al. 2016)12. As mentioned above, the

leaders of the 53 most important central SOEs are directly appointed by the Party's

Organization Department according to the Nomenklatura system which handles

appointments at or above vice-ministerial level (Brødsgaard 2012). They therefore enjoy

high political status and social influence in the Chinese rank-stratified political order.

Besides, SASAC only exercises ownership functions on behalf of the state as a

non-managerial trustee. The limited statutory power of SASAC prevents it from

exercising decisive influence over SOEs under its supervision and that the SASAC does

not intervene in the strategic decision-making process (e.g. purchasing large-scale foreign

assets), nor does it interfere in SOEs’ production and operation activities. In recent years,

12 Also see: US Department of State, 2018 Investment Climate Statements
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SASAC’s role further narrowed down on management of “capital” rather than “assets”,

leaving central SOEs more freedom in investment decisions13.

In overseas activities, the government oversight is even weaker due to lack of

effective monitor mechanisms. For instance, in encouraging SOEs to adopt Corporate

Social Responsibility (CSR) practices, SASAC published the “Guidelines to the

State-owned Enterprises Directly under the Central Government on Fulfilling Corporate

Social Responsibilities” in 2011. The policy stresses the importance of fulfilling CSR

principles in article 4: “Fulfilling CSR is the need for the CSOEs to participate in

international economic cooperation. As the progress of economic globalization, the

international community concerns more and more on the performance of an enterprise in

social responsibilities. By fulfilling CSR, it is either helpful in establishing a ‘responsible’

public image by Chinese enterprises and more internationally influential, or significant

for China to spread an image as a responsible nation.”14. However, many SOEs

executives and managers claim that these guidelines are mostly voluntary and SASAC

has no specific mechanism to monitor these SOEs. As a result, more and more central

SOEs publish their annual CSR reports, but whether they conduct serious CSR practices

on the ground is questionable15.

On the ground, when asked why the Ambassador (representative of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs) and Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s (ECC) Office of the

Embassy and Chamber of Commerce (representative of the Ministry of Commerce) have

13 Please refer to the document of the General Office of the State Council about SASAC’s shifting role:
http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2017-05/10/content_5192390.htm
14 Guidelines to the State-owned Enterprises Directly under the Central Government on Fulfilling Corporate Social
Responsibilities
15 Interview with WLE Greater Mekong, Vientiane, Laos, No. 89, May 9, 2017
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failed to coordinate among Chinese SOEs, managers from several central SOEs illustrate

that rankings of EEC and Ambassador are not high enough to serve as coordinator16.

2.5 Implications for Chinese SOEs’ overseas investment

How does this complex SOE governance structure affect Chinese SOEs’ overseas

investment, in particular their risk perceptions in overseas activities? Below I illustrate

five implications of domestic policy environment facing Chinese SOEs to their risk

perceptions in host states. In the empirical chapters I test these implications in Chinese

investment in Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos, and Kenya.

First, compared to their Western counterparts, Chinese SOEs are more risk acceptant

in general as they need to (partially) fulfill political tasks assigned by the centralized state

power, such as coping with national-level grand foreign economic strategies like China

Going Out and BRI. Earlier studies identify the patterns that Chinese investors invest in

riskier host countries than traditional Western MNCs (Buckley et al.,2007; Kolstad and

Wiig 2012; O’Neill 2014), and SOEs are more risk acceptant than private enterprises (Shi

2015). In the past two decades, Chinese SOEs expand into neighboring countries and

developing countries with higher political and social risks to cope with Chinese economic

diplomacy in the developing world.

The centralized state power model explains rapid internationalization of Chinese

SOEs in the developing world regardless of potential risks. The Chinese leadership has

relied on SOEs to implement major foreign economic policies, including “Going Out”

policy since 2000s and the Belt and Road Initiative since 2013, through mobilizing and

16 From SOEs operating in Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos
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coordinating line ministries, policy banks, and sub-national governments to support SOEs’

overseas expansion (Sauvant, McAllisteer, & Maschek 2010; Yeung & Liu 2008). Some

scholars argue that the sharp growth of Chinese investment as a result of Chinese state’s

Going Out strategy aims to serve its national development priorities, including access to

energy and resources as well as transfer of production (Song, Yang, & Zhang 2011).

Empirical studies show that the Chinese government succeeds in utilizing SOEs to

achieve its strategic objectives and increases political and economic influence abroad

(Brautigam & Tang, 2011; Jiang, 2009).

Most recently, due to top-down mobilization, Chinese SOEs flocked into BRI

countries. According to a recent report on Chinese central SOEs’ social responsibility

conducted by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), more than 92% of

central SOEs participated in the BRI by the end of 2018 and more than 63% conducted

equity investment.17 Meanwhile, according to researchers based at CASS, many BRI

countries have failed to offer stable security, financial, economic, and political

environments (Wang 2017). In contrast, fewer Chinese private enterprises are involved in

investment in BRI.

In a workshop on the 5th year anniversary of BRI held in summer 2018 in Beijing,

several scholars from both the government-affiliated institutions and universities

expressed their concerns about risks of BRI countries. One SOE executive explained:

“While we do not fully understand what is BRI and are concerned about risks about BRI

countries, we should continue to increase our investment along the Belt and Road and

17 https://m.yicai.com/news/100087944.html?from=timeline
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align our projects with the grand national strategies”18. Risks he mentioned here are

mainly risks of conflict, protests, and others forms of collective action that may put

projects into a halt. While BRI countries (predominantly developing countries) are

normally riskier than non-BRI countries, these SOEs still entered into the BRI countries

in order to cope with the national strategy.

Second, SOEs prioritize size and number of overseas projects aiming to increase

market share and total assets, so as to avoid being merged into larger conglomerates. One

key role of the SASAC is to fulfill Beijing’s commitment to transform the state-owned

sector and create conglomerates capable of competing globally in recent years.Since its

establishment in 2003, the SASAC has encouraged and supported mergers and

regrouping of central SOEs so as to build a stronger group of central SOEs to compete in

the global market. In 2006, under then SASAC Chairman Li Rongrong, SASAC further

issued guiding opinions on SOE capital investments, mergers and acquisitions. Li even

publicly mentioned that if central SOEs did not rank among the top three of their industry,

they would face merge and acquisition19. These mergers often arouse internal clashes

especially among top executives, as executives of firms being merged will be

downgraded (Leutert 2016). For instance, due to lagging behind in the power industry,

China Power Investment (CPI) merged with State Nuclear Power Technology (SUPT),

and the former Chairman of SUPT, Wang Binghua became the Chairman of the new

conglomerate State Power Investment (SPI)20. CPI lost its independent status as a

vice-ministrial level SOE and the original management team was dissolved and

18 Interview with experts and executives attending a workshop on the 5th year anniversary of BRI, Beijing, China, June
2018
19 http://finance.ifeng.com/news/special/lirongrong/20100825/2551675.shtml
20 https://www.jiemian.com/article/293483.html
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reorganized. As a result, almost all top executives of CPI no longer had the chance to get

promoted. Thus, SOEs with shrinking market share have more pressure to conduct more

and larger projects overseas to avoid being merged into conglomerates and maintain

independent status.

Faced with fierce overseas competition, SOEs with declining overseas market share,

i.e. those lagging behind in the overseas market competition with diminishing number of

projects, are more risk acceptant in seeking overseas projects. Firms with relative

declining market share are either latecomers in the overseas market, new arrivals in

specific sectors, or previously leading firms with diminishing advantageous status due to

increasing competition. In accordance with the prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky

1979, Kliger and Tsur 2011), these firms prefer to internationalize more aggressively than

firms with high market share since such an approach allows them to quickly overcome

their competitive disadvantages as a catch-up strategy (Cui and Jiang, 2009; Luo and

Tung, 2007; Mathews, 2006; Yang et al., 2009).

Third, SOEs attempt to circumvent increasingly tightened regulations from line

ministries regarding overseas investment. In accordance with broader fragmented

authoritarianism literature (Lieberthal and Oksenberg 1988; Mertha 2009), state

fragmentation and decentralization in the SOE management and overseas investment

approval process has exponentially complicated an already complex regulatory

environment (Jones and Zou 2017). Regarding SOEs’ overseas activities, multiple state

actors and agencies have been involved in the outbound aid and investment regime, as

shown in the appendix.
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When conducting overseas investment, Chinese SOEs need formal approval from

line ministries before making an investment. Besides SASAC, the main authorities

involving in each outbound transaction are the National Development and Reform

Commission (NDRC), and the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM). Since the 1990s, the

regulatory requirements on outbound investments had been gradually relaxed, which

created the boom of the Chinese outbound investment.

However, line ministries and agencies take opportunities to strengthen their control

and influence over SOEs through personnel management, policy and financing tools, and

regulations. In recent years, line ministries attempted to tighten the review practice so as

to control capital flight. One typical example is: in August 2017, the General Office of

the State Council issued the Circular on Forwarding the Guidance Opinion of the

National Development and Reform Commission, the Ministry of Commerce, the People’s

Bank of China and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Further Guiding and Regulating

Overseas Investment Direction. This circular classifies overseas investments into three

categories, namely “encouraged”, “restricted”, and “prohibited”21. Furthermore,

according to Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Overseas Investments

by Central Enterprises (SASAC Decree No. 34, 2017) and Measures for the Supervision

and Administration of Investments by Central Enterprises (SASAC Decree No. 35, 2017),

SASAC required SOEs to submit third party evaluation about comprehensive risk

evaluation before approving their proposals.

Thus, SOEs had to pull out of the “restricted” and “prohibited” industries, which

decreased investment risks attached with these industries, but also slowed the pace of

21 https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=c49b5662-8cab-4233-9c24-0275df7f38af
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China going out. In 2017, China’s outward capital flows declined by 19.3% compared

with the previous year, mostly because of the tightened regulations from relevant line

ministries. SOEs lagging behind in market share are anxious to circumvent tight

regulations from line ministries and speed up overseas investment process.

Fourth, line ministries are more likely to regulate SOEs’ risky investment when

SOEs rely on state financing. In an increasingly competitive global economy, emerging

economies such as China, Brazil, Russia, and India are increasingly promoting the

international expansion of their SOEs, as are more advanced economies such as France

and South Korea (Li et al. 2014). In order to support Chinese SOEs’ overseas activities,

China, like other emerging economies, has been increasing development finance to

developing countries (Woods 2008). Traditionally, concessional loans are raised by the

Export-Import Bank of China (Exim Bank) linking diplomatic, development and business

objectives (Kobayashi 2008; Brautigam 2010). The objective of these loans is to promote

economic development and improve living standards in developing countries, and to

boost economic cooperation between developing countries and China (China Exim Bank

2014).

However, this traditional image on China’s “Going Out” strategy since the early

2000s has changed dramatically in recent years, as the China Exim Bank has adopted

more stringent procedures for concessional loans approval during the current Xi Jinping

administration. Since 2012 the domestic operating environment for SOEs is increasingly

characterized by centralization of political authority and continued government

supervision. According to an interviewee working in the Exim Bank, China’s slowing

economy and current anti-corruption agenda, investigating all its lending agencies, has
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particular significance to their developing finance in the developing world, as the China

Exim Bank has not been able to speed up any approvals of a buyer or a restructured loan

facility22. For instance, the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International

Studies (SAIS) China-Africa Research Initiative (CARI) estimated that the amount of

Chinese loans to Africa dropped from around US$ 17 billion in 2013 to less than US$ 14

billion in 2016, and this trend may continue in the following years23. While Xi Jinping

has continued to launch new funds for African countries during his foreign visits,

researchers both in China and abroad doubt whether these commitments will be fully

realized24.

While Chinese SOEs’ traditional mode of engagement in overseas infrastructure

projects—as EPC (engineering, procurement and construction) contractors supported

primarily by concessional loans and preferential export buyers credits from China’s

policy banks remains dominant, there is growing evidence that they are diversifying

project models and financing in the developing world. Specifically, they are mobilizing

commercial loans from Chinese policy banks and commercial banks. In the Chinese

capital market, bank loans are the main source of external finance for corporations, due to

the underdeveloped stock and bond market (Cull and Xu, 2000; Firth et al., 2008)25. Liu,

Pan, and Tian (2018) demonstrate that Chinese commercial banks are more inclined to

lend loans to SOEs using bank loans data between 2003 and 2017, as these firms have

state linkages, large scale asset holdings, and having a long track record. According to

Moody’s estimates, SOE debt stands at 115% of GDP, a figure that is steadily rising and

22 Field interview with a staff member from China Exim Bank, January 2016, No. 13, Beijing, China
23 Please check the CARI online dataset and report: http://www.sais-cari.org/data-chinese-loans-and-aid-to-africa
24 Field interview with CAITEC researchers, Winter 2016, No. 35, Beijing, China
25

https://ac-els-cdn-com.proxy.library.cornell.edu/S0378426616300541/1-s2.0-S0378426616300541-main.pdf?_tid=707
9693d-d520-4954-84b8-da2ad38da86d&acdnat=1547601189_3d92173ecd2fbc4a7ce048c8887f46d6
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is far higher than, say, comparable figures for Japan and South Korea (where comparable

debts are around 30% of GDP)26. Local governments also partner with local SOEs to lend

from commercial banks. According to Moody’s estimation, the liabilities of local SOEs

rose to $8.67 trillion in October 2018, equal to the size of China’s total GDP in 201827

Thus, in this chapter I make a distinction between two main types of financing

models for Chinese infrastructure projects in the developing world: concessional loans by

Chinese policy banks, and commercial loans by Chinese commercial banks. With

concessional loans, Chinese SOEs conduct “Engineering, Procurement, and Construction

plus Financing” (EPC+F) projects, that are a particular form of contracting arrangement

used where the EPC contractor is made responsible for all the activities from design,

procurement, construction, to commissioning and handover of the project to the owner28.

And F stands for financing from export credit and development finance agencies, here the

Chinese policy banks.

Via commercial loans, instead, SOEs go beyond the role of contractors and directly

invest overseas. One typical type is Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT). For example, Chinese

SOEs mobilized commercial loans from China, built a power station in a developing

country, ran for 40 years or so, and then transferred back to the host state. During the 40

years of operation period, the Chinese firm profited from selling the electricity generated

by the station to the host state. Thus, under the commercial loans plus direct investment

model, the Chinese-financed projects are much more integrated with domestic political

26 https://www.bbc.com/news/business-40029092
27

https://www.reuters.com/article/china-economy-debt-soes/moodys-says-outlook-for-china-local-governments-negative-
due-to-high-soe-debts-idUSL4N1Y81XY
28 Please check the link for definition:
http://www.hatamilawfirm.com/International-Trade-Contracts/Engineering-Procurement-Construction-and-Finance-(E
PCF)/70
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economy in host states as these projects remain there for decades. In contrast, under the

contractor+concessional loans model, Chinese firms leave when they finish the projects.

How do various types of financing affect SOEs’ risk acceptance? SOEs are more

risk averse regarding projects involving state finance, as line ministries (especially

Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Commerce) and Chinese policy banks are more

capable to constrain their decisions in state-financed projects. Policy banks have

introduced more stringent profitability requirements for new loans, and in-country project

budgets for the SOEs are under greater scrutiny amid an ongoing corruption crackdown.

State regulations such as the Green Credit Guidelines issued in 2012 by the China

Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) have played an overarching role in the

policy-making process. In sum, Chinese policy banks have integrated the management of

environmental and social risks and impacts arising from their supported projects into the

whole credit process of pre-loan investigation, loan review and approval, and post-loan

management (GEI 2017).

On the contrary, line ministries and policy banks have less control over projects

solely financed by SOEs themselves. Specifically, these SOEs are taking equity stakes in

power and infrastructure joint-ventures, raising commercial loans from commercial banks

in China and elsewhere, and serving as project owners based on their own capital. With

fewer constrains from Chinese line ministries and policy banks, SOEs with their own

financing are more likely to conduct projects with higher social and environmental

impacts, which are also riskier.

Fifth, local SOEs are more risk acceptant than central SOEs as they increasingly rely

more on non-concessional financing. While the Chinese government encourages both
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type of SOEs to invest globally since the early 2000s, central SOEs are subject to more

restrictive investment approval procedures and closer scrutiny of their diversification

plans due to central governments’ concerted efforts to fulfill national welfare goals. As a

result, central Chinese SOEs are still the main target of various types of Chinese overseas

development finance, whether in the form of concessional loans or partially-commercial

loans.

Compared with central SOEs which abide by strict central government guidelines,

local SOEs follow more relaxed procedures to invest according to their business priorities.

The investment activities of local SOEs are less strategic driven and more commercially

oriented, because local governments use local SOEs as an instrument for rents

maximization. While China is often perceived as a top-down authoritarian governmental

structure where power emanates from the center, local governments exercise a highly

entrepreneurial approach to solving economic development issues (Caulfield 2006, Ang

2016). As a result, local SOEs are not obligated to fulfill government mandates to pursue

the same strategic interests compared with central SOEs less likely to gain subsidies from

Chinese policy banksand more risk-acceptant in seeking overseas projects. Due to limited

scope, this dissertation mainly focuses on central SOEs, but compares central and local

SOEs’ risk acceptance in Chapter 6.

To sum up, both centralized state power and fragmented state power models are

potential sources of Chinese SOEs’ risky investment.Under the centralized state power

model, SOEs expand overseas market share in particular in regions and projects set as

priorities of Chinese foreign policy. Under the fragmented state power model, SOEs
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lagging behind in market share with non-state financing are more likely to circumvent

line ministries’ regulations and pursue risky investment.

2.6 Implications of market share and state finance to firms’ local coalitions

The more risk acceptant the firms, the more likely they partner exclusively with

political and economic oligarchies in host states. In many developing countries where

political and economic powers are concentrated, an observed political cleavage that FDI

creates is between the political elites that seek rents from foreign projects and civil

society organizations (CSOs) as well as local communities focusing on social and

environmental consequences of foreign investment (Leung and Zhao 2013, Sun 2013,

Tan 2015, Yeophantong 2015). The more exclusive the local coalitions, i.e. the more

willing Chinese firms only partner with host state oligarchies, the more likely for local

collective action and political violence to emerge against foreign investment projects.

The two main independent variables, market share and state finance, jointly shape

types of local coalitions. Chinese firms with shrinking market share are more likely to

ally with host state oligarchies and exclude additional social and economic stakeholders.

The Chinese aid and investment projects generally originate from recipient country

requests. The process formally begins when the host government proposes a project to the

Chinese Economic and Commercial Counselor’s (ECC) office, which in turn submits the

government's application to the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) and the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs (MFA) in Beijing (Corkin 2011).
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This demand-driven selection of Chinese aid projects is related with the principle of

non-interference in the internal affairs of recipient countries and respect for their

sovereignty. Beijing claims that it never uses foreign aid “as a means to interfere in

recipient countries' internal affairs or seek political privileges for itself” (State Council

2011, 2013). This demand-driven selection process also implies danger for political

misuse. For instance, empirical evidence form DR Congo and Venezuela demonstrate

that political leaders in host states have used Chinese projects for political reasons

including re-election, feeding political allies and cronies, and corruption (Brautigam 2009,

Downs 2011).

Thus, in the context of Chinese outbound investment, the ruling elites, i.e. political

and economic oligarchies, in the developing world are critical to the selection process of

aid and investment projects due to the Chinese government’s adherence to

non-interference in the internal affairs of host countries and respect for their sovereignty.

Thus, the Chinese firms that assisted the host country with the proposal is more likely to

win the bid. Projects proposed in partnership with the host country oligarchies can

significantly lower the barrier for Chinese firms to obtain the projects whereas proposals

coming only from Chinese firms are less likely to be approved by Beijing.

Host state agency constrains Chinese SOEs’ choices of local projects as these

projects should fulfill political and economic oligarchies’ priorities. Given the critical

position in shaping Chinese state-sponsored aid and investment projects, host states

manipulate Chinese capital to fund riskier projects that will otherwise be dismissed by

both traditional bilateral donors or multinational donors like the World Bank. For

instance, empirical evidence from DR Congo and Venezuela demonstrate that political
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leaders in host states have used Chinese projects for political reasons including

re-election, feeding political allies and cronies, and corruption (Brautigam 2009, Downs

2011).

Financing sources also affect types of local coalitions. Line ministries, in particular

MOFCOM may deny its consent for loans from Chinese policy banks if SOEs do not

conduct environmental impact assessment (EIA) and social impact assessment (SIA)

acceptable to economic and social actors in addition to host state oligarchies. In contrast,

firms not involving state finance will be less likely to follow state regulations on social

and environmental responsibilities and more likely to build exclusive local coalitions in

host states as rent-seeking political and economic oligarchies act as gatekeepers to enable

or obstruct foreign investments.

2.7 Conclusion

To sum up, this dissertation starts with the puzzle that why some Chinese SOEs

conduct risky projects and then explains variation in risk acceptance within projects

financed by Chinese central SOEs in the developing world. This chapter outlines the

governance structure of SOEs and indicates how both centralized state power and

fragmented state power models contribute to Chinese SOEs’ risky investment. To begin

with, Chinese SOEs are more risk acceptant compared with Western multinationals and

Chinese private enterprises as the Party-state utilizes them to promote economic statecraft

in the developing world with relatively high risks. In addition, given the fragmented

regulatory statehood regarding Chinese outbound investment, Chinese SOEs’ market

share and financing source jointly affect their degree of risk acceptance through different
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types of local coalitions in host sates. Risky investment projects further create instability

in host states, causes losses of Chinese state-owned assets, and harms China’s image in

the developing world. The following empirical chapters use Chinese infrastructure

investment in continental Southeast Asia and East Africa to illustrate the explanatory

power of the variables mentioned above.
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Chapter 3

Market Share and Risk Acceptance Explaining Chinese Mega

Infrastructure Projects in Laos

Following the theory chapter, this chapter shifts to the empirical section and focuses

on Chinese-financed mega infrastructure projects in three continental Southeast Asian

countries, Laos, Cambodia, and Myanmar. This chapter starts with opening the black box

of the political-driven projects, illustrating the tension between priorities of the

Party-state and SOEs, and discussing how the Party-state mobilizes the SOEs through

political control with reference to the China-Laos railway project.

Then, this chapter moves to less strategic hydropower projects and explore how

Chinese SOEs with shrinking market share seek for risky hydropower projects that have

significant political, social, and/or environmental impacts in Laos. I illustrate the complex

interactions between Chinese state agencies, policy banks, and SOEs in the context of

Chinese investment projects in Laos. More specifically, this case chapter concentrates on

the explanatory power of the first main independent variable, market share. Through

comparing three hydropower projects conducted by Chinese central SOEs, I single out

the impact of existing overseas market share on the firms’ risk acceptance.

This chapter illustrates both how both centralized power model and fragmented

power model contribute to SOEs’ risky investment. Under the centralized power model,

the Party-state utilizes SOEs to advance state priorities that may conflict with firms’ goal

of preserving assets, as shown in the China-Laos railway project and other strategic

projects. Under the fragmented power model, as the Party-state’s role is vague, line
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ministries fail to regulate risky investment decisions conducted by the SOEs lagging

behind in market share.

3.1 Case selection

The case of Laos is illuminating for several reasons. First, among ASEAN countries,

Laos has established close ties with China, in particular the infrastructure sector. Due to a

mix of state and market-driven incentives, Chinese FDI in Laos has increased

dramatically in the past decade. Thus Laos is a suitable case to observe how both

centralized and fragmented power models drive for Chinese SOEs’ risky projects.

Second, Laos is also among the first to host Belt and Road projects during the Xi

administration. In particular, the China-Laos railway is the first railway projects China

invested overseas, an important step in the so-called Chinese railway diplomacy. An

in-depth analysis of the China-Laos railway system informs us the interactions between

Chinese central state organ and SOEs in the context of BRI.

Third, multiple Chinese SOEs invest in Laos in the same sector, the hydropower

sector. The hydropower sector provides an excellent venue for comparing Chinese SOEs’

degree of risk acceptance. Hydropower sector is also a critical sector for Laos as the Lao

government planned to raise revenues by exporting the rich hydropower to neighboring

countries. Focusing on the hydropower sector provides significant policy

recommendations for development cooperation between China and Laos.
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3.2 Centralized power model: China-Laos railway

Chinese investment in Laos increased dramatically in the mid-2000s. At the end of

2005, China’s FDI stock in Laos was registered as 32.9 million dollars, but surged to

4.491 billion US dollars at the end of 2014, an increase of 36.2% annually in the past

decade29. China is currently the biggest investor in Laos, and the number of its

investments continues to rise30.Laos has also made into the top 20 host countries/regions

of China’s FDI in stock, which is disproportional to the small-size economy of Laos.

During interview with a top executive from PowerChina, half of PowerChina’s

infrastructure contracts in Asia Pacific region came from Laos in the past five years31.

Chinese investment in Laos is mostly concentrated on mining, electricity,

agricultural and manufacturing sectors due to the national factor endowments and

investment promotion policies of Laos. Since 2013, with the launch of the Belt and Road

Initiative (BRI), Chinese investment in Laos has expanded into even broader sectors of

production capacity cooperation in various forms, including direct investment, project

contracting, technical cooperation and equipment import and export.

In 2015, China launched the Lancang-Mekong Cooperation Mechanism (LMCM)

comprising six nations that border the Mekong, including Laos. The LMCM initiative is

also a major component of Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) now central to Chinese grand

international strategy under the Xi Jinping administration. In the past two years, the

LMCM has attempted to cover five priority areas: inter-connectivity, production capacity,

cross-border economic cooperation, water resources as well as cooperation on agriculture

29 Interview with Lao PDR-China Cooperation Commission, Vientiane, Laos, No. 64, April 6, 2017
30 ISEAS 2014
31 Interview with managers from PowerChina, Vientiane, Laos, No.82, May 4, 2017
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and poverty reduction. And energy cooperation is critical to the smooth progress of the

LMCM.

Among Chinese-financed projects in Laos under the BRI and LMCM framework,

the China-Laos railway project carries the most political and strategic significance. The

Lao Parliament approved this project as early as in 2010. In September 2014, Chinese

Prime Minister Li Keqiang issued a joint communiqué with Lao leaders while visiting

Laos. The two sides decided to speed up connecting China’s BRI and 13th Five-Year

Plan with the Laotian “Land-locked to Land-linked Transition” strategy and 8th

Five-Year Plan. They resolved to formulate and implement a joint plan to advance the

BRI, and actively carried forward the China-Laos Railway Project aiming to build 417

km railways with a total investment of about 37.4 billion RMB. In addition, this railway

will also be the first railway project that Chinese firms invest overseas, a milestone in

China’s rail diplomacy.

This project is part of the Kunming-Singapore Railway Project that starts from

Kunming and ends in Singapore, passing through Laos, Thailand, and Malaysia. The

Trans-Asian Railway (TAR) project was first initiated by the United Nations Economic

and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) in the 1960s, with the

ambition of connecting rail link between Singapore and Istanbul, Turkey, with possible

further connections to Europe and Africa32. Progress in developing the TAR was hindered

by political and economic obstacles until 2006 when 17 Asian countries signed an

agreement on TAR with the coordination of UNESCAP. However, the Southeast Asian

network of TAR was shelved again due to lack of financing.

32 https://www.unescap.org/our-work/transport/trans-asian-railway
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Since 2007, ASEAN and China proposed building three routes: the Eastern route via

Vietnam and Cambodia; the central route via Laos, and the Western route via

Myanmar.Previously, the Chinese government prioritized Eastern and Western routes and

even signed an MOU with the Myanmar military junta in 2008 for the Western route.

However, due to geopolitical tension with Vietnam and domestic political change in

Myanmar since 2011, both Eastern and Western routes were suspended. At present the

Kunming-Vientiane is the only viable route through which China can build a railway

linking Yunnan province to key markets in Southeast Asia, significantly increasing Laos’

stance in Chinese economic statecraft in continental Southeast Asia.

Figure 1: Map of China-Laos railway project

Source: Global Times

Despite strong support from both the Chinese and Lao governments, this project was

shelved until December 2016 (and the Lao government approved this project in 2010) as

both sides failed to reach an agreement on financing. In December 2016, the financing

was finally split into a ratio of 70% to 30% between the Chinese and Lao governments33.

And the Lao government still need to borrow from Chinese policy banks to finance the

30% share. Normally, the China Exim Bank offered 2% concessional loans or

33 The groundbreaking ceremony took place in Luang Prabang Province of Laos on December 25, 2016.
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preferential export credits for foreign assistance projects (under the category of “foreign

aid”), while setting non-concessional, but still policy-oriented loans around 4%. And the

interest rate of loans to the China-Laos railway project was set as 3%(same interest rate

for a similar project, Jakarta to Bandung High-Speed Rail in Indonesia), reflecting a

balance between Chinese financing institutions’ concerns and diplomatic priorities34.

The Lao government was unhappy about the loans set at 3%. During the initial

consultation stage in 2012, several other officials openly debated with pro-railway then

Deputy Prime Minister Somsavat Lengsavat in the Parliament about financial burden on

the Lao side35. Even after the construction started in late 2016, several officials from the

Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI) expressed dissatisfaction over this project as

the 30% share of financing on the Lao side greatly increased Laos’ debt pressure and

disputed in private conversations about the necessity of this project equal to 60% of Laos’

annual GDP36.

China Railway, used to be part of the now defunct Ministry of Railways, was the

main investor in the China-Laos railway project. In China, China Railway was the only

SOE to undertakes railway passenger and cargo transportation services. Abroad, until

2017, China Railway carried out more than 20 railway projects overseas, amounting to a

total investment of more than US$15 billion, mostly in Eastern Europe, Eurasia, and

Africa37. Normally the China Exim Bank offered relatively low interest-rate (2%) loans

for host governments to finance these railway projects, and China Railway served as the

contractor.

34 Interview with Lao PDR-China Cooperation Commission, Vientiane, Laos, No. 64, April 6, 2017
35 Interview with manager from China Railway Corporation, Vientiane, Laos, No. 67, April 8, 2017
36 Interview with officials at Ministry of Planning and Investment, Vientiane, Laos, No. 68, April 10, 2017
37 https://gbtimes.com/china-invests-in-more-than-20-overseas-railway-projects
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However, in the China-Laos railway project, China Railway became a investor and

had to take firm-level equity to finance part of the project, Thus, China Railway was very

hesitant to start the project until the Lao side agreed on the financing. According to an

interview with a manager from China Railway: “We have many better and less risky

projects both in China and abroad, as we do not need to worry about the financing issue

at all. We would not move forward the China-Laos project until the Lao side settled down

financing issue”38. In addition, China Railway also demanded that the Lao government

should take part in dealing with resettlement issues along the railway, which was the

most troubling and sensitive task facing this mega infrastructure project.

Chinese top leaders was unsatisfied with the slow progress of the China-Laos

railway project. According to a contractor of the railway project: “It is weird that such an

important project was delayed for so long. This indicates the firm (China Railways) is

unwilling to move forward this project unless top leaders on both sides pressure them”39.

Through state visits and bilateral meetings between heads of the two states, Chinese top

leaders coordinated the fragmented regulatory system and sped up the progress of the

railway. Then Chinese Communist Party (CCP) Politburo Standing Committee member

Zhang Dejiang and the Lao President Choummaly Sayasone both attended the

groundbreaking ceremony of the railway project in 2016. The local contractor read this a

signal from the Chinese Party-state to pressure the firm: “In 2015 the firm already held a

groundbreaking ceremony, but did not make any progress in railway construction. Zhang

38 Interview with manager from China Railway Corporation, Vientiane, Laos, No. 71, May 5, 2017
39 Interview with manager from a Chinese contractor for the railway project, Vientiane, Laos, May 7, 2017
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came to Laos to host a second groundbreaking ceremony so as to pressure the firm to

move on”40.

During his visit in Laos in 2017, Chinese President Xi Jinping re-stressed the

importance of the China-Laos railway project in his signed article titled “China and Laos:

Working Together for a Community of Shared Future with Strategic Significance” on

mainstream Lao media the Pasaxon: “As an important part of the Trans-Asian Railway

network, China-Laos railway is of major strategic and practical importance to Laos. The

two sides should increase coordination and work for early completion and operation of

the project to connect Laos with its neighbors and the world”41.

Due to pressure from the top leaders, China Railway re-launched the railway project,

speed up the project construction, and accomplished half of the project by the end of

2018. Meanwhile, the China Exim Bank also offered $480 million for the Lao

government for the railway construction with a 2.3% interest rate. As a result, the

China-Laos railway project was expected to accomplish by 2021.

The China-Laos railway project illustrates the interaction between centralized and

fragmented power models. To begin with, China revived the railway project to set an

example for the current leadership’s commitment to BRI and LMCM. Then, the China

Exim Bank and China Railway shelved the railway project due to its financial risks. Even

in projects with strong political support from both Chinese and Lao governments,

firm-level concerns to the least parallel, if not trump, state priorities. While both Beijing

and Vientiane approved and supported the China-Laos railway project, the China

Railway postponed the project until the financing issue was resolved. Later, the Chinese

40 Ibid
41 http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2017-11/13/c_136749157.htm
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top leaders re-mobilized the China Exim Bank and China Railway to launch the railway

project. The nuances derived from the China-Laos railway project indicate how the

Party-state, line ministries, and SOEs interact with each other and how the Party-state

dominates in strategically significant projects.

3.3 Chinese hydropower investment in Laos

The China-Laos railway project is only one case of Chinese central SOEs entering

into the Laotian market, and the one with the most strategic and diplomatic significance.

For those less strategic projects, SOEs utilize state support to extend its market share in

the context of bargaining with line ministries and policy banks. Since this section, I

illustrate how market share and financing sources explain Chinese SOEs’ risk acceptance

in Laos.

As with the adjustment of China’s economic structure and upgrading of industries

to transfer surplus production capacity, more and more Chinese central SOEs go abroad

to seek for economic opportunities, in particular in the sectors of infrastructure and power

of developing countries. For instance, more than 30 central SOEs are now operating or

proposing hydropower projects in Laos alone, and more than 60% of hydropower

projects in Laos are invested or constructed by Chinese central SOEs42.

During fierce competition among central SOEs, late comers and firms in market

expansion have more incentives to seek for large-size projects, with the hope to outbid

peer companies and gain access to markets. According to SOE guidelines and regulations,

SASAC and central SOEs’ headquarters will punish overseas managers and

42 Interview with officials at Ministry of Planning and Investment, Vientiane, Laos, No. 69, April 11, 2017
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representatives for their poor risk management. In reality, however, the SOEs face a

moral hazard problem as risk acceptant managers will still be promoted as long as they

make sure that these projects do not run into trouble during their term, that is roughly 5

years. All these motivate central SOEs, in particular those who face more fierce

competition in foreign market, to pursue large-scale projects overseas that also incur

more political and social risks in the long term.

Given the fragmented and dispersed outbound investment regulatory system both at

the top and on the ground, Beijing mostly relies on SOEs’ self-discipline that depends on

the degree of competition they face in overseas market. As indicated above, fierce

competition triggers short term risky behaviors, in particular among those who are

lagging behind in competition with other central SOEs in seeking BRI and LMCM

projects. Below I use Chinese-financed investment in Laos’ hydropower sector to

illustrate this argument.

Hydropower is a key strategy of the Lao government for the country’s economic

development. Laos begun exporting electricity to Thailand with the Nam Ngum 1 dam

since 1971 and built several other dams during the following decades with international

assistance. The Lao government expects to receive substantial revenues from electricity

exports to its neighbors, which can then be used to fund rural development and poverty

alleviation programs. Thus, Laos aims to become “battery of Southeast Asia” and achiIn

2013 alone, Laos exported nearly 12.5 billion kWh of power to neighboring countries,

generating revenue of over $610 million43. Regarding projects directly invested by

foreign investors, the Lao government also received rents from these FDI projects as

43 http://sea-globe.com/laos-gambles-on-becoming-battery-of-southeast-asia/
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shareholders. Plus, these dam projects have also offered economic stimulus and jobs. For

instance, Nam Ou dam alone employed thousands of local workers.

China has invested significantly in Laotian hydropower industry, with 32 per cent of

Chinese FDI going into hydropower projects over the last decade (Urban et al. 2013).

Chinese SOEs are the main actors in hydropower development in Laos with financial

support from Chinese policy banks44. In the next section, I illustrate in detail how

Chinese central SOEs’ market share and financing model affect their degree of risk

acceptance.

3.4 Case comparisons: explaining hydropower projects’ risk acceptance

In this section, I select three hydropower projects conducted by Chinese central

SOEs according to their variation in market share, and demonstrate how market share

shapes their degree of risk acceptance through choices of local partners. More

specifically, I select three hydropower projects, Nam Tha, Pak Beng, and Nam Ou for the

following reasons.

First, all of the three projects are invested by Chinese central SOEs. By controlling

the firm type (central SOEs), sector (hydropower), location (Laos), and degree of policy

support from the home state (China), I would like to focus on how Chinese SOEs’ market

share determines their willingness to accept risks attached with these hydropower

projects.

Second, I select these three cases according to their variation in market share. While

the Nam Tha project and Pak Beng project were China Southern Power Grid (CSG) and

44 http://www.newmandala.org/the-silenced-river/
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China Datang’s first overseas hydropower projects, PowerChina had entered into Laos

much earlier than its recently initiated Nam Ou project. Therefore, both CSG and China

Datang ranked lower in their share of the Laotian hydropower market. If my theory is

correct, then I expect to see that CSG and China Datang were more likely to pursue risky

projects than PowerChina.

Third, these three cases are all under the BRI and LMCM framework. Drawing

evidence from these three cases, I debunk the myth of BRI as a tool to gain geopolitical

leverage and demonstrate firm-level considerations behind BRI projects in Laos and

other relevant countries and regions.

Table 1: Case selection of Chinese-financed hydropower dams in Laos

In the following paragraphs, I start with PowerChina’s Nam Ou project as the

baseline case in which PowerChina’s high market share in the Laotian market explains its

choice of the less risky Nam Ou project. Following that, I demonstrate how China

Southern Power Grid (CSG) and China Datang, two firms relatively lagging behind in the

market competition in Laos, ventured in risky Nam Tha and Pak Beng projects

respectively.

Firm Project Market Share Risk Level
China Southern
Power Gird

Nam Tha Low High

China Datang Pak Beng Low High
PowerChina Nam Ou High Low
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3.4.1 Case 1: Nam Ou dam

One major expectation of the theoretical framework is: in contrast with firms

lagging behind in market share in host states, more established Chinese firms in the Laos

hydropower sector are more likely to conduct more cautious and responsible engagement.

PowerChina (formerly named Sinohydro) is the most important contractor for

hydropower projects in China. With at least 122 international projects, the company has

also become the face of Chinese dam building overseas. In Laos, PowerChina is also a

dominant dam builder and investor as it has been involved in more than half of

Chinese-financed hydropower projects in Laos45. As a result, PowerChina’s priority in

Laos is no longer large-size projects, but risk control and reputation building. In the

following paragraphs I use the Nam Ou project to illustrate how PowerChina’s dominant

status in Laos shape its low degree of risk acceptance.

Figure 2: Nam Ou dam

45 Interview with CEO of Nam Ou Project (Phase II), Laung Prabang, Laos, No. 79, April 29, 2017
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Source: WLE Mekong

3.4.1.1 Market share

Back in the 1990s, several Western companies expressed their interest in Nam Ou

river (one of Mekong’s main tributaries) and conducted a feasibility study for a big dam

along the river46. PowerChina started to follow the project since 2005 and proposed for

seven smaller dams instead of one big dam, aiming to minimize social and environmental

46 Interview with CEO of Nam Ou Project (Phase II), Laung Prabang, Laos, No. 79, April 29, 2017
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impacts as well as political risks. In April 2011, PowerChina signed an agreement with

the Laos government to fund a 2 billion hydropower cascade project along the Nam Ou

river, and the two sides finally agreed on the seven dams proposal. Compared with one

big dam, the seven dams proposal will produce less electricity, but also decrease the

number of resettled villagers dramatically and avoid flooding major towns47.

The CEO of Nam Ou River Phase I project stated during the interview: “We come to

Laos not only to conduct more and more projects. Regarding to project implementation,

we adhere to China’s national strategies, such as ‘amity, sincerity, mutual benefit and

inclusiveness’ (亲诚惠容 ). As a central SOE, we should take our responsibility to

promote neighborhood diplomacy and avoid risky projects”48. He further noted: “To be

frank, we cannot get rid of all social and environmental impacts in hydropower projects.

Since we do not pursue number and size of projects, what we need concentrate now is to

avoid those projects with huge social and environmental impacts”49.

On August 31 2015, PowerChina and the Lao government, witnessed by Chinese

President Xi Jinping and the then Lao President Choummaly Sayasone, signed the

Franchise Agreement and Power Purchase Agreement for the project of Nam Ou River

Cascade Hydropower Plant (Phase II) in Beijing. According to the Power Purchase

Agreement (PPA), the Nam Ou dams will become a critical powerhouse to supply

Northern Laos with stable electricity. In the meantime, the Nam Ou dams also aim to

serve the China-Laos railway project and other strategic projects in this region, which

benefited local economic and social development.

47 Interview with contractors of Nam Ou Project (Phase II), Nam Kang, Laos, No. 80, April 30, 2017
48 Interview with CEO of Nam Ou Project (Phase I), Vientiane, Laos, No. 83, May 3, 2017
49 Ibid
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As a result, local communities appreciated the Nam Ou project. In contrast with the

controversial Nam Tha and Pak Beng dams where local resistance occurred, local

officials introduced that there has been no major protest among the resettled communities

during my field trips to the resettlement sites50.

3.4.1.2 Local partners

As an established firm, PowerChina has developed strong ties with both the Laos

government actors and international organizations. While almost all Chinese hydropower

firms form joint-venture with the state-owned Electricite du Laos (EDL), PowerChina

takes into account Laos’ national development strategies and energy sovereignty. To

begin with, PowerChina’s Nam Ou projects will hugely increase people’s access to

electricity in relatively poor Northern provinces of Laos, echoing with Lao government’s

“Electricity First” and “Battery of Southeast Asia” strategies. Second, the electricity

generated by Nam Ou projects will be connected to the national grid, which help the EDL

and Lao government enhance control over electricity generation and benefit from tariffs

and taxes from the national grid. In contrast, many other Chinese-financed dams, such as

Nam Tha project and Pak Beng project, will be transmitted directly to Thailand. While

EDL can still benefit from these dams as a minor stake-holder, it favors Nam Ou dams

more considering both economic and political implications51..

An example is PowerChina’s engagement with the International Rivers.

International Rivers is one of most influential environmental and human rights

organizations focusing on protecting rivers and defending the rights of communities that

50 Interview with provincial and district-level officials, Nam Kang, Laos, No. 80, April 30, 2017
51 Interview with Vice CEO of EDL, Vientiane, Laos, No. 83, May 2, 2017
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depend on them. Many resources abundant countries, Laos included, witness the tension

between Chinese hydropower companies and International Rivers. My Chinese

interviewees investing in continental Southeast Asia unanimously criticized International

River’s conservative views on hydropower development. In September 2016, to the

surprise of many, PowerChina invited representatives from China, Thailand, and US

offices of International Rivers to a site visit to Nam Ou project. Managers and staff

members of PowerChina reflected that during the site visit both sides exchanged their

views and they showed International Rivers around the construction sites and

resettlement areas. While International Rivers still objected the project, the

representatives demonstrated their appreciation of PowerChina’s efforts in livelihood

recovery and ecological restoration and would take note of these efforts in upcoming

reports on Chinese-financed dams in Laos52. These all contribute to China’s long term

power cooperation with Laos and other lower Mekong countries.

Different from both CSG and Datang mentioned below, PowerChina was a leading

hydropower contractor and investor in the Laotian market. Due to its advantageous

bargaining position, PowerChina carefully evaluated the risks attached with various

hydropower projects, and selected the Nam Ou project with less severe social and

environmental impacts. The leading position in market competition also allowed

PowerChina to establish a more equal relationship with the Laotian government and build

a diverse and inclusive local coalition.

52 Interview with CEO of Nam Ou Project (Phase II), Laung Prabang, Laos, No. 79, April 29, 2017
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3.4.2 Case 2: Nam Tha dam

Nam Tha dam project is a joint venture between China Southern Power Grid (CSG)

International Co., Ltd. and Electricite du Laos (EDL), with the two companies holding an

80 percent and 20 percent share respectively. The dam is located in northern of Laos at

Bokeo Province, near Xishuangbanna of Yunnan Province with a total installed capacity

of 168MW and a total investment of 340 million dollars. The project aimed to launch its

first generator unit at the end of September 2017, and all the three generator units will be

ready in late 2018. Once accomplished CSG will sell 95 percent of the electricity to

Thailand53.

There is a consensus among Lao government officials, hydropower specialists, and

NGO experts that Nam Tha is the most controversial hydropower project in Laos54. First

and foremost, Nam Tha has the largest size of resettlement in Laos hydropower

development. It would require the resettlement of around 10000 indigenous people, the

ethnic Khmu and Lamet. Concerning that the ethnic Khmu and Lamet villages have been

resettled repeatedly in the past decade and previous migrations still affected the

livelihood of these villages, there were widespread sentiments among the resettled ethnic

minorities even if CSG offered them55. The dam would also impact downstream

communities along the Nam Tha River and the mainstream Mekong56. Below I explain in

detail how the developer’s enthusiasm in increasing overseas market share explains its

adherence to the Nam Tha project with high social and environmental risks.

Figure 3: Nam Tha dam

53 NAM THA1 LAO - Newsdetail Site: http://namtha1.com/index.php?r=site/newsdetail&id=1
54 Interview with WLE Greater Mekong, Vientiane, Laos, No. 89, May 9, 2017
55 Please see: http://www.newmandala.org/the-nam-tha-dam/
56 Please see: https://www.internationalrivers.org/resources/nam-tha-1-3591
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Source: WLE Mekong

Although CSG initiated the project in 2006, the project was delayed and project

access road construction had not begun until at the end of December 2013. In November

2014, the project construction preparation has started, with a schedule for diversion

tunnel closure in the middle of November 2015, water tight of upstream and downstream

cofferdam in the middle of November 2016, and the first unit generator to be launched by

the end of December 2018. Total construction period is four years and six months57.

3.4.2.1 Market share

57 http://namtha1.com/index.php?r=site/content&id=1
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China Southern Power Grid (CSG) is a central SOE that transmits and distributes

electrical power in China’s southern provinces. In 2002, the Chinese government

launched reorganization of the power sector, separated electricity generation from

transmission, and established two state-owned grid firms: State Gird (SGCC) and China

Southern Grid (CSG), both at vice-mistrial level. Despite the same ranking, SGCC has

much larger domestic market share than CSG: while SGCC is in charge of power

transmission in 26 provinces of China, CSG covers the remaining 6 relatively poorer

southern provinces, like Guangxi, Yunnan, Guizhou and Hainan. Meanwhile, SGCC is

also more competitive in expanding overseas market share and has accumulated assets in

Asia, Australia, Latin America and Europe, with total value at US$56 billion58.

In the past decade, SGCC gradually invaded the traditional sphere of influence of

CSG. For instance, SGCC was involved in the development of the Bakun Hydroelectric

Project as well as several other renewable energy projects in Sarawak, Malaysia59.

Subsidiaries of SGCC also engaged in hydropower projects in Myanmar and Cambodia.

In order to defend its own market and reduce the gap with SGCC, CSG started to explore

the continental Southeast Asian market in the mid-2000s. In 2006, the Chinese

government identified CSG as the implementation unit for China’s efforts in building a

regional power grid between China (specifically Yunnan province), Vietnam, Laos,

Myanmar, Thailand and Cambodia. Since then CSG started facilitating the development

of hydropower projects and planning key grid infrastructure development in Myanmar,

Laos and Vietnam60. Though CSG is an electricity distributor without any dam-building

58 https://newsbase.com/topstories/china-southern-pushes-foreign-expansion
59 https://www.internationalrivers.org/campaigns/state-grid-corporation
60 https://www.internationalrivers.org/campaigns/china-southern-power-grid
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experience in China, CSG and its subsidiaries attempted to invest in dam projects in

neighboring Southeast Asian countries.

Despite domestic accomplishments, CSG entered into Laos much later than other

Chinese firms that arrived as early as in the early 1990s when China and Laos resumed

diplomatic relations. By 2014, Chinese SOEs including Sinohydro Corporation, China

National Electric Engineering, Dongfang, China Datang Corporation, China International

Water and Electric Corporation, and Gezhouba Group conducted thirty different

dam-building projects in Laos, unparalleled by any any other source state.

Via the Nam Tha project, CSG aimed to compete with more established Chinese

firms in the hydropower sector, including PowerChina, China Three Gorges, and Norinco

International. In August 2006, CSG signed a MOU with the Laos government to conduct

the feasibility study of Nam Tha project, CSG’s first project in continental Southeast Asia.

Nam Tha was only marginally viable economically when first studied with a larger

design and power output (originally 264 MW, later 168 MW) in the mid-1990s conducted

by ADB, yet the project’s cost (US$340 million) has not changed despite its reduction in

size, raising questions surrounding the current design’s economic feasibility. Managers

from CSG also confirmed that they would not profit from Nam Tha and their main

priority was to accomplish their first overseas investment project successfully61.

Since 2006, however, no information filtered out of the Lao Ministry of Planning

and Investment (MPI) for seven years. Some sources indicated the project was abandoned,

others that the Lao authorities were negotiating the amount of compensation to be given

to the villagers, considering the huge size of resettlement compared to other dam

61 Interview with staffs from China Southern Power Grid, Vientiane, Laos, No. 87, May 8, 2017
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projects62. In 2012, it became clear that the project was still under negotiation. Finally, in

November 2014, the Lao Ministry of Planning and Investment and CSG signed a formal

agreement63. Despite that Nam Tha was economically inviable, CSG adhered to this

project for seven years so as to make breakthrough in overseas hydropower development.

During this time period, CSG also explored other risky projects in continental

Southeast Asia. An example is that CSG partnered with Sinohydro and China Three

Gorges Corporation to develop the further hydropower potential on the Salween River in

Myanmar. In July 2008 and November 2010, these companies signed strategic

corporation agreements for hydropower project development on the Salween River for

further planning on the 7,100 MW Tasang and 4,500 MW Weigyi dams respectively.

These dams were huge in size (much large than dams in Laos) and located in active

conflict zones. Local ethnic armed groups and NGOs called for an immediate halt to

these dam plans and both projects were suspended after the political transition in 2011.

These failures make CSG even more desperate for a successful project, thus sticking to

the Nam Tha project.

3.4.2.2 Local partners

Being eager to enter the Laos market and acquire the Nam Tha project, CSG forged

close ties with the Lao central government, which also explained why CSG as a

latecomer got this project. Though the project is still in the process, CSG has already

been involved in complicated relations between the central government of Laos and

ethnic minorities in the region. According to interview with Nam Tha project staffs,

62 Interview with Land Issue Working Group (LIWG), Vientiane, Laos, No. 78, April 27, 2017
63 Please see: http://www.newmandala.org/the-silenced-river/
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former Vice Prime Minister Somsavat Lengsavad informed CSG prior to the bidding

process that this project would be difficult as it is located in ethnic minorities region and

highland area64. One manager from CSG explained the bidding process in detail:

“Lengsavad told us that firms from other countries as well as other Chinese firms all

declined the Nam Tha project as it was economically viable and located in complicated

ethnic regions. However, early comers already occupied those better shaped dam projects

and now CSG has limited options besides Nam Tha. Lengsavad also implied that the Lao

government would offer CSG more economically viable projects in the future”65.

Meanwhile, the Lao government also utilized hydropower development to exert

more control over ethnic minorities regions, which is a critical part of domestic political

agenda. Laos is one of Southeast Asia’s most ethnically diverse countries. The numerous

ethnic groups are officially classified into three categories by the government according

to the geographic areas they occupy: the lowland ethnic groups known as Lao Loum, the

midland groups known collectively as the Lao Theung, and the highland groups, Lao

Sung. Ethnic Lao (estimated in the 2015 census at 53.2 per cent) make up just over half

of the total population and tend to be concentrated in the flatlands and valleys66.

For decades, the Lao government has sought to increase its control over highland

ethnic minorities through major development projects, such as the hydropower projects.

In both the Nam Ngum 2 dam financed by the World Bank and the Nam Theun-Hinboun

hydropower financed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) in the 1990s, thousands of

highland ethnic minorities were displaced by the Lao government. While the international

society generally identified Nam Ngum 2 and Nam Theun-Hinboun as two model dam

64 Interview with staffs from China Southern Power Grid, Vientiane, Laos, No. 87, May 8, 2017
65 Interview with staffs from China Southern Power Grid, Vientiane, Laos, No. 88, May 9, 2017
66 https://minorityrights.org/country/laos/
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projects in Laos with substantial economic output and limited environmental impacts,

Vientiane’s forced resettlement of ethnic minorities caused controversies67.

In the Nam Tha case, the Lao government exploited its bargaining leverage against

CSG and demanded CSG to resettle more ethnic minorities than planned. CSG’s original

plan was to resettle around 5000 villagers in accordance with the project scale. However,

a leading hydropower expert from a development-focused international organization

confirmed that: to enhance control over highland ethnic minorities, the Lao government

demanded CSG increase the number of displaced villagers from around 5000 to around

10000, the largest resettlement in history of Laos’ hydropower development68. The

intention behind the Lao government’s request is: the government would have stronger

control over these mountainous minorities if the firm resettled them to low land. Prior to

the founding of the Lao PDR, highland minorities (in particular the the Hmong people)

rebelled against the Lao communists with assistance from the United States. Even in

recent years, the highland minorities attacked government officials and tourists,

becoming a source of social disorder in this region. To ensure smooth progress of the

project, CSG followed Lao government’s request and agreed to double the budget for

resettlement.

These resettlements took place in a complex ethnic and historic setting, as many

ethnic minorities had already experienced successive resettlement in the last 20 years69.

The complicated demographic and governance situation in the dam region narrowed

down the profit range and increased political risks of the Nam Tha project. While other

more established Chinese firms neglected this project, CSG accepted the government

67 Interview with WLE Greater Mekong, Vientiane, Laos, No. 89, May 9, 2017
68 Interview with WLE Greater Mekong, Vientiane, Laos, No. 89, May 9, 2017
69 Please check: http://www.newmandala.org/the-silenced-river/
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proposal, took additional risks of increased resettlement, and prepared to lose from this

first project70.

Prioritizing the Lao central government’s concerns brings negative impacts on

affected communities. While the project contractor Guangxi Electric Power Industry

Investigation Design and Research Institute (GXED) conducted an environmental impact

assessment (EIA) and social impact assessment (SIA) for the project, the affected

communities complained that assessments underestimated the environmental and social

impacts of the dam71.According to a report conducted by International Rivers, 34 villages

would have to be resettled either to uphill regions that do not accommodate rice paddy

plantings or to the forests of the Nam Ha National Protected Area (NPA). This situation

may lead to increased deforestation, as villagers would need to clear land for dry-land

rice production72.

In response, local communities and civil society organizations have expressed huge

concerns about government intention behind the Nam Tha project73. In 2014, an

environmental panel meeting for the Nam Tha project was held in the Lao’s Bokeo

Province. The representatives of the Nam Tha and Bokeo Provinces who attended the

meeting reminded Chinese enterprises not to carry out long-term alternative cultivation in

the flooded areas of the project74. Due to continued protests and resistance, CSG spent

four years to accomplish the resettlement and started to produce electricity in Nam Tha

until summer 2018, 12 years after the MOU signed in 200675. Nevertheless, the affected

70 Interview with staffs from China Southern Power Grid, Vientiane, Laos, No. 87, May 8, 2017
71 Interview with Land Issue Working Group (LIWG), Vientiane, Laos, No. 78, April 27, 2017
72 https://www.internationalrivers.org/resources/nam-tha-1-3591
73 Interview with WLE Greater Mekong, Vientiane, Laos, No. 89, May 9, 2017; Interview with Land Issue Working
Group (LIWG), Vientiane, Laos, No. 78, April 27, 2017.
74 Interview with WLE Greater Mekong, Vientiane, Laos, No. 89, May 9, 2017
75 http://www.sasac.gov.cn/n2588030/n2588949/c9173930/content.html
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ethnic minorities still complained about the resettlement process and CSG need to face

potential political, social, and environmental risks attached with the Nam Tha project.

To sum up, CSG as a late comer were under huge pressure to explore the Laotian

hydropower market. Despite the political and social risks attached with the Nam Tha dam,

CSG adhered to this project as this was their first ever project in Laos. Compared with

more established Chinese firms, CSG was at a disadvantage when bargaining with the

Lao government, and thus more likely to follow Vientiane’s priorities, including

intervening in complex inter-ethnic relations and increasing resettlement size. This

increased potential political and social risks facing CSG when moving forward with the

Nam Tha project.

3.4.3 Case 3: Pak Beng dam

While the Nam Tha project raised local alarm, some other Chinese-financed projects

harmed China’s image regionwide beyond Laos, such as China Datang’s Pak Beng

project on the mainstream Mekong. Located 7 km upstream of Pak Beng town in

Oudomxay Province Northern Laos, the project is expected to generate 912MW of

electricity per year, of which 90% will be sold to Thailand and the remaining 10% to

Electricite du Laos (EDL). Once finished, Pak Beng will become Laos’ largest

hydropower project.

Pak Beng was scheduled to be launched in December 2017 as the third dam in Laos

on the lower Mekong. Yet, suspicion and controversies among governments and NGOs in

neighboring countries, in particular Thailand and Vietnam, delayed the construction

process of Pak Beng project. As all the planned dams on the mainstream Mekong were
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subject to approval from the Mekong River Commission (MRC), Thailand and Vietnam

blocked the project at MRC until 2017. In summer 2018, the Thai government canceled

power purchasing agreement abruptly, leading to the temporary suspension of Pak Beng

dam.As the Thai government has no further information on its power purchasing plan, the

future of Pak Beng dam is uncertain.

Figure 4: Pak Beng dam

Source: WLE Mekong

3.4.3.1 Market share

In 2007, China Datang Overseas Investment signed an MOU with the Lao

government to develop the Pak Beng Dam, the first dam Datang proposed in Laos. Prior
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to Pak Beng, the Lao government approved another Thailand-financed mega dam on the

mainstream Mekong with severe environmental and social consequences76.

As mainstream Mekong projects would have much larger environmental and social

impacts than those in the tributaries, the Lao government was hesitant to move forward

this project in the next 7 years. Datang did not give up this project as this would be the

first Chinese-financed mega dam in mainstream Mekong77. One manger from Datang

indicated in the interview: “We understand it is a difficult process to finalize the Pak

Beng project. Although we have spent almost a decade on this project, we will spare no

efforts to secure this project considering its scale”78.

In the meantime, Datang attempted to invest in other mega dams in the mainstream

rather than shifting to smaller project on Mekong tributaries. The Lao government

officially notified the MRC that it would move ahead with the 770 MW Pak Lay Dam.

The proposed 770 MW Pak Lay dam was also located in Xayaboury Province of Laos

and approximately 100 km from the Thai border. Following Pak Beng, Pak Lay would be

the fourth dam built on the mainstream of the Lower Mekong. Notification was notably

early for a dam that will not begin construction until 2022. Given the debate about Pak

Beng dam and Thailand’s long-term commitment to purchasing power from Laos, the

project’s viability is unclear in the context of a shifting energy market and the rise of

viable alternatives to hydropower.

76 https://earthrights.org/what-we-do/mega-projects/xayaburi-dam/. According to the Earthrights International report,
the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank refused to back the project because of these risks but Thai banks
later moved in to fund the project. The Xayaburi dam was also the first project to undergo the official Mekong River
Commission (MRC) prior consultation process required for all mainstream dams under the 1995 Mekong Agreement.
Through the MRC, the governments of Cambodia and Vietnam expressed grave concerns about the dam’s impacts.
77 Interview with managers from CAMC Engineering, Vientiane, Laos, No. 60, April 6, 2017
78 Interview with managers from China Datang, Vientiane, Laos, No. 64, April 8, 2017

https://earthrights.org/what-we-do/mega-projects/xayaburi-dam/.
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3.4.3.2 Local partners

The most challenging task facing Datang was not domestic controversies in Laos,

but protests at the regional level. Datang collaborated with the Laos central government

closely to move forward this project. In March 2014, Datang finally received

environmental permission from the Lao government for the project, announcing that it

would undergo the Mekong River Commission (MRC)’s Procedures for Notification,

Prior Consultation and Agreement (PNPCA) process as required by the 1995 Mekong

Agreement79. Upon Datang’s request, the Lao government gave a green light to the Pak

Beng project and forwarded this proposal to the MRC in late 2016.

Once submitted to the MRC, the Pak Beng project aroused concerns from

neighboring countries and negatively impacted China’s image in the region, in particular

Vietnam and Thailand. Then Minister of Natural Resources and Environment and

Chairman of the Vietnam Mekong River Commission, Tran Hong Ha said in an interview

in May 2017: “Vietnam wants all upstream Mekong River nations to adopt proper

policies in exploiting the river, especially in hydropower dam construction, in order to

ensure rights for downstream nations, like Viet Nam”80.

The Thai Network of Eight Mekong Provinces filed a lawsuit in the Administrative

Court against the Thai Water Resources Department and its director-general and the Thai

National Mekong Committee. They maintained that the planned Pak Beng Dam on the

mainstream Mekong could have severe negative impacts on people in Thailand due to its

location 92 km downstream from Wiang Kaen district in Chiang Rai. Thailand’s Mekong

79 Pak Beng Dam | International Rivers. https://www.internationalrivers.org/node/10852
80 Please see:
http://english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/environment/178442/vietnam-urges-laos-to-rethink-mekong-river-dams.html

http://www.china-cdto.com/hwtzweb/indexAction.ndo?action=showPage&id=81977FA8-D4A7-8928-55DF-6DFAEC8F3C53
http://www.china-cdto.com/hwtzweb/indexAction.ndo?action=showPage&id=81977FA8-D4A7-8928-55DF-6DFAEC8F3C53
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River Management Bureau informed the Network that the agency sent the representative

to the MRC meeting and brought local concerns about the Pak Beng project81.

Due to pressure from civil society groups in Thailand, the Electricity Generating

Authority of Thailand (EGAT, the Thai Electricity Commission) deferred a decision on

signing the power purchase agreement for the Pak Beng dam until the country’s energy

development plan was completed82. If the Pak Beng dam were to be cancelled, it would

be more unlikely for Laos to be the “Battery of Southeast Asia” through the export of

hydropower to its neighborhood.

Similar to CSG, Datang lagging behind in overseas competition was eager to

explore the mega Pak Beng dam in the mainstream Mekong through working closely

with the Laotian government. Regardless of protests from both governments and NGOs

in neighboring countries, Datang continued to move forward the Pak Beng project with

severe social and environmental risks.

To sum up, these three cases illustrate the explanatory power of the key independent

variable, market share. The Nam Tha project was China Southern Power Grid (CSG)’s

first hydropower investment project in Laos and in the whole overseas market. Due to

huge pressure to expand overseas market, CSG partnered closely with the Lao central

government and appealed to their priority of hydropower development in northern ethnic

minorities region. The Nam Tha dam enhanced Vientiane’s control over the ethnic

minority region, but also faced huge political and social risks. Similarly, China Datang as

81http://www.chiangraitimes.com/thai-network-of-eight-mekong-provinces-files-law-suit-over-pak-beng-dam.html
82 Thai energy review could lead to suspension of Mekong dam ....
https://www.thethirdpole.net/en/2018/06/14/thailands-energy-review-pauses-mekong-dam/. EGAT
had originally agreed to buy 90% of the electricity from the dam.

https://www.thethirdpole.net/en/2018/06/14/thailands-energy-review-pauses-mekong-dam/.
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later comer into the Laotian market explored the mega Pak Beng dam in mainstream

Mekong with support from the Lao government, arousing protest not only from Laos, but

also from Thailand and Vietnam. In contrast, PowerChina entered into the Lao market

since the 1990s and served as both contractors and investors for decades. Thus, when

investing in the Nam Ou project, PowerChina followed regulations and guidelines from

the Chinese state agencies regarding overseas hydropower development and consulted

with affected communities and international organizations prior to the project design and

construction.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I use Chinese-financed hydropower dams in Laos to illustrate how

Chinese SOEs’ market share explains their degree of risk acceptance. To begin with, I

use the China-Laos Railway project to illustrate the centralized power model: despite that

China Railway interpreted central guidelines according to their own pecuniary and other

interests and thus delayed the progress of the project, the Chinese top leaders demanded

both China Railway and Exim Bank to cope with the national agenda. This project was

risky considering the huge size of resettlement and severe social and environmental

impacts.

Moreover, I use three Chinese-financed hydropower projects in Laos to illustrate

under what conditions these central SOEs are more risk acceptant in overseas expansion.

The key explanatory variable is market share: while lagging behind firms like CSG and

Datang adhered to risky projects, leading firms like ChinaPower invested in the Nam Ou

project with much less severe social and environmental risks.
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These three case studies also verify that market share shapes Chinese SOEs’ degree

of risk acceptance through types of local partnerships. Both CSG and Datang worked

closely and exclusively with the Lao government and followed Vientiane’s requirements

that posed more risks to their projects. In contrast, ChinaPower regarded the Lao

government as equal partners, established strong linkage with relevant stakeholders, and

decreased the likelihood of risky investment.
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Chapter 4

Market Share, Financing Sources, and Risk Acceptance Explaining

Chinese Hydropower Investment in Cambodia

A central puzzle in this dissertation is how the Chinese state and SOEs interact in

the context of Chinese outward FDI, and how this interaction determines Chinese SOEs’

risk acceptance. In introductory and theoretical chapters I have explored how this

interaction shapes firms’ investment decisions and demonstrate that both market share

and financing structure drive SOEs’ risk acceptance. The previous case chapter starts

with a brief introduction to Chinese outbound investment in Laos, examines the most

strategically significant China-Laos railway project to examine both political and

economic logic behind Chinese outbound investment, and then utilizes Chinese

hydropower investment in Laos to demonstrate how the first main independent variable

mentioned in the theoretical framework, market share, affects Chinese SOEs’ risk

acceptance.

In this chapter, I start with introducing Beijing’s strategic goals in Cambodia that

promote Chinese SOEs’ investment in Cambodia. Under this centralized investment

promotion mechanism, I also investigate Chinese SOEs’ investment projects in

Cambodia’s hydropower sector, with a particular emphasis on how the two main

independent variables, Chinese power SOEs’ ranking in market share and financing

sources, jointly affect their risk assessment on the ground.

This chapter draws from original interview records and statistics from Cambodia to

provide nuanced perspectives on how variations within Chinese SOEs explain their
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degree of risk acceptance. My field research yields the following main observations: First,

SOEs with shrinking market share are more likely to conduct projects with higher risks of

political violence and collective action. Second, SOEs are more likely to conduct risky

projects absent state finance. Third, Chinese SOEs lagging behind in overseas market

competition without involving state finance are more likely to partner exclusively with

political and economic oligarchies in host states, increasing risks of anti-Chinese

collective action and conflicts for their investment projects.

4.1 Case selection strategy

The case of Cambodia is illuminating for several reasons. First, Cambodia is a case

to observe both centralized power model and fragmented power model. On the one hand,

in recent years China has become Cambodia’s most critical political and economic

partner, and Cambodia is currently the only quasi-ally of China among ASEAN countries.

Chinese state support provides incentives for the Cambodian government to approve and

protect Chinese-financed mega projects. On the other hand, as the Party-state fails to

monitor specific projects, I also observe how market share and financing structure affect

Chinese SOEs’ degree of risk acceptance.

Second, multiple Chinese SOEs invest into Cambodia in the same sector, the

hydropower sector. The hydropower sector provides an excellent venue for comparing

Chinese SOEs’ degree of risk acceptance. In addition, the Chinese government has

prioritized the hydropower sector since the 1999 “Going Out” strategy. During this

period, Chinese companies and Chinese banks have become the biggest builders and

financiers in global dam building. Indeed, just one Chinese company, Power China
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Resources, is estimated to have as much as a 50% share of the international hydropower

construction market83.

Third, this chapter match cases within Chinese hydropower investment in Cambodia

to better understand why Chinese SOEs are more or less risk acceptant in seeking

overseas projects.Cases taken from the same sector can be usefully compared when one

case shows SOEs are risk acceptant and another case does not. Exploring the differences

between these two instances provides helpful insight into explaining why some Chinese

SOEs are more risk acceptant. While explaining how each of the two main variables

(market share and financing structure) work in the case studies, I focus more on how

interactions among market share and financing source jointly shape Chinese-financed

projects’ degree of risk acceptance.

During field research, I asked Cambodia government officials, hydropower

specialists, NGOs, and representatives of local communities to evaluate social and

environmental risks of main hydropower projects in Cambodia. Among the main

hydropower projects, some projects (such as the Areng and Lower Sesan 2) have larger

environmental and social impacts, thus more likely to arouse backfire and backlash. The

empirical section mainly focuses on why some Chinese SOEs engage in risky and

controversial cases.

4.2 Centralized power model: promoting Chinese investment in Cambodia

under LMCM

Since 1998, China and Cambodia have started to forge a quasi-alliance relationship.

China is now a prominent actor in Cambodia’s contemporary politics and economic

83 Please refer to the China Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2015.
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development. Chinese central government’s main goal in Cambodia under the Hun Sen

regime is a secure and stable environment for Chinese political and economic interests.

More specifically, Beijing hopes to maintain Cambodia’s firm stance towards China’s

sovereign and territorial integrity, as well as attitudes regarding regional issues like the

South China Sea disputes, China’s role in ASEAN vis-à-vis key competitors in the region

like the US and Japan.

One milestone in China-Cambodia bilateral relations is the establishment of the

Lancang-Mekong Cooperation Mechanism (LMCM). At the 17th China-ASEAN Summit

held in November 2014, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang proposed the founding of LMCM,

which was warmly welcomed by Cambodia and the other four Mekong River countries.

In March 2016, the First LMCM Leaders’ Meeting was held in China’s Hainan Province.

Cambodia has comfortably embraced China-led multilateral initiatives including the

LMCM. According to Chheang (2018), Cambodian Foreign Minister Prak Sokhonn

stated, “LMC is important for Cambodia because, as a co-founding member, it can shape

the agenda and the modalities of the mechanism”84.

However, Cambodia is not an ideal investment destination for Chinese firms.

According to O’Neill (2014), the political risk, weak rule of law and high corruption

resulting from Cambodia’s political institutions create a poor investment environment in

Cambodia. The Chinese government has utilized financial tools to support Chinese

outbound investment in Cambodia and relied on SOEs to realize their goals in Cambodia.

Most recently, during the State Visit of President Xi Jinping to Cambodia in October

2016, 31 economic and related cooperation agreements and Memorandums of

Understanding (MOUs) were signed between the governments of Cambodia and China.

84 Chheang 2018
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Additionally, many major SOE-implemented projects receive support from the China

Exim bank or the China Development Bank.

Due to strong financial support from the Chinese state, since 2012 China replaced

Korea as Cambodia’s largest foreign investor, with cumulative investment having

reached $9.17 billion85. In 2015 alone Chinese investment made up about 60% of total

investment inflow86. There is a consensus among researchers that China has so far

attained significant influence over Cambodia’s economic and political spheres because of

the no-string-attached aid and investment (Kurlantzick, 2007; Pheakdey, 2012).

4.3 Chinese hydropower investment in Cambodia

Traditionally, Chinese investment focused on small-scale manufacturing and the

garment sector, but recently China has become a leading investor with SOEs investing in

natural resources and the energy sector, with project approval in petroleum, energy and

mining accounting for 99.8% of the all approved foreign investment in these sectors in

Cambodia87. In particular, as China becomes a key driver in Cambodia’s energy

development and is investing a huge amount of capital compared to other countries, the

Cambodian government has welcomed and benefited from Chinese SOEs’ investment in

the energy and infrastructure sectors. In 2003, the government’s “National Sectoral

Review for Hydropower” identified 60 potential sites for hydropower projects, with the

national generation potential estimated at 10,000 megawatts (MW)88.

85 FDI data from the Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC)
86 Interview with officials from CDC, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.15, Feb 14, 2017
87 Interview with officials from CDC, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.15, Feb 14, 2017
88 Please refer to
https://www.internationalrivers.org/sites/default/files/attached-files/submissiontospecialrapporteuro
nhydropower_151301.pdf
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Since then, Cambodia’s power sector has made significant progress and China has

funded all the major power plants in Cambodia. In April 2006, China announced a 600

million dollars aid package to Cambodia, almost half of which financed the Kamchay

Dam, Cambodia’s first large domestic hydropower project. Following the Kamchay dam

that went online with capacity of 194MW in 2011, Cambodia has witnessed the following

major hydropower projects all with Chinese finance: Kirirom 3 hydropower station of

18MW in 2012, Stung Atay hydropower station of 120MW in 2013, Stung Tatay

hydropower station of 246MW in 2014, Stung Russei Chrum hydropower station of

338MW in 2015, as well as the Lower Sesan 2 dam of 400MW completed in December

2017.

Table 1: Hydropower Projects in Cambodia financed by Chinese Firms

Project Capacity
(MW)

Cost
(Million

USD)

Year of Operation Status

Kamchay 193 280 2011 Operation
Kirirom 3 18 47 2012 Operation
Stung Atay 120 450 2013 Operation
Stung Tatay 246 540 2014 Operation

Lower Stung
Russei Chrum

338 495 2013 Operation

Stung Chhay Areng 108 _ 2017 Suspended
Lower Sesan 2 400 781 2017 Completed

and
Operation

Lower Sre Pok 3 416 _ _ MOU
Lower Sre Pok 4 48 _ _ MOU
Sambor 2600 4947 _ MOU

Given that all these dams are financed by Chinese central power-sector SOEs and

these SOEs know risks ex ante, why did some firms engage in socially and
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environmentally riskier projects, while others not? The main explanatory variables are

market share and financing source. Firms with shrinking market share and sole firm-level

finance are more likely to seek hydropower projects with higher social and environmental

consequences, thus generating continued political backfire and backlash against

Chinese-financed projects and generating instability in political and economic ties

between China and Cambodia.

4.4 Case Comparisons: Explaining Hydropower Projects’ Risk Acceptance

In this section, More specifically, I select three hydropower projects, Nam Tha, Pak

Beng, and Nam Ou for the following reasons.

First, all of the four projects are invested by Chinese central SOEs. By controlling

the firm type (central SOEs), sector (hydropower), location (Cambodia), and degree of

policy support from the home state (China), I would like to focus on how Chinese SOEs’

market share and financing sources jointly determines their willingness to accept risks

attached with these hydropower projects.

Second, I select these four projects according to their variation in market share and

financing sources. I select four hydropower projects conducted by Chinese central SOEs

according to their variation in two main variables: market share and financing sources. I

also organize case comparisons at two levels: within-firm and cross-firm. I select two

projects (Stung Chhay Areng and Kamchay) conducted by the same firm SR with

different market share and financing source. Then I compare them with two other central

SOEs’ projects (Lower Sesan 2 and Lower Stung Russei Chrum Krom) that also vary in

market share and financing sources. If my theory is correct, then I expect to see that in
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the Stung Chhay Areng case, SR with shrinking market share and firm-level financing are

more risk acceptant.

Third, process tracing four main Chinese-financed projects debunk the myth that

Cambodia is China’s quasi-satellite state. According to Cambodian scholar Sophal Ear, in

recent years, given the huge inflow of Chinese investment in Cambodia and close

political ties between the Chinese government and the Hun Sen regime, Cambodia is

increasingly regarded as China’s backyard and “little brother”89. While acknowledging

the Chinese influence in Cambodia, a closer look at these four cases illustrates that both

Cambodian government and civil society actors are active players in Chinese hydropower

investment in Cambodia.

Table 2: Case selection of Chinese-financed hydropower dams

Firm Project Market Share Financing Source Risk Level
SR Stung Chhay Areng Low Firm-level

financing
High

Kamchay High State-involved Low
HN Lower Sesan 2 Low State-involved Medium high
HD Lower Stung

Russei
Chrum Krom

High State-involved Low

4.4.1 Cases 1&2: SR’s Areng and Kamchay dams

In Cambodia, one example of how firms with shrinking market share select risky

projects is the suspended Cheay Areng dam (hereafter the Areng dam) in Cambodia. The

Areng dam is a proposed 400 million dollars dam project on Areng river in Koh Kong

89 See comments like:
https://www.voacambodia.com/a/interview-ear-sophal-author-of-the-hungry-dragon-in-chinese-influence-in-cambodia/
4372583.html and https://thediplomat.com/2018/01/cambodia-and-the-wests-common-enemy-tuberculosis/ and

https://www.voacambodia.com/a/interview-ear-sophal-author-of-the-hungry-dragon-in-chinese-influence-in-cambodia/4372583.html
https://www.voacambodia.com/a/interview-ear-sophal-author-of-the-hungry-dragon-in-chinese-influence-in-cambodia/4372583.html
https://thediplomat.com/2018/01/cambodia-and-the-wests-common-enemy-tuberculosis/
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Province, Cambodia. The Areng dam project has caused huge controversy among general

public in Cambodia because of environmental and ecological consequences. The Areng

Valley is known for its indigenous communities and rich biodiversity. As the largest

unbroken tract of woodland in Southeast Asia, the Areng Valley is made up of a series of

adjoining national parks with about 1300 indigenous people. Moreover, the Areng Valley

is located in the 400,000 hectare Central Cardamoms Protected Forest. Furthermore, it

has a high biodiversity being inhabited by 31 endangered animal species, including the

world’s second-largest population of wild Siamese crocodile90. Thus, the construction of

the dam might destroy one of Southeast Asia’s last great wilderness areas by clearing

protected forest areas, displacing thousands of people, and threatening the breeding sites

of endangered species, leading to irrevocable ecological degeneration and the disruption

of indigenous culture.

The Areng project aroused strong opposition from NGOs, environmental activitsts

and local communities. For example, the Spanish activist Alex Gonzalez-Davidson, head

of the NGO Mother Nature, had campaigned against the Areng project and set up road

blocks that prevented local authorities and Chinese firms from entering in the district.

The continued protests that came after the construction of Areng not only disrupted the

project progress, but also questioned the legitimacy of the Hun Sen regime.

Under pressure from public demonstrations staged by Cambodian environmentalists

and activists, the main investor of the Areng dam project changed three times in the past

decade: in 2006, a central SOE SP91 signed an Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

90 Interview with director of River Coalition of Cambodia (RCC) under the NGO forum, Phnom Penh, Cambodia,
No.46, March 22, 2017
91 In this chapter I use fabricated initials to keep confidentiality of firms per the request of the interviewees, mostly
because these are relatively new projects and some are undergoing. In Myanmar, Laos, and Kenya, as most of the firms
and projects are finished and known to local people, they do not insist confidentiality of the firms.,
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with the Cambodian government to study the dam’s feasibility. In November 2010 that

SP no longer pursued the project. Following SP, another central SOE GD entered into the

Areng project. In late 2013, however, GD pulled out of the dam citing that it was not

economically viable. Since then, a third central SOE SR received a concession in order to

begin investing in the project. Even though proving commercially unviable due to its low

power-generation capacity, the highly contested project still proceeded with financing

from the SR.

In response to huge pressure from the opposition party and civil society, the Hun

Sen regime suspended the Areng project. On February 24, 2015, the Cambodian Prime

Minister Office officially announced that the project would not start during this term, i.e.

until at least the 2018 general election, sending an alarming signal to China’s prospective

infrastructure developers that hydropower investment in Cambodia is not without risks.

Why did SR stick to this project despite huge pressure from civil society groups and

that two Chinese companies already pulled out of the project? I illustrate in detail below

that: SR as a former pioneer was lagged behind in market share compared with other

central SOEs in the Cambodia hydropower market. Thus, SR aimed to catch up through

conducting the Areng project using its own capital and finance and working with local

crony.

Figure 1: Areng dam
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Source: Mother Nature website

4.4.1.1 Market share

SR is a Chinese state-owned hydropower engineering and construction company

with more than 60 years of experience in developing hydropower projects across the

world. It is China’s largest hydropower construction company and has 70% market share

of the Chinese mainland hydropower sector. In recent years SR has become a global

enterprise, running diversified businesses from water conservancy and hydropower

construction to project financing, design, implementation and operation in almost all

kinds of infrastructure such as power, transportation, civil work, mining, and real estate.

However, while serving as engineering and construction contractor for decades, SR

was new to investment projects. SR’s first ever overseas investment project is

Cambodia’s Kamchay dam in 2006. Following the Kamchay project, SR invested in

hydropower projects in Southeast Asia and Africa and set up its investment arm in 2012,

responsible for development of overseas hydropower projects. Compared with the

big-five state-power generators and investors, SR is still much lagged behind in overseas
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power investment, especially when these power giants speed up their overseas investment

in the past five years.

SR started to invest in Cambodia since 2006. The first project Kamchay project was

in operation since 2011. In February 2014, the Cambodian government granted SR the

approval of Areng dam concession, following SP and GD’s withdraw. During field

interview, one manager in charge of the Areng project compared the controversial Areng

project with the Kamchay dam that faced much less protests and backlash. He noted: “SR

was a pioneer in Cambodia’s hydropower market with no challenger before 2007 as the

Kamchay project was Cambodia’s first major hydropower project. When selecting the

location and designing size of the project, SR was more patient, with more bargaining

leverage and also more incentives to evaluate the risks comprehensively. Therefore, SR

chose to invest in the Kamchay dam with limited social and environmental

consequences”92.

A closer look at the Kamchay dam illustrates SR’s initial leading position in

Cambodian hydropower martket. The Kamchay dam is situated in the Bokor National

Park on the Kamchay River in the Elephant Mountain Range in the Province of Kampot.

Kamchay had been planned by multiple developers and financiers since the 1950s, first

by the Soviet Union, then by Japan in 1992 and by Canada in 1995. The Canadian

investors withdrew from the project due to widespread protests. Then, the Ministry of

Industry, Mines and Energy (MIME) held another international bidding contest for the

Kamchay Dam between June 2004 and January 2005. Around seventeen companies from

Cambodia, Korea, Japan and China submitted offers. SR won the contract, beating GD

92 Interview with a staff of SR Resources, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.27, March 18, 2017
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and SP among other Chinese central SOEs (Middleton 2008). In 2006, SR signed a 44

year Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) agreement to develop the Kamchay dam.

However, SR no longer led Cambodian hydropower market as other power

investment giants from China entered into the market. SR’s dominance in hydropower

development in Cambodia has been challenged by other central SOEs, including DT, HN,

and HD with more expertise in power investment. The country representative of SR noted

in the interview: “Previously our Kamchay dam contributed to about 40% of the

electricity in regions around Phnom Penh. Now HD’s Russsei dam is the largest

hydropower project in Cambodia, which will be surpassed by Lower Sesan 2 dam in late

2017. The competition between Chinese power companies in Cambodia has been more

and more fierce”93. He further noted: “as the developer of Cambodia’s first large-scale

dam project Kamchay project, SR had zero new projects since 2007 and searched for

another mega project for years after the Kamchay project was completed”94. SR also lost

its influence to other major power firms in semi-official associations of Chinese SOEs.

For instance, the country representative of HD has served as the President of Electric

Power Enterprises Association of Chinese Chamber of Commerce for two terms with

support from both Chinese Embassy and Chinese power enterprises in Cambodia, while

the head of SR only serves as the General Secretary of the Association95.

Fierce competition among central SOEs pushed SR into the Areng project that is

riskier than other proposed dams. Despite the widespread controversies around the Areng

project, the country representative of SR still defended the Areng project: “all these

controversies came from a small group of radical NGOs, and we already passed the

93 Interview with a staff of SR, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.27, March 18, 2017
94 Ibid
95 Interview with manager of a central SOE, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.39, March 20, 2017
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Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). These radical NGOs are politically

motivated”96. Nevertheless, both managers of SR and NGO staff members noted that

fierce market competition was the main driving force behind the decision to launch the

Areng project. The main challenge facing SR was continuous merger between SR and

other SOEs, which eroded SR’s independent status as a vice-mistrial level . Without new

projects, SR was likely to experience more mergers and degrade in administrative

ranking. As the country representative further noted: “Over the past few years, SR has

undergone extensive reorganization and consolidation as part of the Chinese

government’s effort to reduce the number of central SOEs. In 2011, SR merged with

HydroChina along with various other small power construction and design firms. We

need to conduct more overseas projects to maintain our autonomy”97. Staff members and

researchers from the NGO forum, the largest NGO platform in Cambodia, also shared

this view: “the Areng dam was not economically viable and the firm would not profit

from that. The firm conducted this project at the risk of loss and protests, which indicated

that they cared more about number and size of the project than profit”98.

Market share also explains why two other central SOEs, SP and GD, gave up the

Areng project. In contrast with SR that is eager to climb the ladder in market share, less

threatened central SOEs like SP and GD are more cautious in project selection and averse

to risks on the ground. Though entering the Cambodia market later than SR, now SP and

GD are ranked higher than SR in market share in the power sector with ongoing projects

in power generation and transmission99. For instance, one manger from GD claimed:

96 Interview with country representative of SR, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.27, March 18, 2017
97 Ibid
98 Interview with director of River Coalition of Cambodia (RCC) under the NGO forum, Phnom Penh, Cambodia,
No.46, March 22, 2017
99 Interview with manager of a central SOE, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.39, March 20, 2017
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“since 2010 we have taken most of the Cambodia’s power transmission lines. Thus we

need be very cautious in selecting power generation projects and avoid those projects that

may arouse local protests”100. In addition to withdrawing from the Areng dam, both SP

and GD also suspended another more controversial project on the mainstream Mekong.

In 2006, a subsidiary of the SP signed an MOU about the controversial mainstream

Mekong dam at Sambor in Kratie province for studying project feasibility. A number of

designs had been proposed for this dam, the largest of which would be an installed

capacity of 3,300 MW and flood upwards of 800 km², resulting in the resettlement of

over 5,000 people. Due to local resistance, SP decided in September 2011 to announce

that it pulled out of all of the Sambor project in Cambodia. After that, the Cambodian

government signed another MOU with GD in 2010 for study of the same project. GD also

conducted studies on two-dam design for the Sambor project101. Given the huge impact of

mainstream Mekong dams and potential pressure both from Cambodia and elsewhere,

this project is also currently stalled, and there is no information available as to whether

the project will move forward for now. Comparison between SR, SP, and GD illustrates

the role of shrinking market share in risk-acceptant decisions.

4.4.1.2 Financing sources

Financing source also explains why SR was more risk acceptant in Areng project

than in Kamchay project. The Kamchay dam had a mix of state and firm finance.

According to country representative of SR: “Kamchay is a flagship project of China

100 Interview with manager of GD, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.43, March 25, 2017
101 China’s investments in hydropower in the Mekong region.
https://www.internationalrivers.org/sites/default/files/attached-files/case_study_china_investments_in
_cambodia.pdf
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Exim Bank in Southeast Asia”102. Under the state-to-state cooperation framework,

Kamchay was funded as part of a 600 million US dollars aid and investment package

announced in April 2006 (Sam 2007). Of the 600 million, 280 million made up SR’s

investment in Kamchay with an interest of 3.6%, lower than commercial loans.

Top leaders from both China and Cambodia witnessed this project involving state

finance. On July 4 2005, during the Second Greater Mekong Subregion Summit in

Kunming, then Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao and Cambodia’s Prime Minister Hun

Sen signed an agreement approving SR’s plan for the construction of the Kamchay Dam.

In 2006, Wen joined the project’s ground-breaking ceremony, with construction

beginning in 2007 and the dam officially operated in December 2011.

The China Exim Bank as the main financier constrained SOEs’ irresponsible

behaviors. During the field interview, the local representative of China Exim Bank noted:

“as the Kamchay dam is under the state-to-state framework, we need to make sure this

project follow our social and environmental regulations carefully”103. He further noted:

“In China we have tougher measures against irresponsible investment. Overseas we

should also care more about social responsibility. For those firms who engage in socially

or environmentally risky projects, we will stop offering concessional loans to their

projects”104.In 2007, the China Exim Bank launched the Guidelines of Environmental and

Social Assessment of Lending Projects. As for the environmental and social impacts of

overseas projects, the Guidelines set environment policies and standards of the host

country as the benchmark for assessment. When submitting loan application, the

borrower or the project owner should also submit approval documents issued by the

102 Interview with country representative of SR, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.49, April 20, 2017
103 Interview with country representative of Exim Bank, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.49, April 20, 2017
104 Ibid
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authorities of the host country, together with an assessment report on the environmental

and social impacts of the project.

In accordance with policy banks’ regulations, SR selected the Kamchay dam whose

social and environmental impacts were limited regarding to reduction in downstream

water supply, water pollution and the impact on the Bokor National Park (Hensengerth

2012). SR also provided alternative habitats for animals affected by flooding and replant

2,000 hectare of forest near the Bokor National Park to compensate for the 2% of the

national park flooded area. In 2008, SR further provided $400,000 a year for a period of

30 years to implement the environmental management plan, first of its kind in Chinese

overseas hydropower development (SR 2008). In addition, the China Exim Bank also

demanded SR abide by Cambodian compensation and environmental regulations, at least

to the extent that government agencies enforce them (Hengsegerth 2012).

In contrast, SR did not raise low interest rate loan from the China Exim Bank or any

other Chinese policy banks and planned to use firm-level capital and equity to fund the

Areng project. According to local representative of SR: “10 years ago, almost all Chinese

hydropower companies had to rely on concessional loans as these were their only

available source of financing. Now we have more alternatives in addition to concessional

loans as we can borrow from commercial banks in China and even raise financing from

the stock market. As long as we retain our size of assets, we have chances to raise finance

from commercial banks in China”105. As the Exim Bank was unwilling to finance the

risky Areng project, SR raised firm-level financing for the project.

As a result, the Embassy and the Exim Bank had weak influence over SR’s decision

in the Areng case. During interviews with staff members from other SOEs, they noted

105 Interview with country representative of SR, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.49, April 20, 2017
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that: “Chinese embassy, Chinese business association, and local representative of the

China Exim Bank all failed to step in the Areng project”106. Consequently, large-scale

protests broke out around the Areng project.

4.4.1.3 Partnering with oligarchies

SR with shrinking market share and lack of state finance partnered exclusively with

local cronies in the Areng dam decision. SR worked exclusively with Lao Meng Khin, a

close friend of Hun Sen and a current senator from the ruling Cambodian People’s Party,

together with his wife Choeung Sopheap, are listed as third-party governors of SR

(Cambodia) United Ltd, a local subsidiary of SR. According to multiple sources, Lao

facilitated the Areng dam as he was interested in rich mineral and forest resources around

the proposed dam site (Yeophantong 2016, Goh 2016). Dam construction and land

concession would pave the way for illegal logging and mining. Given Lao’s vested

interests and specific agenda in the Areng dam project, SR had limited space to include

diverse social and economic actors, and became the center of tension between oligarchies

and civil society actors.

As a result of exclusive approach, the Areng dam project led to growing

environmental consciousness in Cambodian society that evolved into the first

home-grown social movement under the Hun Sen regime. Groups like Mother Nature,

Khmer Youth Empire, Wildlife Alliance and their supporters continued to persevere

despite constant setbacks. Through media campaigns, petitions and hunger strike in front

of the Chinese Embassy in Phnom Penh, they had raised public awareness on the issue

and catalyzed local empowerment by encouraging community participation. In 2014, the

106 Interview with manager of a central SOE, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.39, March 20, 2017
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local activists maintained a roadblock to oppose against the Areng project for half a

year107.

The protest in Areng then developed into a dispute between major political parties.

The opposition party Cambodian National Rescue Party (CNRP) also openly supported

the communities and NGOs in the National Assembly. For instance, Te Chanmony, a

CNRP lawmaker and acting chairperson of the National Assembly’s Commission on

Environment and Water Resources, stressed that her commission wanted the government

to end its plans for the dam and turn the area into an ecotourism project because the

impacts of the hydropower project would be more serious than any profit to be made

from it108. Both Hun Sen himself and Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME) criticized

harshly on CNRP and environmental activists on the ground.

As the pressure from civil society groups and opposition party continued to grow,

the Hun Sen government’s attitude towards the Areng dam project started to change. In

October 2014, opposition leader Sam Rainsy said the government might shelve plans to

build the Areng dam after talks with Hun Sen. Yet, the Minister of Mines and Energy

(MME) Suy Sem and the Koh Kong provincial authorities did not follow this and

continued to move ahead with the project. In February 2015, Hun Sen formally

announced a suspension on development of the project, stating that no decision would be

taken to move forward during the current governmental term until 2018109. This is the

107

https://www.internationalrivers.org/sites/default/files/attached-files/submissiontospecialrapporteuro
nhydropower_151301.pdf
108 http://www.rfa.org/english/news/cambodia/areng-dam-10012014165835.html
109 Reflections from the Areng Valley | International Rivers.
https://www.internationalrivers.org/blogs/721/reflections-from-the-areng-valley
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first suspended China-backed project in Cambodia ever, and the Cambodian government

did not notify SR in advance about the suspension110.

4.4.2 Case 3: HN’s Lower Sesan 2 dam

Similar to the Areng case, another central SOE HN has also been involved in

controversial project the Lower Sesan 2 dam. The Lower Sesan 2 dam, located in Stung

Treng province’s Sesan district, will generate up to 400 megawatts (MW) of electricity

and will be the biggest hydropower dam in the country. Lower Sesan 2 dam is a 75m high

wall, 340km2 reservoir, 5 turbines with a combined capacity of 400MW. It is a joint

venture between the Royal Group of Cambodia (holds 39% ownership), China’s

Hydrolancang International Energy (HN’s subsidiary, 51% ownership) and Electricité du

Viet Nam (EVN) (holds 10%), with a total cost of $816 million.

The Lower Sesan 2 project first emerged in a 1999 study of hydropower dam

potential in the Nam Theun, Sekong, and Sesan River basins in Laos, Vietnam, and

Cambodia funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB). However, the ADB did not

follow up with the dam due to its marginal financial viability and serious environmental

and social impacts, especially on migratory fish stocks and associated fishing livelihoods

(Baird 2016). In June 2007, the Ministry of Industry, Mines, and Energy (MIME) of

Cambodia granted permission for Electricité du Viet Nam (EVN) to conduct a detailed

feasibility study. And then EVN withdrew from the major investor in this project in 2015

and the Chinese SOE HN replaced its role.

110 Interview with a staff of SR Resources, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.27, March 18, 2017
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The Lower Sesan 2 project aroused environmental and social-economic debates both

on the ground and in Phnom Penh. The Lower Sesan 2 dam blocks two rivers (Sesan and

Srepok rivers) and has disrupted water flows and the migration of fish within the 3S

basins (Sekong, Sesan, and Srepok rivers). This dam is likely to have the most significant

impact on fish biomass levels, which are expected to drop by 9.3 percent basin-wide.

According to a report from the Department of Environmental Science of Royal

University of Phnom Penh, although technically a tributary dam, Lower Sesan 2 would

have significant negative impacts on the fisheries and biodiversity of the entire Lower

Mekong Basin when completed111. Other factors such as climate change, particularly

drought, and the low raining density during the dry season could also affect its electricity

production capacity.

Besides the environmental consequences, NGOs and local communities were

concerned with resettlement as this project has the largest number of resettled villagers in

the history of Cambodia’s hydropower development. On February 13th 2014, villagers

living in the dam reservior lodged a petition to the Chinese embassy in Phnom Penh,

relevant ministries of the Cambodian government, and the developer to discuss the

compensation and resettlement conditions in detail. The economic viability of Lower

Sesan 2 was also under question as the dam would rarely be able to reach its planned

maximum capacity of 400 MW, especially during dry season when it is predicted to

produce only a fourth of its full capacity112.

Nevertheless, the social and environmental risks of the Lower Sesan 2 dam were less

severe than that of the Areng project. To begin with, the Lower Sesan 2 dam would

111 Interview with RUPP researchers, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.43, April 25, 2017
112 Mekong Watch, and Protection Network 3S Rivers
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mainly result in the reduction of fish biomass at the site, while the Areng project had

severe consequences on environment, biodiversity, and ethnic minorities. Moreover,

despite similar costs of the two projects, the Lower Sesan 2 project could produce 400

MW of electricity at maximum capacity, while Areng would only generate 108 MW (Liu

2015). With low electricity output but extremely high environment and social cost, the

Areng project aroused more concerns than the Lower Sesan 2 dam. Therefore, the Lower

Sesan 2 dam faced less public and international pressure.

Figure 2: Lower Sesan 2 dam

Source: WLE Mekong

4.4.2.1 Market share

Again, why did HN, like SR, bid for the controversial Lower Sesan 2 project? The

main motivation still lies in catching up in market share. HN is China’s largest and only

national state-owned power generating company with a total electricity output of 537.6
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billion kWh from an installed capacity of 113 GW. Despite the success in domestic

market, HN has experienced failures in overseas market. HN has committed to building it

self as an internationally competitive power company, but to date only has succeeded in

few overseas hydropower projects, all in continental Southeast Asia. In Myanmar, HN

completed construction of the 600 MW Shweli 1 Hydroelectric Project in May 2009

through its subsidiary HydroLancang and 85% of the power generated from Shweli 1 is

exported to China. The same subsidiary HydroLancang also started to explore the

Cambodian market around the same time, but with limited progress prior to the Lower

Sesan 2 project.

HN’s Cambodia team faced huge pressure to open the Cambodian market and

expand HN’s international activities. A manager at the Phnom Penh office of HN

explained: “The competition is so fierce. I have been in Cambodia for more than a decade

without a single project. The Lower Sesan 2 was first initiated by the Royal Group and

the Vietnamese electricity SOE EVN. Given that, we did not give up and follow the case

carefully. Later, EVN withdrew from the main stakeholder role due to financial issues,

and we caught this chance to be part of this large size project. Once completed, this

project will become the largest hydropower dam in Cambodia, increasing HN’s influence

in Cambodia”113.

In late 2012, Electricity Vietnam International (EVNI), a subsidiary of EVN,

withdrew from the majority investor of the Lower Sesan 2 dam and kept 10% of the total

share after several rounds of negotiations. The Cambodian conglomerate Royal Group

and Hydrolancang signed an agreement in Phnom Penh. Since then, the Lower Sesan 2

became HN’s “window project” in continental Southeast Asia and the whole overseas

113 Interview with a manager of HN, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.34, April 18, 2017
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market114. Upon completion,the Lower Sesan 2 dam will be the largest dam in Cambodia

and the longest dam in Asia.

4.4.2.2 Financing sources

What distinguishes Lower Sesan 2 from Areng is the financing structure. According

to the National Assembly’s decree on the Lower Sesan 2 dam in 2013, Cambodian Royal

Group provided 30% of the financing for the dam and HN was responsible for the

remaining 70%. Among the remaining 70%, 20% was from HN’s own equity and capital

and the rest was co-financed by the China Development Bank (CDB), the China Exim

Bank, and the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC). While not all the

financing came from the policy banks, the policy banks did play an important role in

regulating HN’s investment decisions. According to an interview with a manager from

HN headquarter in Beijing: “In other countries we have projects fully financed by

commercial banks and firm-level bonds. In those projects we have more freedom to select

projects and design the scale and compensation of the projects. In Lower Sesan 2, as we

involve CDB and Exim Bank, these policy banks implement increasingly strict

regulations from them and MOFCOM”115.

The CDB and the China Exim Bank divided environmental and social risks control

into specific segments, including pre-loan investigation, loan review, contract

management, loan issuance and post-loan management. They also required an EIA after

the completion of the project and the CDB went even further to introduce a standard

114 https://news.qq.com/a/20170926/032658.htm
115 Interview with a manager of HN, Beijing, China, No.34, April 18, 2017
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review procedure116.Meanwhile, the China Export and Credit Insurance Corporation

(Sinosure) has offered tremendous support to the Lower Sesan 2 project. HN purchased

political and commercial insurance from Sinosure to get project approval from NDRC

and MOFCOM. According to the local representative of HN: “Sinosure has offered

strong support for our project from preparation stage to negotiation, financing,

construction, and all the way to operation. Meanwhile, they also demand us to reduce

project risks by paying attention to social and environmental responsibilities”117. Sinosure

aimed to mitigate project-level risks and demanded HN resolve controversies around the

dam through public consultation118.

According to the demands of the policy banks, HN held several public consultations

with the affected communities following Chinese state financial institutions’ guidelines.

For instance, in July 2015, as requested by the local staff members of the CDB, HN held

a dialogue with 140 people representing communities affected by Lower Sesan 2 dam,

Cambodian government representatives at national and sub-national levels and NGOs

over the concerns and issues related to Lower Sesan 2 dam. The participants then paid a

visit on July 27th to the resettlement site to inspect on the quality of the housing

construction, agricultural land, and dam construction119. During the visit, community

representatives and media held an informal on-site dialogue and raised questions to the

Ministry of Mine and Energy’s secretary of state, representatives of HN, and the Stung

Treng deputy governor in charge of Resettlement and Compensation Committee. The

116 Interview with local representatives of CDB, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.34, April 18, 2017
117 Interview with a manager of HN, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.34, April 18, 2017
118 http://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/2017-12-01/doc-ifyphtze2983661.shtml
119 Oxfam in Cambodia Facebook website:
https://www.facebook.com/OxfaminCambodia/posts/lower-sesan-ii-public-forum-for-the-first-time-under-the-coordina
tion-of-the-riv/1668691600028213/
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public forum yielded a positive step forward to mitigate social and environmental risks of

the Lower Sesan 2 project.

4.4.2.3 Partnering with oligarchies

Lower Sesan 2 is also another case to illustrate how firms with limited market share

ally with host state oligarchies.Hydropower Lower Sesan 2 Co. is a joint venture between

Cambodia’s Royal Group, which owns 39% of Hydropower Lower Sesan 2 Co., and

HN’s subsidiary, Hydrolancang International Energy Co., Ltd., which owns 51%. The

Royal Group’s Chairman, Okhna Kith Meng, is widely acknowledged as a major

supporter and beneficiary of Hun Sen. Several private Chinese businessmen in Cambodia

said that Kith Meng is the leading new tycoon in Cambodia with even more influence

over the government than old generation intermediaries such as aforementioned Lao

Meng Khin. Owing to the lobbying efforts of the Royal Group, the Lower Sesan 2 project

will be completed later this year while the Areng project was suspended in 2015120.

Kith Meng also had strong vested interests in the Areng project, as he initiated the

Lower Sesan 2 project and took up 39% share. As a result, Kith Meng mobilized support

from the Government of Cambodia about the project despite pressure from both

international and local organizations. The Cambodian government approved the

construction in November 2012, and issued the “Legal guarantee of payment for the

Lower Sesan 2 Dam” in February 2013. The law promised government guarantees to

Hydropower Lower Sesan 2 Co. in case the state-owned electricity utility, Electricité du

Cambodge (EDC), fails to pay for the electricity from the dam121. When the government

120 Interview with managers from HN, Stung Treng, Cambodia, No.61, May 13, 2017
121 Law guarantee of payment for the Lower Sesan 2 Dam in 2013
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announced suspension of the Areng project in early 2015, the construction process in

Lower Sesan 2 project was not affected. Faced with disputes from the civil society,

representative of Ministry of Mines and Energy insisted that the dam would reduce the

country’s reliance on imported electricity from neighboring countries122. Moreover, in

February 2017 the Council of Ministers already agreed in principle to let the Royal Group

sign a MOU with the Minister of Mines and Energy to thoroughly conduct pre-feasibility,

feasibility and social and environmental impact studies of another three dams to

supplement Lower Sesan 2123.

Thus, while the Royal Group’s involvement ensured the progress of the project, it

also increased social and political risks as the Group mobilized the Cambodian

government and suppress the local communities and NGOs in the compensation process.

During a forum organized by the NGO Forum and attended by officials from the Ministry

of Mines and Energy and affected villages in March 2017, the Lower Sesan 2 project

faced continued protest even after it was accomplished due to unresolved compensation

issues. Under the pressure of the Royal Group and the Cambodian government, NGOs

located in Phnom Penh softened their position and changed their demand from dam

cancellation to equal compensation, but still held regular press conferences regarding the

project124.

While there was a continued protest against Lower Sesan 2, this project was

accomplished by the end of 2017 and started to operate in 2018. Until February 2018, 83

households from Srekor and Kbal Romeas villages who were displaced by flooding from

the reservoir of the controversial Sesan 2 dam still declined to move into

122 Roundtable on Lower Sesan 2 Dam, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, March 19, 2017
123 Interview with director of River Coalition of Cambodia (RCC) under the NGO forum, Phnom Penh, Cambodia,
No.46, March 22, 2017
124 Email correspondence with a long term observer of NGOs involved in Lower Sesan2, May 18, 2017
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government-approved resettlement areas and continued to protest against the Chinese

firm HN and the Royal Group125.

4.4.3 Case 4: Russei dam

Lower Stung Russei Chrum Hydro-Electric Project (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. (hereafter

the Russei project) is a wholly owned subsidiary of HD Hong Kong Co., Ltd. It is duly

incorporated under a 35-year Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) agreement with the

Cambodian government, with a total investment of $500 million situated on the Stung

Russei Chrum River in the western part of Koh Kong province. The power generation

facility has started operation in late 2013. With a total installed capacity of 338MW, the

Russei project was the largest hydropower project in operation in Cambodia prior to the

operation of the Lower Sesan 2 dam and the largest hydropower project HD invested

abroad.

Compared with both Areng and Sesan projects, the general public in Cambodia

appreciated the Russei dam considering its limited social and environmental

consequences. As this Russei dam is located in the mountainous area, the resettlement

size is zero, i.e. no one needs to be removed and compensated during the construction

process. Below I illustrate in detail how the leading status in market share and mixed

finance from both policy banks and firm itself shaped HD’s decision to invest in the

Russei project with little social and environmental consequences via an approach of

direct engaging with communities and civil society actors.

Figure 3: Russei dam

125https://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/villagers-displaced-lower-sesan-ii-dam-will-get-facilities-government
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Source: Google Map

4.4.3.1 Market share

HD is a leading and competitive firm in Cambodian power market. One of China’s

five largest State-owned electricity providers with total installed generating capacity of

123 gigawatts at the end of 2014, HD has embraced a strategy of “investment,

construction and maintenance of power plants” outside China. Fu Weixiong, director of

its international business department of HD, stated during an interview with the China

Daily that after completing overseas trade contracts worth about $161 million in 2014

alone, the group aimed to transform from an electricity producer into a comprehensive

energy group and outbid other power giants in overseas market126.

Cambodia is one of HD’s main destinations overseas. On its website HD stated that

senior management “vigorously practices going global strategy so as to develop steadily

overseas electric power markets such as Indonesia, Cambodia, Myanmar, Russia, India

126 https://global.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2015-01/13/content_19301826.htm
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and Saudi Arabia”. In late 2010 HD stated in a media release that HD Hong Kong, one of

its subsidiaries involved in developing its overseas power industry, “will set up branches

in Indonesia, Cambodia, Malaysia, Cyprus and Cayman” and aimed to increase its power

generation capacity partnering with the ASEAN Fund. HD was the owner of the largest

dam project in Cambodia and involved in the only coal power project in Cambodia

together with the Malaysian investor, generating more than 30% of Cambodia’s

electricity. Due to HD’s leading role in Cambodian power market, the country

representative of HD has served as the President of Electric Power Enterprises

Association of Chinese Chamber of Commerce for two terms with support from both

Chinese Embassy and Chinese power enterprises in Cambodia.

Thus, the firm was more patient and selective in picking projects and more sensitive

to potential social and environmental risks. Previously, the Cambodian government

offered HD the Lower Srepok 3 dam in Ratanakiri province and planned to sign an MOU

with HD on this project during Hun Sen’s meeting with former Chairman of the Standing

Committee of the National People’s Congress, Wu Bangguo127. In April 2011, the CEO

of HD inspected the Lower Srepok project site, evaluated the risks of this project and

identified serious social and environmental impacts. Since then, HD decided to suspend

the Lower Srepok 3 project and shifted to the Russsie dam.

The Russei dam was originally under the same package with the Stung Atay project

developed by another Chinese central SOE, DT, as these two projects were roughly an

hour drive away from each other. According to a manger of the Russei dam: “We picked

the Russei dam because it is located in the forest. We do not need to resettle any affected

villager and thus exempt from land disputes and conflicts. Meanwhile, the dam is also far

127 http://www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/Special/ChairmanWuVisitsCambodia/node_14546.htm
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away from the mainstream Mekong, thus having relatively small impacts on environment

and biodiversity”128.During the bidding process, HD outbid DT and got the contract of

the Russei project.

4.4.3.2 Financing sources

Financing from the Chinese policy banks constrained HD’s degree of risk

acceptance in overseas market. Most of HD’s overseas projects were financed by Chinese

policy banks. According to HD’s Director of International Business Department Fu

Weixiong’s interview with the China Daily, HD normally set higher environmental

standards in its overseas projects partly because the financial institutions have themselves

raised their thresholds, and are unwilling to provide loans to projects that fail to reach

international environmental standards129. According to Fu in the same report, the Chinese

policy banks adhere to the Equator Principles, the risk management framework adopted

by international financial institutions, for determining, assessing and managing

environmental and social risks of overseas projects. I also confirm with another manager

based from the HD headquarter in Beijing: “We have collaborated with Exim Bank for

many years. Although we are trying our best to explore alternative financing channels

both in China and on the international financial market, now we still mainly rely on

financing from the policy banks and need to follow their regulations”130.

The construction and operation of the Russei project coincided with dramatic change

in Chinese domestic environmental standards and overseas investment regulations. For

instance, the MOFCOM and policy banks have issued more than 15 guidelines regarding

128 Interview with HD managers, Koh Kong Province, Cambodia, No.46, March 22, 2017
129 http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/business/2015-01/13/content_19301754_2.htm
130 Interview with HD managers, Beijing, China, January 2018
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to overseas investment risks. While these regulations are largely voluntary, they are not

worthless when Chinese state actors have more oversight over SOEs through

co-financing their projects. MOFCOM-affiliated researchers explained: “The Lower

Russie Chrum project was co-financed by China Exim Bank. On the one hand, this

indicates state policy banks’ support for this project. On the other hand, MOFCOM may

deny its consent for a loan from China Exim Bank if HD did not conduct an

environmental impact assessment (EIA) acceptable to Cambodian state and social

actors”.131One staff from the Economic Councillor office further explained: “Now many

Chinese SOEs have come to Cambodia to invest in the hydropower sector. For those

central SOEs using their own money to invest, they come to the Economic Councillor

office just for inquiries. Normally we have no way to effectively intervene in their

investment decisions. For those projects relying on concessional loans, however, we hold

decision power in granting the firms the loans and thus shape their way of doing

business”132.

As the main agency initiating these regulations, the MOFCOM and Economic

Councillors in the embassies appointed by the MOFCOM try to enforce strict social and

environmental standards on SOEs. What makes HD different from other central SOEs is

that the country representative of HD has served as the President of Electric Power

Enterprises Association of Chinese Chamber of Commerce for two terms that worked

closely with the Chinese ambassador and economic counselor. The largest NGO network

in Cambodia, the NGO Forum (NGOF), had regular quarterly meeting at Phnom Penh

with Chinese Embassy, Chinese Chamber of Commerce, and other Chinese stakeholders.

131 Interview with CAITEC researchers, Beijing, 18 September 2016; also refer to MOFCOM 2014. For more
information: http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/zt_cv/lanmucc/201409/20140900731570.shtml
132 Interview with Economic Councilor Office, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, April, 2017
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As the President of Electric Power Enterprises Association, HD also held joint meeting

with NGOF to share good practice about responsible business133.

4.4.3.3 Partnering with local communities

While HD got the bid of this project with assistance from local oligarchies, HD is

one of the few central SOEs in Cambodia open to international and local environmental

NGOs. Manager and staff from HD stated during the interviews: “many NGOs resist

power projects approved by Cambodian government for their own sake and organize

local villagers to protest against the operation of projects, causing huge loss for power

companies and delaying the speed of Sino-Cambodian economic cooperation... We as the

leading firm in Cambodia should not take projects controlled exclusively by the cronies.

Instead, we should engage with NGOs directly, shift from passive observer to active

participant, and provide true and positive information to them, aiming to minimize the

negative effects of NGOs on project development”134.

The close ties between HD and civil society in Cambodia has promoted the smooth

progress of the project. In July 2016, the company invited local communities and NGOs

to visit the site and shared the experience of hydropower development. Representatives

from 9 NGOs urged that the company should hold a joint meeting to share good practice

with other Chinese firms so as to improve their performance as responsible

investor. While the company has contributed some budget to Ministry of Electricity and

Cambodian Red Cross (CRC) for environmental and social affairs, NGO participants also

encouraged the company consider part of fund direct sent to local community who live

133 Interview with NGO forum, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, No.53, April 10, 2017
134 Interview with HD, Koh Kong Province, Cambodia, No.46, March 22, 2017
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surrounding the project for livelihood repair and small-scale infrastructure, which local

communities directly benefit from. The General Deputy Director of the project shared

with participants HD’s efforts on environment, infrastructure, and social development.

For instance, HD built a road linking Koh Kong Province and Pursat Province and the

grid in Koh Kong connected to the national grid, improving the local infrastructure in

Western Cambodia. The representative of HD in Cambodia further explained: “HD built

a concrete road of 45 km leading to the deep jungle before the construction of the

hydropower station. The road, dubbed now as a ‘provincial highway’ by local

communities, has connected the isolated area with the rest of the Koh Kong province and

made it easier for the movement of people and goods.”“The small rubber plantations

along the road have been growing larger and larger in the past years as it facilitates the

transportation of rubber harvested from the plantations.”135 As a result, Stung Russei

Chrum becomes the only China-funded hydropower project that has been widely

welcomed and supported by local communities and NGOs136.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I use Chinese-financed hydropower dams in Cambodia to illustrate

how Chinese SOEs’ market share and financing source explain their degree of risk

acceptance. While this chapter partially echoes with earlier studies that the SOEs run

risky projects as the Chinese government “instructs” them to achieve its strategic

objectives and increases political and economic influence abroad (Norris 2016), this

135 Interview with HD, Koh Kong Province, Cambodia, No.46, March 22, 2017, also see
https://www.khmertimeskh.com/news/38300/china-constructed-hydroelectric-stations-ensure-reliable--affordable-electr
icity-for-cambodians/
136 Interview with director of River Coalition of Cambodia (RCC) under the NGO forum, Phnom Penh, Cambodia,
No.46, March 22, 2017
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chapter also illustrates that SOEs interpret central guidelines according to their own

pecuniary and other interests, and to substitute (and disguise) their firm level priorities

(expanding market share) as central-level policies. Chinese SOEs’ risk acceptance is the

result of an evolving struggle between disparate state and commercial actors within a

fragmented, poorly coordinated governance structure.
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Chapter 5

Market Share, Financing Sources, and Risk Acceptance Explaining

Chinese Hydropower Investment in Myanmar

5.1 Country case selection strategy

The case of Myanmar is illuminating for several reasons. First, similar to Laos and

Cambodia, Myanmar is a case to observe both centralized power model and fragmented

power model. On the one hand, prior to the political and economic transition in 2011,

China was Myanmar’s most critical political and economic partner, and Myanmar was a

quasi-ally of China among ASEAN countries. Since the transition, however, the

Myanmar government suspended several Chinese-financed strategic, mega projects in

response to public concerns about political, social, and environmental impacts of these

projects. This dramatic change in political climate in Myanmar offers me an opportunity

to observe how Chinese firms’ market share and financing sources affect their risk

acceptance.

Second, multiple Chinese SOEs invest into Myanmar in the hydropower sector. The

hydropower sector provides an excellent venue for comparing Chinese SOEs’ degree of

risk acceptance. In addition, the Chinese government has prioritized the hydropower

sector since the 1999 “Going Out” strategy. During this period, Chinese companies and

Chinese banks have become the biggest builders and financiers in global dam building.

Indeed, just one Chinese company, Power China Resources, is estimated to have as much

as a 50% share of the international hydropower construction market137.This chapter

137 Please refer to the China Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2015.
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match cases within Chinese hydropower investment in Myanmar to better understand

why Chinese SOEs are more or less risk acceptant in seeking overseas projects.Cases

taken from the same sector can be usefully compared when one case shows SOEs are risk

acceptant and another case does not. Exploring the differences between these two

instances provides helpful insight into explaining why some Chinese SOEs are more risk

acceptant.

Third, while explaining how each of the two main independent variables (market

share and financing sources) work in the case studies, I focus more on how interactions

among market share and financing source jointly shape Chinese-financed projects’ degree

of risk acceptance. In particular, I explain how both market share and financing sources

affect types of local partnerships that correlate with risks of political violence and

collective action.

5.2 Centralized power model: Chinese investment in Myanmar during the

military junta138

China’s relationship with Burma/Myanmar has always been highly involved, but has

not always been smooth, vacillating between hostility and interdependence (see Taylor

2009). Under U Nu’s presidency (1948–1962), the relationship was troubled by border

disputes, including the People’s Liberation Army’s incursion into the northern Shan State

in 1952 to cut off Kuomintang (Guomindang) forces, and later by China’s support for the

138 Part of this section has been published at the Journal of Current Southeast Asian Affairs with Sue
Mark. Please see: Mark, SiuSue and Youyi Zhang (2017), From Impediment to Adaptation: Chinese
Investments in Myanmar’s New Regulatory Environment, in: Journal of Current
Southeast Asian Affairs, 36, 2, 71–100.
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Communist Party of Burma (CPB) and other politically aligned insurgent groups in the

north. Since 1988, following the collapse of both General Ne Win’s ‘Burmese Way to

Socialism’ and CPB’s armed opposition against the military regime, the State Law and

Order Restoration Council (SLORC), which became the State Peace and Development

Council (SPDC) in 1997, consolidated power. Following this, China started to develop

close political and strategic ties with the SLORC–SPDC regime, assuming that the

Burmese armed forces, the tatmadaw, would remain in power. This was promoted by

ceasefires in the mid-1990s.

In the past two decades, China became the most important ally to the

SLORC–SPDC regime when most major powers imposed sanctions on the country. Since

China launched a policy in 2001 to encourage its enterprises to go abroad and seek

overseas market, Chinese investments in Myanmar also have rapidly risen. Given

Myanmar’s abundance of natural resources, its proximity to China, strategic access to the

Bay of Bengal, and the lack of competition due to sanctions by the West, Myanmar

became one of China’s most strategic economic partners in continental Southeast Asia.

International sanctions against the military government in Myanmar made China almost

the only available source of foreign investment, particularly in the infrastructure and

power sectors. For instance, on July 28, 2003, then U.S. President Bush signed into law

the Burmese Freedom and Democracy Act of 2003 (BFDA), which imposed stricter

sanctions on Myanmar’s ruling military junta139. In the fiscal year 2004-2005, Myanmar

attracted $158.28 million of FDI, of which approximately 80% was from China. In 2011,

more than 90% of FDI was from China.

139 Interviews with staff members at CPI, No.1 Yangon, Myanmar, June 10, 2015; and No. 9, Myitkyina, June 22,
2015
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Statistics from the Directorate for Investment and Companies Administration (DICA)

show that from 1988 to 2016, a total of USD 18.52 billion in Chinese FDI was approved

by Myanmar (DICA 2016). Bissinger (2012) showed that Chinese investments started to

grow in 2008. These included the USD 997 million Letpadaung copper mine and the

USD 856 million Tagaungtaung Nickel Mine, as well as the multi-billion USD Shwe

Pipeline and a number of large dams in Kachin, Shan, and Karen States. China remains

the largest approved total investor, with more than USD 18.5 billion, followed by

Singapore with USD 15.5 billion and Thailand with USD 10.5 billion, according to

DICA’s figures in 2017.140

While nearly all of the Chinese investments were in the power and resource sectors,

recent years have seen some diversification to infrastructure including roads, railways,

ports and economic zones. Nearly all sources of these investments are from SOEs.

Extractive sectors made up 68 per cent of all of Myanmar’s actual investments between

FY1988 and FY2011 (Bissinger 2012).

Shortly before the 2010 general election in Myanmar, Chinese officials at both

central and local levels believed that they enjoyed firm guarantees over the security of

their investments by then Myanmar State Peace and Development Council (SPDC)

chairman Senior General Than Shwe during his visit to Beijing. Confident about the

stability of political transition in Myanmar and continuation of Chinese economic

statecraft in Myanmar, China prepared to increase its state-driven FDI to more than $12

140 There are a few limitations to this data: (1) Chinese companies often invest through third destination like Hong
Kong; (2) Chinese companies often structure informal deals with Burmese and register as local companies; and (3) the
suspended Myitsone dam project is still included, which inflates the investment amount.
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billion during the exit of the SPDC in 2010-12. This would have ensured China’s status

as the largest investor in Myanmar.

Dissenting voices were suppressed under this centralized power model. One

researcher from a MOFCOM-affiliated institution complained in an interview: “I have

visited several critical Chinese-financed projects, including the Myitsone dam, before the

2010 election. Regarding the Myitsone dam, I wrote several special reports to the upper

level to express my concerns about risks of large-scale protests. There were no response

to my reports and these SOEs and policy banks continued to move forward the mega

projects until the Myanmar government suspended Myitsone”141.

In 2011, the quasi-civilian government in Myanmar launched the process of political

liberalization and suspended several projects led by Chinese companies, including the

Myitsone dam and the China-Myanmar railway. The transfer of power in Myanmar to a

civilian government in 2011 led to a visit by then-US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton

in November 2011, the first in 56 years, followed by President Barack Obama’s visit the

following year. After more than two decades of sanctions, most of them were gradually

eased in May and September 2012, allowing Myanmar to re-enter the global economy.142

This led to the return of international financial institutions and corporations, mostly

Western ones, that had been absent in the sanctions period.

The transition was accompanied by an opening that allowed a wider range of social

forces to engage with the state on a number of social and political issues. The new

reforms emboldened the quasi-civilian government to claim the rights articulated by the

141 Interviews with a researcher based at CAITEC MOFCOM, Beijing, July 2016
142 Sanctions were initiated after the SLORC (1988 to 1997) refused to transfer power to the National League for
Democracy, which had defeated the military government in an open election.
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highest levels of policymakers, including President Thein Sein, who publicly prioritised

land restitution. On the ground, public protests for past and on-going land confiscations

took central stage. Most of the protests were over land confiscations initiated in the

military era (1988 to 2010), during which time the country was run by a military state

with no constitution to check its power. It was during this period that many land-intensive

investments were approved with few safeguards for communities and their environments,

most notably by Chinese SOEs. Taken together, a central tension that the Myanmar state

is grappling with is the balance between its need for internal and external legitimacy and

the drive for more capital accumulation, as the country opens up to greater flows of

capital.

While during military rule Chinese SOEs’ mega projects were economic assets to

promote Beijing’s political and economic influence in Myanmar, they became the

scapegoat of the domestic political transition in Myanmar and source of anti-Chinese

sentiments among Myanmar public. Several Chinese-backed mega-projects have been in

trouble: construction of the oil and gas pipelines continued but, in the following years,

five other strategic and controversial projects worth over $12 billion were delayed or

suspended. After decades of enjoying market dominance in Myanmar, the Chinese

enterprises started to deal with criticism from multiple interest groups, more diversified

competition, and a rising bar on investments being imposed by both the Myanmar

government and society.
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5.3 Case Comparisons: Explaining Chinese Hydropower Projects’ Risk

Acceptance

Given this climate of increasing political/economic risk, why did Chinese

investment continue? More interestingly, why were some Chinese firms more risk

acceptant than others in such a fraught political context? The main explanatory variables

are market share and financing source. Firms with shrinking market share and sole

firm-level finance are more likely to seek hydropower projects with higher social and

environmental consequences, thus generating continued political backfire and backlash

against Chinese-financed projects and generating instability in political and economic ties

between China and Myanmar.

Despite abundant natural resources and potential hydropower, Myanmar has long

faced a shortage of energy, which has been a major constraint on its economic growth.

By 2010, the installed capacity per capita was only 0.05 kW, significantly lower than in

neighboring countries of the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS)143. The development of

hydropower projects would meet the needs of domestic power consumption, and help

solve the problem of power shortages. According to estimates by the Myanmar

government, Myanmar still needed to invest more than 100 billion U.S. dollars to develop

its electric power sector. Therefore, major foreign investments were needed to speed up

electric power development in Myanmar.

Myanmar had successfully attracted China’s hydropower investment over the past

decade: 30% of Chinese-funded dams in the world built since 2000 are located in

143 Hydropower Development of Irrawaddy River Answers and Questions, China Power Investment (CPI), 2013
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Myanmar144. According to the reports of Earthrights International, at least 45 Chinese

MNCs have been involved in hydropower projects in Myanmar. Despite dramatic

political change and public opposition against Chinese-funded mega projects, in

interviews I focus on how variations within Chinese SOEs’ market share and their

financing mode affect their risk acceptance. Most of the mega projects in Myanmar were

conducted by big and powerful central-level SOEs, such as CPI, CNPC, CITIC, Datang,

PowerChina, and Southern Grid.

In this section, I select four hydropower projects conducted by Chinese central SOEs

according to their variation in market share and financing model, and demonstrate how

market share shapes their degree of risk acceptance through selection of local partners.

More specifically, I select Shweli 1, Shweli 2, Myitsone, and Taping for the following

reasons.

First, all of the four projects are invested by Chinese SOEs. By controlling the firm

type (SOEs), sector (hydropower), location (Myanmar), and degree of policy support

from the home state (China), I would like to focus on how Chinese SOEs’ market share

and financing sources determine their willingness to accept risks attached with these

hydropower projects.

Second, I select these four cases according to their variation in market share and

financing sources. While the Myitsone project and Taping project were China Power

Investment (CPI) and China Datang’s first overseas hydropower projects in Myanmar,

Yunnan Machinery & Equipment Import & Export Co. (YMEC) entered into Myanmar

144 Please refer to the International Rivers statistics website:
http://www.internationalrivers.org/campaigns/china-s-global-role-in-dam-building as accessed 4/11/2015
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much earlier prior to the launch of Shweli 1 dam. In the meantime, CPI raised firm-level

funding for the Myitsone project, while China Datang and YMEC relied on state

financing. If my theory is correct, then I expect to see that CPI and China Datang were

more likely to pursue risky projects than YMEC.

Third, these cases also illustrate that: despite huge changes in host country’s

political and economic conditions, Chinese firms with different market share and

financing sources vary in sensitivity to political institutions in host states. This further

indicates the necessity of researching on variations within Chinese-financed projects.

Table 1: Case selection of Chinese-financed hydropower dams in Myanmar

In the following paragraphs, I start with YMEC’s Shweli 1 dam as the baseline case

in which YMEC’s high market share in the Myanmar market explains its choice of less

risky Shweli 1 project. As a comparison, China Huaneng as a late comer, launched the

Firm Project Market Share Financing Source Risk Level

YMEC Shweli cascade
project

(Shweli 1 dam)

High State-involved Low

China Huaneng Shweli cascade
project

(Shweli 2 dam)

Low Firm-level
financing

High

China Datang Taping dam Low State-involved Medium

China Power Investment

(CPI)

Myitsone dam Low Firm-level
financing

High
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more troubling Shweli 2 project. Following that, I demonstrate that CPI relatively lagging

behind in the market competition and dependent on firm-level financing ventured in the

highly controversial Myitsone dam, while China Datang ventured in teh less risky Taping

dam due to China Exim Bank’s involvement.

5.3.1 Case 1&2: Shweli 1 and Shweli 2 dams

In this sub-section, I start with the case that Yunnan Machinery & Equipment Import

& Export Co. (YMEC) as leading hydropower firm in Myanmar with state financing

invested in the less risky Shweli 1dam. However, when China Huaneng as a new comer

engaged into the development of Shweli cascade, YMEC withdrew from the cascade

projects and Huaneng solely ventured into the more risky Shweli 2 dam.

Figure 1: Shweli 1 and 2 dams
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Source: Burma Rivers Network

The Shweli 1 Hydropower Plant (hereafter the Shweli 1 project) is located at the

mainstream of Shweli River within Shan State of north Myanmar and adjacent to the

China-Myanmar border. The installed capacity of the plant is 600MW. On May 22, 2007,

Yunnan United Power Development Co., Ltd. (YUPD) and Myanmar Ministry of Electric

Power jointly established Shweli I Hydropower Co., with YUPD holding 80% of the

share, while the Myanmar Ministry of Electric Power holding 20% of the share. With the

approval of the Myanmar government, Shweli 1 Hydropower Plant was developed in

BOT (build-operation-transfer) manner. In accordance with the Joint Venture Agreement,

Myanmar can use 15% of the electricity generated from the power station for free. The

validity of the franchise right is 40 years145.

In contrast with the Myitsone and Taping dams that I cover in detail below, Shweli 1

is a “safe” project. First, the size of Shweli 1 is relatively small. The installed capacity of

Shweli 1 is one tenth of the Myitsone project, as well as the size of resettlement. Since it

only replaced several hundred villagers, the likelihood of protest against the hydropower

development is low. Second, Shweli 1’s relatively small size reduces environmental

impact of Shweli 1. Third, the Shweli 1 project is close to China-Myanmar border and

less prone to internal conflicts in northern Myanmar.

As mentioned earlier, Yunnan Machinery & Equipment Import & Export Co.

(YMEC) was one of the pioneers among Chinese firms in Myanmar hydropower market.

It entered in Myanmar since the 1990s with support from the Yunnan provincial

145 CHINA HUANENG GROUP - 中国华能集团有限公司.
http://www.chng.com.cn/eng/n75871/n75965/n1112742/index.html
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government and served as contractors in 25 dam projects. Due to its relatively

advantageous stance in Myanmar market, YMEC gave up the risky Myitsone project and

shifted to the Shweli 1 project.

Different from CPI, YMEC used concessional loans from the China Exim Bank to

fund the Shweli 1 project. YMEC started to work on the Shweli 1 project in February

2004. Originally, the Myanmar government was responsible for the financing for the

project with YMEC as the contractor. Yet, the Myanmar side encountered financial

difficulty and the project was delayed for more than one year. Following Myanmar’s

inability to secure funding, YMEC joined with Yunnan Huaneng Lancang River

Hydropower Development Co. and Yunnan Power Grid Co. to create the Yunnan United

Power Development Co. (YUPD) in August 2006. A few months later, YUPD assumed

an 80% share in the project after creating the Shweli River 1 Power Station Co. together

with Myanmar, turned the Shweli 1 dam into a Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) project

with financial support from the China Exim Bank146.

According to a staff member from the China Exim Bank’s representative office in

Yangon: “As we offered financing for the Shweli 1 project, we conducted comprehensive

investigation of the project, inspected the site regularly and reported back to the Exim

Bank headquarter in Beijing. We want to make sure firms receiving our financing avoid

risky investment projects that harm both the firms and the Chinese state.”147

In contrast with the cautious YMEC, another parent company of YUPD, China

Huaneng, was more risk accpetant in developing Shweli cascade dams. The company has

146 “Shweli River Hydropower Station Triumphantly Blocks Water”, Sinohydro’s 14th Engineering Bureau Dali
Sub-bureau Website, 11 December 2006. http://www.fcbdl.com/bencandy.php?fid=3&id=26
147 Interviews with managers from China Exim Bank, No.53, Yangon, Myanmar, July 1, 2017
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failed to follow required reviews of its projects in China. Prior to 2010, 92.65% of

Huaneng’s projects were coal plants, while only 6.05% were hydropower. This

unbalanced distribution caused trouble for Huaneng given more strict environmental

regulation in China. Even if Huaneng attempted to build mega dams, it also faced huge

challenges from the increasingly powerful environmental agency. According to a

manager from Huaneng: “In 2009, China’s Ministry of Environment suspended

Huaneng’s construction of two dams, because we started the projects without necessary

environmental assessments”148. A manager from Huaneng’s headquarter in Beijing

further noted: “This punishment also has implications for financing mechanisms. After

this, Chinese policy banks were unwilling to offer concessional loans to our overseas

projects. Over these years we have accumulated huge amount of assets overseas, and thus

more capable to raise commercial loans from commercial banks”149.

In November 2009, following Shweli 1, Huaneng further developed the Shweli

cascade downstream closer to conflict zone. To facilitate the progress of the project,

Huaneng Lancang River Hydropower Co. Ltd. signed a MOU with Myanmar’s Ministry

of Electric Power 1 and Myanmar’s Asia World Co. Ltd. (AWC) for construction of the

Shweli 2 dam under a Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) system, an ownership structure

similar to Myitsone. According to workers at the dam site, the main transmission line

from Dam 2 went to China and others to factories either run by the military regime or by

private tycoons linked with the regime. A more advanced Memorandum of Agreement

was signed in November 2010.

148 Interviews with staff members from Huaneng, No.28, Yangon, Myanmar, June 22, 2017
149 Interviews with manager from Huaneng headquarter, Beijing, China, June 2018
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The Shweli 2 dam is 30 miles from Shweli 1, with installed capacity of 520 MW.

Though not a mega dam by design, it is closer to the battlefield between the Kachin

Independence Army (KIA) and the Myanmar military. Concerned about security in

neighborhood, YMEC did not participate in the the Shweli 2 dam. In early June 2011,

armed clashes between the KIA and Myanmar military erupted in Kachin State. The

fighting soon spread to Shan State and regime-backed militias clashed with the KIA in a

village close to Shweli 2 on June 15, 2011150. Chinese engineers and workers returned to

China and Shweli 2 was shut down. In comparison, Shweli 1 managed by YMEC

continued to produce electricity in a steady manner as the conflict had relatively less

impact on the dam site.

5.3.2 Case 3: Taping Dam

In this sub-section, I demonstrate how state-involved financing moderate the linkage

between low market share and willingness to conduct risky investment. The Taping 1

hydroelectric dam (hereafter the Taping project) is located about 3.5 miles from Momauk

Township, Kachin State with installed capacity of 240 MW. This is a joint-venture project

between China Datang (85% share) and Department of Hydropower Planning, Ministry of

Electric Power No.1 (15% share). The electricity has been delivered to the regional power

grid consisting of Myanmar National Power Grid (MNPG) and South China Power Grid

(SCPG).

The Taping project was involved in ethnic conflicts in Kachin State. In June 2011 the

KIA attacked the Taping region, causing injuries and deaths of several Chinese engineers

150 Interviews with staff members from Huaneng, No.28, Yangon, Myanmar, June 22, 2015
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and forcing the project to shut down. However, compared to Myitsone that has been

suspended for more than 7 years now, Datang reopened the Taping dam in 2013 due to

strong support from Chinese policy banks, in particular the Sinosure. Below I illustrate

how market share and firm financing explain Datang’s decision to launch the risky

project..

Figure 2: Taping project

Source: WLE Mekong

5.3.2.1 Market share

Datang is the second largest domestic power producer in China and one of the “five

power generation giants”. Datang’s primary focus has been on coal-fired power, but

higher costs due to rising coal prices have pushed Datang towards alternative power

generation, in particular hydropower. Despite its leading position in Chinese domestic

market, Datang lagging behind in overseas market competition and did not have a single
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power project prior to the Taping dam. In 2009, Datang started to seek out projects in

three Asian states, Myanmar, Laos, and Kazakhstan. In contrast with pionneers like

YMEC, Datang was much more eager to make breakthrough and gain new projects in the

Myanmar market.

Prior to the Taping dam construction, Datang already had sufficient information

about strong local and armed resistance to the project. Rather than withdrawing from the

project, Datang stuck to it and planned to pay an extra $3.7 million to the Kachin

Independence Army (KIA) when the army threatened Chinese workers, in the name of

“environmental tax”151. According to the manager from Datang based in Yangon,

“(Datang) was willing to spend additional costs as long as to make sure the smooth

progress of the Taping dam, even though we know the strong animosity between the KIA

and the Myanmar military. This is our first ever successful overseas project and we hope

to make sure the security of this project”152.

Taping is not the only case. In January 2010, around the same time of Taping bidding,

Datang’s subsidiary, Datang (Yunnan) United Hydropower signed a MOU to build three

dams in Karenni State in Myanmar, including the 600 MW Ywathit Dam on the

mainstream of the Salween River. The dam sites were all located in conflict zones153.

Around the same time, the same subsidiary of Datang also bid for the controversial

Stung Atay project in Cambodia. Located on the Atay River inside the Central Cardamom

Protected Forest area in Pursat province, the project costed US$255 million under a 34

year BOT agreement. This project was first initiated by a Yunnan local SOE YCITEC. In

151 Interviews with manager from China Datang, No.67, Yangon, Myanmar, August 4, 2017
152 Interviews with manager from China Datang, No.67, Yangon, Myanmar, August 4, 2017
153 https://www.internationalrivers.org/campaigns/china-datang-corporation
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2013, YCITEC transferred this project to Datang through joint-venture, and then finally

withdrew from the project. Now Datang is the sole owner of the hydropower project.

YCITEC withdrew from this project mainly because the project did not reach full capacity

as estimated earlier and thus narrowed the profit margin. According to interview with

managers at the Stung Atay site, Datang just lost another bid to HD and decided to grab

the Stung Atay project due to fierce competition among Chinese SOEs. The economically

inviable Stung Atay project aroused huge social and environmental concerns and local

sentiments. It would food round 5,000 hectares of protected forest in the Phnom Samkok

Wildlife Sanctuary and the Cardamom Mountains.

5.3.2.2 Financing sources

While low market share pushed Datang into the relatively risky Taping project, the

involvement of the Chinese policy banks, in particular China Export & Credit Insurance

Corporation (Sinosure), made Datang more cautious in the development of Taping dam.

More specifically, through co-financing the Taping project, Sinosure increased effective

control of the project progress and required Datang follow line ministries’ regulations,

which put constraints on Datang’s decision making and risk assessment.

First, interviews with Datang headquarter illustrated the impact of Sinosure over the

Taping project. One manager from Datang’s headquarter in Beijing explained the choice

of financing: “As a central SOE, we have multiple sources of financing for our overseas

projects: concessional loans, commercial loans, and, to a less extent, bonds. In the Datang
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case we choose concessional loans model as commercial banks are unwilling to finance

such a large infrastructure project in a politically unstable country”154.

Second, Sinosure demanded Datang decrease the size of the Taping project. While

Datang proposed a larger project in the beginning, Sinosure declined the proposal and

required Datang to build a much smaller dam. Compared to Myitsone, the Taping project

with much smaller size aslo had relatively smaller social and environmental impact. One

manager from Datang explained: “We purchased political insurance from Sinosure with

the hope to safeguard our project in the conflict zone. A smaller dam upon their request is

not as influential as a mega dam like Myitsone, but we can continue to produce electricity

due to our relatively small size”155. By reducing the size of land that would be flooded and

villages be resettled, Datang mitigated potential social and environmental risks of the

Taping project, in accordance with MOFCOM and SASAC guidelines for Chinese SOEs

investing abroad.

Third, the Chinese Embassy in Myanmar and Sinosure required Datang to set the

location as close to the Chinese border as possible, in case conflicts between the Kachin

Independence Army (KIA) and Myanmar troops erupted. Considering that the Chinese

Ambassador and Economic Councilor could suspend projects financed by the Chinese

policy banks, Datang decided to follow the Embassy’s requirement and establish the dam

within 18km of the Myanmar-Chinese border. In June 2011, when the Kachin

Independence Army (KIA) attacked the dam site, Datang successfully withdrew the

employees and engineers back to China with the guidance and assistance from the Chinese

Embassy in Myanmar. Thus, the Chinese Embassy representing both MFA and

154 Interviews with manager from China Datang headquarter, Beijing, China, January 2018
155 Interviews with manager from China Datang, No.67, Yangon, Myanmar, August 4, 2017
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MOFCOM exerted effective control over the Taping dam, which reduced security risks

substantially.

5.3.2.3 Local partners

Datang held a contradictory view on local coalition around the Taping project. On the

one hand, Datang lagging behind in overseas competition was eager to collaborate with

the military regime to gain new projects. On the other hand, Chinese policy insurance

agencies required Datang to engage with diverse actors on the ground to ensure successful

implementation of the project.

In the early stages, Datang consulted with the de factor ethnic regime the Kachin

Independence Organization (KIO) to launch the Taping dam. According to prior

agreement between KIO and Datang, Datang would pay KIO fees to push the project

ahead. Yet, the Myanmar military regime stepped in and refused to approve the agreement

between KIO and Datang. The new contract did not feature an electricity share agreement

for the KIO controlled territory, which angered KIO. At the same time, the Myanmar

military pressured the KIO to become part of the Union Army, and tensions were high. In

early 2011, both sides deployed more soldiers at the Taping dam; meanwhile, Datang

decided not to pay the KIO taxes for operating in their territory156.

In June 2011, the military government brought in hundreds of troops in the name of

securing the Taping dams located near strategic KIA military bases, and then launched an

offensive against KIA troops to exert control over the area near the Taping River, where

156 Woods 2015
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the dams were under construction157. One anti-dam organization leader argued that the

military government’s offensive was aimed at controlling the disputed region, with little

concern for the security of Chinese personnel at the dams158.

In the Taping 1 hydroelectric dam, China Datang took a contradictory stance on risk

tolerance: on the one hand, low market share pushed China Datang to seek new projects

despite political and social risks; on the other hand, Sinosure as the main financier for the

project demanded China Datang to mitigate risks facing the hydropower project.

5.3.3 Case 4: Myitsone dam

The Myitsone Dam is located 37 kilometers away from Myitkyina, the capital of

Kachin State. In the 1950s, long before Chinese firms started to invest in the Myitsone

project, several Japanese firms conducted feasibility studies in the Myitsone region, but

all withdrew from the project. In 2009, then Myanmar Ambassador to China Thein Lwin

and President of China Power Investment (CPI) Lu Qizhou signed the Memorandum of

Agreement(MOU) for the development, operation and transfer of the Hydropower

Projects in May Hka, Mali Hka and upstream of Ayeyawady-Myitsone River Basins159.

The dam project would cost $3.6 billion dollars and was jointly developed by Myanmar

Ministry of Electric Power No.1, CPI, and Asia World Company (AWC) of Myanmar. If

completed, the dam would be the largest in continental Southeast Asia and fifteenth

largest in the world.

157 http://www.irrawaddy.org/multimedia-Myanmar/chronology-kachin-conflict.html
158 Interviews with anti-dam NGO leader, No.8, Myitkyina, Myanmar, June 22, 2015
159 New Light of Myanmar, 21 June 2009
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The Myitsone project has caused huge controversy among the general public in

Myanmar because of its environmental, ecological, and security consequences. Prominent

conservation organizations have widely recognized the area’s ecological value and

ranked the Myitsone region as one of the world’s eight hotspots of biodiversity160. In

addition, the Myitsone project also incurred serious political and security risks. There has

been conflict between the ethnic Kachin and the military junta since Myanmar’s

independence. Kachin rebels fought with the Burmese communists against the military

junta. Since 1994, the Kachin Independent Organization (KIO) signed ceasefire

agreement with the military junta together with other ethnic armed groups. The Myitsone

dam worsened the relations between KIO/KIA and the military junta as the dam would

flood military bases of the KIA. In addition, the dam construction served as an excuse for

the military to send additional troops in regions surrounding the dam, Failure to reach

agreement has led to a series of explosions since April 2010 and fighting erupted in June

2011, breaking a 17-year ceasefire and spreading to ten townships161.

On 30 September 2011, only six months after Thein Sein took office, and to the

surprise of civil society and the Chinese government, he suspended the Myitsone project

where he paid a visit in early 2011. After suspension, CPI continued to lobby both the

Chinese and Myanmar governments to restart the Myitsone project. Partly due to the

unresolved Myitsone dispute, Xi Jinping had not yet paid a state visit to Myanmar since

2012 when he was sworn in power.

Why did CPI stick to this project despite huge pressure from civil society groups and

that several Japanese and Chinese companies already pulled out of the project? I illustrate

160 Series of International Rivers reports on Myitsone dam from 2008 to 2011
161 https://www.internationalrivers.org/resources/the-myitsone-dam-on-the-irrawaddy-river-a-briefing-3931
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in detail below that: CPI as a late comer was lagging behind in market share compared

with other SOEs in the Myanmar hydropower market. Thus, CPI aimed to catch up

through conducting the Myitsone project using its own capital and finance and working

with local crony in Myanmar.

Figure 3: Myitsone dam

Source: Salween Watch

5.3.3.1 Market share

CPI was not the only actor in the game, and definitively not the first Chinese SOE to

explore the Myitsone project. Market share is a key factor to explain why other Chinese

SOEs gave up the Areng project. In contrast with CPI that was eager to climb the ladder

in market share, less threatened SOEs were more cautious in project selection and averse

to risks on the ground.The Yunnan Machinery & Equipment Import & Export Co.
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(YMEC) has been one of the most active Chinese companies in Myanmar’s hydropower

sector. Since the 1990s, YMEC has been involved in more than 25 projects of varying

size in Myanmar, involving both construction and financing of hydropower projects. On

November 30 2005, YMEC and Myanmar Ministry of Electric Power signed a

Memorandum of Understanding in Kunming to develop the Myitsone project. However,

in late 2006 YMEC decided to withdraw from this project due to concerns about potential

conflicts in the dam region and the the huge size of financing. According to a staff

member from another central SOE: “YMEC gave up the project as they did not want to

take such high risks”162. After pulling out from Myitsone, YMEC shifted to much less

risky Shweli 1 dam that I discuss below.

After YMEC’s withdrawal, the Myanmar government consulted with several other

power giants in China, including Huaneng, China Three Gorges, and CPI. Among these

giants, only CPI took the offer due to domestic pressure. In response to over-competition

among Chinese SOEs, the State Council and the SASAC stressed Beijing’s commitment

to streamline its bloated state-owned sector and create conglomerates capable of

competing globally in recent years. Former SASAC Chairman Li Rongrong aimed to have

30 to 50 internationally competitive corporate majors within five years when SASAC was

formed in 2003, and firms that did not make it into the top three to five within a sector

would be considered targets of consolidation163. Compared with other power giants, CPI

faced more urgent task to explore new markets, as it was ranked the last among five power

generation giants in terms of revenues and installed capacity. One manager from CP

162 Interviews with staff members at PowerChina, No.30, Yangon, Myanmar, June 10, 2016
163http://www.scmp.com/business/china-business/article/1808257/justification-soe-mergers-muddle
d-amid-stock-market
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explained their strong motive to explore foreign market: “A milestone in hydropower

development history is that: in 2005, CPI finished the development of cascade

hydropower stations in upstream Yellow River. Since then, CPI and other power giants

no longer had the opportunities to conduct large-scale, influential projects in China as

major rivers were almost all occupied. That’s why we were so eager to enter the

Southeast Asian market.”164

Search for untapped market has been one important motivation for investing abroad

as the Chinese domestic market was more competitive and regulatory oversight more strict

around 2005, in particular in the power sector. Consequently, power firms lagging behind

in market share like CPI exploited China’s “going out” policy to move dam-building into

less well-regulated neighbouring countries, particularly Myanmar and Laos, importing the

power generated to Yunnan province. CPI intended to use the project to resolve its profit

squeeze by increasing its assets from RMB 180 billion to RMB 380 billion and boosting

its generating capacity from 43,000 to 63,000 MW165. According to managers of the

Myitsone project: “We were aware of political risks of the Myitsone project, but we can

do little to mitigate these risks, in particular security risks. In the meantime, we cannot

give up these risky projects. Otherwise our company will lose its influence among other

SOEs”166. According to CPI, until 2011, the military government deployed only around

100 soldiers near the Myitsone project, to provide minimum level of security167.The CPI

mostly relied on non-military, professional security companies for security provision

164 Interviews with manager from CPI, No.101, Kunming, China, June 1, 2018
165 Jones and Zou 2017
166 Interviews with managers from CPI, No.56, Yangon, Myanmar, July 2, 2017
167 Interviews with staff members at CPI, No.3, Yangon, Myanmar, June 10, 2015; and No.15, Myitkyina, June 22,
2015
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before the Myitsone Dam was suspended in September 2011168. In August 2010, notes on

the CPI website reflected that site management was concerned about an outbreak in

armed conflict in parts of Myanmar. Instead of withdrawing the 1,000 or so Chinese

workers, they instigated a range of safety measures. This indicated CPI’s strong

adherence to the Myitsone project despite security risks.

Even after the Myitsone project was suspended, CPI never gave up the Myitsone

project. While several prominent scholars in China openly raised that China should give

up the controversial Myitsone project in exchange for strategic trust between China and

Myanmar, one manager of a central SOE in Myanmar refuted in an interview: “Our

project is the face of China. If Myanmar could stop projects from Chinese companies at

no cost, China will be viewed as weak by the world and all other countries could suspend

China-funded projects if they want”169. This quote indicated that CPI intended to justify

its risky investment via international reputation of the Chinese state. However, a

Myanmar specialist based in Beijing who engaged with the top leadership of CPI earlier

noted that: “Defending the national reputation is just one excuse of CPI, as the Myitsone

project is only one of many potential collaborative projects between China and Myanmar.

This is how firm-level interest trumps the big picture of the Chinese state’s economic

interest. After the suspension of the Myitsone dam, CPI faced criticism from the SASAC

and other line ministries, and feared that it would be merged into another central SOE.

168 Interviews with staff members at CPI, No.3, Yangon, Myanmar, Jun 10, 2015; and No.15, Myitkyina, June 22,
2015
169 Interviews with staff members at CPI, No.30, Yangon, Myanmar, August 11, 2017
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This is the main motivation behind CPI’s drive for sticking to the risky Myitsone project

until today”170.

5.3.3.2 Financing sources

Another major driver behind CPI’s risky investment was that it successfully

circumvented regulations from Chinese state agencies through firm-level financing. CPI

did not use state finance to conduct the Myitsone dam at any stage. Instead, CPI mobilized

firm-level equity and connections with commercial banks in China to fund the early

construction of the Myitsone project until suspension. During interviews with staff

members from other SOEs, they noted that: “Chinese embassy, Chinese business

association, and local representative of the China Exim Bank all failed to step in the

Myitsone project, as the CPI did not rely on the state for financing”171. During an

interview with an expert on China-Myanmar relations who served as consultant for CPI,

the expert said: “CPI mobilized commercial loans to fund its first ever overseas project as

the top executives have close ties with the major state-owned commercial banks in China.

Meanwhile, in order to circumvent regulations from policy banks and line ministries, CPI

also did not purchase political insurance from state-owned export credit agency”172.

Relying on firm-level financing, CPI as a vice-ministerial level SOE remained

relatively independent from SOE regulators and relevant line ministries. The two main

SOE regulators, SASAC and China Export and Credit Insurance Corporation (Sinosure),

failed to regulate CPI’s risky investment. In 2008, SASAC passed the “Interim Measures

170 Interviews with a Myanmar specialist based in Beijing, No.54, Beijing, China, May, 2018
171 Interviews with staff members at PowerChina, No.30, Yangon, Myanmar, June 10, 2016
172 Interviews with a Myanmar specialist based in Beijing, No.54, Beijing, China, May, 2018
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for the Liabilities of Central Enterprises for Asset Losses”, which required due diligence

from SOEs to avoid losses prior to investment decisions173. This measure was also linked

to Sinosure’s risk assessment guidelines. Sinosure specified various measures companies

should take to mitigate this risk, including purchasing Sinosure insurance, or suspending

large scale investment projects in countries or regions with risks of conflict. However, CPI

did not follow both SASAC and Sinosure’s regulations. This again echoes with Jones and

Zou (2017)’s study about the Myitsone case that the existence of the Party-state’s

authoritarian control over central SOEs does not equate to effective control or oversight

Meanwhile, CPI violated several overlapping guidelines on environmental protection

and social inclusiveness in conducting overseas projects. MOFCOM’s “Measures for

Overseas Investment Management” required SOEs to undertake social and environmental

impact assessments (EIAs) to ensure that projects do not violate international treaties

(MOFCOM 2009). For example, the Guideline for Environmental Protection in Foreign

Investment and Cooperation was issued by China’s MOFCOM and the Ministry of

Environmental Protection. These guidelines recommend that Chinese corporations

should:

‘[…] respect the religious belief, cultural traditions and national customs of

community residents of the host country, safeguard legitimate [labour] rights and

interests […] promote harmonious development of local economy, environment

and community, and carry out cooperation on the basis of mutual benefits.’

(MOFCOM 2013)

173 Jones and Zou 2017
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Chinese line ministries passed these guidelines mostly after 2006 in response to

growing concern about SOE conduct (Gill and Reilly 2007, Norris 2016), but their

violation illustrates that: absent direct state finance, efforts to tighten government control

did not work.

Not all SOEs violated line ministries’ directives. CPI’s violations of Chinese state

regulations contradicted with other firms using state finance. An investment adviser from

Global Witness, one of the most influential international NGOs that watch Chinese

outbound closely remarked: “Just because they are voluntary does not mean that they are

worthless. These guidelines must be echoed by domestic legislation when the state can

control the firm through direct financing”.174 One example from Africa demonstrates

how these new dynamics are playing out. The China Exim Bank offered a multi-billion

loan to finance the Standard Gauge Railway, as part of the East Africa Community

Railway Masterplan. China’s investment in the East African rail project is also designed,

in part, to counter the perception that China is only interested in extracting African

resources.175 In May 2014, during his visit to Kenya, Premier Li Keqiang witnessed the

signing of a USD 3.8 billion contract for the railway between China Roads and Bridges

Corporation (CRBC) and the Kenyan government, attaching political and strategic

significance to the project. To ensure the smooth progress of the project, CRBC made

efforts to appease local workers. According to a manager of CRBC on the construction

site: “Our biggest headache is local workers’ strike!” While he was confused why local

workers strike, he worked to negotiate with local workers and insisted that they abide by

174 Interview with an adviser to Global Witness, Yangon, 27 August 2015.
175 Interview with Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s Office, Nairobi, 10 August 2015.
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Kenyan law and their contract, so as to prevent strikes from happening in the first

place.176

To sum up, under the fragmented regulatory statehood, it is more likely for Chinese

state agencies to regulate overseas projects with state-involved financing. Comparing

projects with state-involved financing and those without, I demonstrate how line

ministries succeed in or fail to monitor central SOEs’ investment decisions conditional on

the financing sources.

5.3.3.3 Local partners

CPI with shrinking market share and lack of state finance partnered exclusively with

local cronies in the Myitsone dam decision. In order to secure the Myitsone project, CPI

worked exclusively with the Asia World Corporation (AWC). AWC was founded in 1992

by Stephen Law (Tun Myint Naing) and his family. Law’s father, Lo Sit Han, the

chairman of Asia World, was a famous warlord and drug smuggler. The Law family is

very close to the current regime’s Vice President, Thiha Thura Tin Aung Myint Oo. Due

to this linkage, AWC has developed into the country’s biggest business conglomerate,

with projects ranging from transport to construction and retailing. Before the Myitsone

project, the company already got government contracts including road building in Shan

State, the renovation of Yangon’s international airport, and the construction of a

deepwater port and toll highways177.

Owing to AWC’s assistance, CPI bid for the Myitsone project and signed contract

with the military regime in 2009. According to a manager of the Myitsone project: “we

176 Interview with representatives from a CRBC subsidiary, Nairobi, 10 August 2015.
177 http://www2.irrawaddy.com/article.php?art_id=14151&page=2
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have obtained all necessary legal documents and signatures for the Myitsone progject

from the government”178. However, general public knew very little about contractual

arrangements between CPI and the Myanmar government on financial agreements

regarding the sale of electricity. Once completed, 90 percent of the electricity generated

via the Myitsone Dam is supposed to be exported to China’s Yunnan Province, while 10%

would be offered to Myanmar for free.

Meanwhile, the military regime manipulated the Myitsone project to increase their

presence in Kachin. The military government broke the ceasefire agreement in place since

the mid-1990s, aiming to reassert control over the disputed territories and their natural

resources. For instance, the KIA and other armed groups bordering China have long

benefited from the exploitation of northeastern Myanmar’s lootable resources, such as

jade and drug. These extractive natural resources have become the key to finance the

ethnic armed groups, and the motivation for conflict between the military government and

ethnic rebels (Bensen 2015). When the military government was less concerned about

security of China-financed projects, they launched offensives in regions surrounding the

Myitsone project to gain military superiority and territorial control.

The de facto cooperation between Chinese firm, crony, and the military regime

triggered local sentiments. During interviews with Kachin local activists in the Kachin

state, anti-dam organizations informed me that: “What the Chinese company did not

understand is that: we are the hosts and they are the guests. Even the ethnic Myanmar are

guests. But the guests (Chinese firm and Myanmar military regime) take the place of the

178 Interviews with staff members at CPI, No.30, Yangon, Myanmar, August 11, 2017
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hosts (ethnic Kachin)”. “They did not consult with us about the project. Now it is too

late”179.

The area surrounding the Myitsone project was more prone to conflicts after 2011. In

March 2011 KIO sent an open letter expressing its concerns about Myitsone dam to

officials in Beijing, demonstrating the danger of conflict in the dam region with the

Myanmar military. In April 2011, four explosions occur at the Myitsone Dam site, three at

the worksite and one at the workers housing area180. In September 2011, the battles

between the military security forces and KIA put the project into a halt181.

To sum up, these three cases verify the explanatory power of the two key

independent variables, market share and financing sources. The Myitsone project was

CPI’s first hydropower investment project in the whole overseas market. Due to huge

pressure to expand overseas market, CPI partnered closely with the Myanmar military

government and appealed to their priority of hydropower development in the Kachin

State. The Myitsone dam was expected to enhanced the Myanmar military government’s

control over the ethnic minority region, but also faced huge political and social risks that

led to the project’s suspension. Similarly, China Datang as later comer into the Myanmar

market explored the Taping dam in the Kachin State that aroused local protests and

conflicts. In contrast, YMEC entered into the Myanmar market since the 1990s and

served as both contractors and investors for decades. Thus, when investing in the Shweli

1 project, YMEC followed regulations and guidelines from the Chinese state agencies

regarding overseas hydropower development and consulted with affected communities

179 Interviews with staff at local ethnic NGOs, No.54, Kachin, Myanmar, August 11, 2016
180 Xinhua News April 17 2011
181 http://www.irrawaddy.org/multimedia-Myanmar/chronology-kachin-conflict.html
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and international organizations prior to the project design and construction. However,

when Huaneng with low market share entered into the Shweli cascade projects, it

ventured into the much riskier Shweli 2 project.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter I use Chinese-financed hydropower dams in Myanmar to illustrate

how Chinese SOEs’ market share and financing sources explain their degree of risk

acceptance. I use three Chinese-financed hydropower projects in Myanmar to

demonstrate under what conditions these central SOEs are more risk tolerant in overseas

expansion. I draw two main observations from the three case studies: First, while lagging

behind firms like CPI and China Datang adhered to risky projects, leading firms like

YMEC invested in the project with much less severe social and environmental risks.

Second, the Chinese line ministries were more capable to intervene in projects with

state-involved financing.

These three case studies also verify that market share and financing sources shape

Chinese SOEs’ degree of risk acceptance through types of local partnerships. Both CPI

and Datang worked closely and exclusively with the Myanmar government and followed

the government’s requirements to conduct hydropower development in regions prone to

ethnic conflicts, which posed more risks to their projects.

Moreover, I demonstrate that firms with varied market share and financing sources

respond to risks derived from domestic institutional changes in Myanmar. While the

literature of foreign investment risks mainly focus on domestic institutions in host states
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(Jensen 2005), this chapter validates the importance of home states’ political economy in

shaping multinational firms’ degree of risk acceptance.
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Chapter 6

Political Recentralization, SOEs’ Financing Models, and Risks

Evidence from the Infrastructure Sector in Kenya

In this chapter, I would like to illustrate the heterogeneous impacts of various

financing models in African context and analyze both central and local-level Chinese

SOEs’ degree of risk acceptance in overseas market in the context of Xi Jinping

administration’s political recentralization

First, Chinese SOEs not only play critical role in continental Southeast Asia, but

also in other parts of the developing world, such as Sub-Saharan Africa. Second, many

local SOEs from China entered into the African market since the 1990s. While local

SOEs are much smaller in size and lower in administrative ranks, they also play

important roles in overseas projects in the developing world. Third, through evidence

from Chinese investment in Kenya, I observe that China’s domestic economic reforms, in

particular policy banks’ redefined role, have heterogeneous effects on the financing

source of Chinese SOEs’ African infrastructure investments, conditional on their

affiliations with different levels of the Chinese government. In the Kenyan case, as

Chinese policy banks are increasingly narrowing their concessional loans to central SOEs,

local SOEs have less access to concessional finance to support their projects in African

countries, and have to either seek for local and international commercial loans and other

funding sources, or utilize their firm-level funding, which makes them more risk

acceptant.

In this chapter, I explore cases of Chinese SOEs’ investment projects as well as their
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financing sources beyond continental Southeast Asia. In addition, while previous chapters

mainly focus on financing sources for central SOEs that are large and influential, I would

also like to cover local SOEs who are also active participants in China going global even

though the size of their projects are relatively smaller.

6.1 Introduction

China now plays a leading role in international development cooperation and

becomes a major source of development finance. The most recent data from AidData, a

comprehensive dataset on global development finance, shows that the Chinese

government has offered “official finance” to over 140 countries between 2000-2014

amounted to over $350 billion182, which has risen dramatically in the past two decades

and now a huge share of Chinese GDP. Another source indicates that: through a

combination of its state-owned policy banks (the China Development Bank and the China

Export-Import Bank) and new multilateral financial institutions like the Asian

Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), China has become the largest source of

development finance, replacing traditional development financing institutions such as the

World Bank183.

This is particularly true in Africa where many traditional financing institutions play

a much less significant role in recent years. At the December 2015 China Africa Summit

in Johannesburg, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced additional capital allocation to

the $10 billion China-Africa Development Fund (CADF) and launched another $10

billion China-Africa Industrial Cooperation Fund (CAIDF), both with a focus on

182 Please check AidData offical website.
183 Please check Global Development Center, Boston University dataset on Chinese policy banks’ loans.
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infrastructure sector in Africa. China is now the biggest funding source for African

infrastructure sector (Gutmany and Sy 2015). At the most recent Forum on China-Africa

Cooperation (FOCAC) held in Beijing in September 2018, President Xi further declared

another 60 billion US dollars for investment cooperation between China and Africa184.

Chinese SOEs continue to dominate large-scale infrastructure projects, most of

which are concentrated in two sectors: energy and transportation (Foster et al 2009).

Addressing Africa’s infrastructure deficit is critical to promote national and regional

development, yet most African governments lack the in up-front capital these massive

infrastructure projects require. A growing research program has documented Chinese

SOEs’ emergence as major executors of African infrastructure, supported by Beijing’s

“Going Out” policy and financed through concessional loans from Chinese policy banks

(Brautigam 2009; Foster 2009; Otu-Tei 2014). According to a Mckinsey survey on more

than 1000 Chinese firms operating in Africa in 2017, Chinese policy banks are now the

biggest financiers for infrastructure projects in Africa (Mckinsey 2017).

But researchers have overlooked how new domestic reforms to Chinese policy

banks and SOEs are already transforming this now-familiar pattern of South-South

cooperation. The Xi Jinping administration has centralized political authority through the

ongoing anti-corruption campaign and reaffirmation of Party control over corporate

governance. Policy banks have introduced more stringent profitability requirements for

new loans, in-country project budgets for the SOEs are under greater scrutiny amid an

ongoing corruption crackdown, and SOEs are now being urged to invest their own capital

for up to 15% of project costs (Jiang 2015; Wang, Lai & Yen 2014). Scholars have

authored a large body of research about China’s financial system reforms and ongoing

184 https://focacsummit.mfa.gov.cn/eng/
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restructuring of the domestic economy, with particular focus on the “new normal” during

the Xi era (Allen et al 2012; PwC 2015).

While Chinese SOEs’ traditional mode of engagement in overseas infrastructure

projects—as EPC (engineering, procurement and construction) contractors supported

primarily by concessional loans and preferential export buyers credits from China’s

policy banks remains dominant, there is growing evidence that they are diversifying

project models and financing in Africa and beyond. Specifically, they are mobilizing

commercial loans from Chinese policy banks, taking equity stakes in infrastructure

joint-ventures in addition to their role as EPC contractors, engaging in various types of

Public-Private Partnership (PPP) models, and serving as majority investors.

This study investigates Chinese SOEs’ changing financing models for infrastructure

projects in Kenya. The main finding is that China’s tightened policy banks loans have

heterogeneous effects on financing structure of Chinese SOEs’ African infrastructure

projects, contingent on their affiliations with different levels of Chinese government. In

the Kenyan case, as Chinese policy banks are increasingly narrowing their concessional

loans to strategic projects from large, central SOEs in Kenya, provincial-level SOEs have

less access to concessional finance to support their projects in African countries, and have

to seek local and international commercial loans in the support of PPP and other

alternative financing models.

Debunking the myth of Chinese loans as a monolith, I argue that: while some

Chinese development finance comes in the form of standard OECD official development

aid (ODA), grants, export credits and concessional loans targeting infrastructure

contractors, an increasingly larger share is in the form of non-concessional loans offered
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by commercial banks in China. The latter type of loans has supported Chinese SOEs

without access to concessional loans concentrating on direct, greenfield investment

projects rather than infrastructure contracts. Then I illustrate how these non-concessional

loans lead to riskier projects compared to those financed by concessional loans.

6.2 Case Selection

To have better understanding about above observations about China’s domestic

economic situation and changes in Chinese SOEs’ changing financing models in Africa, I

conducted interviews with key actors in Kenya in summer 2015 and summer 2016, and in

China in winter 2016. I selected the Kenya case for the following reasons: First, Chinese

investment in Kenya represents a non-resource driven model that are more generalizable

as China’s main economic partners are not resource-rich countries both in Africa and

elsewhere. Recent attention has been focused on how China engages with several African

countries with rich natural resources and weak rule of law, such as Angola and DR Congo.

Chinese investment projects in these resource-rich countries are dominated by

concessional loans or aid from the Chinese policy banks. Instead, Chinese investment in

Kenya is not resource-driven, but market-driven, which offers me the opportunity to

observe the impacts of both concessional loans financing model and commercial loans

model.

Second, Kenya is a critical case for China’s engagement in the infrastructure sector

in Africa. In the past 14 years, China has funded 70 development projects in Kenya,

ranging from 108 million U.S. dollar grant from Chinese government to build the North

and East Ring Road sections in Nairobi to the multi-billion loan to finance the Standard
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Gauge Railway (SGR), as part of the East Africa Community (EAC)’s Railway

Masterplan185.

Third, more than 50 Chinese SOEs, including both central and local SOEs, are

currently working on various infrastructure projects in Kenya, which offers me an

opportunity to observe variations in financing models among Chinese companies. In

Kenya I conducted interviews with both major central SOEs such as the China Road and

Bridge Corporation (CRBC), as well as two types of local SOEs, provincial-level SOEs

(like the China Wuyi, a Fujian-based SOE) and municipal-level SOEs (like the Dalian

International).

Fourth, Kenya has been included in a three-country pilot program currently in

operation by the World Bank to advance the development of PPP programs in those

nations since 2012. The PPP model is a form of collaboration between the public and

private sectors for the purpose of attracting private investment in public services which

have been traditionally provided only by the public sector. Put it simply, traditionally the

governments provide infrastructure, including road, railway, and airport. However, due to

lack of financing, many governments in the developing world fail to provide basic

infrastructure that harms social welfare and economic growth. Under the PPP model,

private sector (including foreign investors) engages in infrastructure provision and

normally run these infrastructure projects for several decades to get the investment back.

In employing the PPP model the government seeks to achieve the goal to ease its fiscal

pressure by transferring risks and responsible for capital expenditure to the private sector.

Various forms of PPPs (eg: outsourcing, licensing, concession, build-operate-transfer

185 Field interview with Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s (ECC) Office, August 2015, No. 13, Nairobi, Kenya
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(BOT), design-build-finance-operate (DBFO)) provide a broad portfolio of opportunities

for different private actors, MNCs included, to profit from bridging structural limits in

the provision of public services. The overall objective of PPP pilot program in Kenya is

to increase private and foreign investment in the Kenya infrastructure market across

sectors and to sustain this participation over an extended period of time. Since the

Kenyan government has promoted PPP projects since 2012, this provides enough time to

observe Chinese SOEs’ attitude towards and participation in this model in Kenya.

Figure 1: Main Infrastructure Projects in Kenya

Source: PwC Kenya Report 2015
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6.3 Impacts of political recentralization on Chinese SOEs’ financing models

During my field interviews, I discovered that Chinese policy bank financing remains

a central source of financing for infrastructure projects carried out by Chinese SOEs in

Kenya, but that a shift was indeed occurring as Chinese companies are starting to engage

in pilot PPP programs like the road annuity program and Lamu port program. Through

the fieldwork I also affirmed the variation in Chinese SOEs themselves: local SOEs are

proactively looking to diversify their sources of project finance in search of commercial

profit, while at the same time the contracting-oriented central SOEs are adhering to

concessional loans model, while investment-oriented central SOEs start to implement

more flexible financing models, including commercial loans and firm-level equity, in

their PPP projects, indicating changes underway in the traditional EPC model and

potential prospects for BOT/PPP model in Kenya for Chinese SOEs.

With that said, I noticed that only a handful of Chinese companies in Kenya have

engaged in PPP projects to date; most of them are local SOEs from China. These Chinese

firms expressed interest in expanding their participation in PPP projects in the future, but

also emphasized their reservations and cautious attitude given what they viewed as the

political risks, lack of legal protections, and possible bureaucratic headaches of such

projects. I also learned that the government units in Kenya charged with identifying and

promoting PPP projects had made important advances but were still very new and

confronted major challenges of capacity as well as domestic political obstacles. In the

following sections I present in detail my main research findings from field interviews.
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6.3.1 Changes in the EPC and concessional loans model

As previously discussed, the Engineering-Procurement-Construction (EPC) model is

still the dominant form of Chinese SOEs’ engagement in the infrastructure sector in

Kenya and elsewhere in Africa. Under the EPC model, the main external sources of

finance for Kenya’s infrastructure sector are: the World Bank/African Development Bank,

China’s concessional loans and commercial loans, as well as Africa’s local commercial

banks (such as Standard Bank of South Africa) and international private investors. In

addition to mega projects financed by Chinese policy banks like the SGR railway from

Mombasa to Nairobi, Chinese companies regularly compete for contracts with

international donors and local government. For instance, China Wuyi won the contract for

Nairobi Airport maintenance from French Development Agency, and China Railway

Corporation constructed the Kisumu airport with finance from the World Bank. The

Kenyan government finance is limited but also available: Jiangxi International and China

Railway were financed by the Kenyan government for road projects. Most Chinese SOEs

adopt EPC+F model in the contracted projects, in which F stands for financing from these

three main sources.

The EPC project model remains dominant despite Chinese SOEs’ expansion into

and consideration of other project models. Multiple reasons illustrate the point. First, this

is the project model with which most Chinese SOEs entered the Africa market. For

example, CRBC and China Wuyi, the two most influential Chinese SOEs in Kenya, both

entered Kenya as EPC contractors for the World Bank in the 1980s. In the past three

decades, most of their projects are in the form of EPC with financing from both Chinese

policy banks and international donors.
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Second, Chinese companies prefer the contractor role due to the greater financial,

operational, and political risks entailed if they are responsible for long-term operations or

investment. This also poses a major concern for Chinese SOEs to shift away from their

role as EPC contractors towards investors.

Third, I identified the strong influence of Chinese SOEs’ domestic models on

overseas projects. Several managers of engineering teams under the Chinese Railway

Corporation in Kenya mentioned that unless other models besides EPC+F prove

successful in these companies’ domestic infrastructure projects, they will stick to the

dominant EPC model in overseas economic activities186. Meanwhile, some firms also

explain that PPP is not new to them. Since 1994 the tax reform, the central government

took the majority of value-added tax and the local government faced serious budgetary

constraints in building new infrastructure. One solution is to partner with SOEs and

commercial banks and implement PPP models: commercial banks offer loans to SOEs,

SOEs invest in infrastructure, and local governments provide insurance for SOEs. This

PPP model was rampant after 2008 when the Chinese government offered a huge package

of economic stimulus to address the global financial crisis, most of which flew into SOEs.

Many Chinese cities’ subway, railway, and housing are under the PPP model. Despite the

massive trend of PPP/BOT in China, most of the giant engineering companies in China,

such as China Communication Construction Company (CCCC, also the parent company

of CRBC), are just starting to experiment with the PPP/BOT model both in and outside

China.

With that said, the traditional EPC+F model also faces several key challenges. To

begin with, the room for increased Chinese loans (both concessional and

186 Field interview with China Railway Corporation, August 2015, No. 25, Kisumu, Kenya
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non-concessional) is limited. China is now Kenya’s largest creditor, accounting for 57%

of the country’s total external debt of $4.51 billion. According to the World Bank,

Chinese loans to Kenya grew at an annual rate of 54% between 2010 and 2014187. Exim

bank officials in Kenya also expressed that the Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) project

was their primary concern, with less willingness to expand concessional loans into other

projects proposed by Chinese companies188.

In addition, fierce competition among Chinese construction companies in African

states challenges traditional concessional loans and EPC model. Equipped with huge

numbers of personnel, advanced technology, and rich professional experience, Chinese

construction companies have been very competitive as project contractors compared to

both local construction companies and those from other countries. Despite that both the

Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s (ECC) Office of the Embassy and Chamber of

Commerce spare no efforts to facilitate coordination among Chinese construction

companies, the fierce competition among Chinese construction companies decreases

profit range, which makes the EPC+F model less attractive189.

6.3.2 Variation in financing models within Chinese SOEs

The tightened Chinese loans and fierce competition within Chinese companies do

not affect all Chinese contractors equally. In the field I observed the variation in the

traditional concessional loans model. First, compared with large, central SOEs, small and

local SOEs have less access to concessional finance to support their projects in African

187 Please check:
http://af.reuters.com/chapter/rwandaNews/idAFL5N0YX3C320150611?pageNumber=2&virtualBrandChannel=0
188 Field interview with Exim Bank officials, August 2015, No. 24, Nairobi, Kenya
189 Field interview with Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s (ECC) Office, August 2015, No. 13, Nairobi, Kenya
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countries, thus they have to seek for both local and international commercial loans. As the

concessional loans become fewer and their conditions more stringent, the small and local

SOEs have diversified their financing sources. Meanwhile, interviewees affiliated with

the MOFCOM stressed that the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration

Commission of the State Council (SASAC) has stricter policies for central level SOEs

that wish to be financed by foreign donors, which partly explains why few central level

SOEs and more provincial level SOEs get funding from abroad in Africa190.

Second, China’s Exim Bank is increasingly narrowing its concessional loans to

major government-to-government projects (G-to-G projects), considering the existing

huge debts from the host governments. The most important Chinese infrastructure project

in Kenya is the SGR railway project currently constructed by a central SOE, the China

Roads and Bridges Corporation (CRBC). A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)

between the Government of Kenya and the CRBC was signed in August 2009 to carry out

a feasibility study and preliminary design for the railway. The designs were finished in

2012. In May 2014, during his visit to Kenya, Premier Li Keqiang witnessed the signing

of a $3.8 billion contract for the SGR between CRBC and the Government of Kenya.

90% of the funding came from China Exim Bank, while Kenya provided 10%

co-financing. Construction started in October 2014 and is expected to finish in June 2017

just ahead of Kenya’s next national election, so as to promote close cooperation between

the current Kenyatta administration and China.

While the Chinese policy banks also provide commercial loans with relatively lower

interest rates compared with that from other international banks, the smaller local level

Chinese SOEs conducting non-strategic, small-size projects bear huge pressure,

190 Field interview with CAITEC researchers, Winter 2016, No. 35, Beijing, China
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considering the narrowing profit range and intense competition for large infrastructure

projects on the ground for opportunities using the traditional EPC model. For instance,

officials at Kenyan Highway Authority complained that the China Exim Bank refused to

fund a road from Kenya to South Sudan considering that the strategic significance of this

project was limited191.In contrast, the Exim Bank offered 85% of financing for the South

Ring Road in Nairobi with concessional loans, after the World Bank and African

Development Bank cancelled its agreement with the Kenyan government in 2009,

because this project was included in the package Premier Li Keqiang offered to Kenya

during his visit in 2014192. As explained by both Chinese companies’ managers and the

Exim Bank staffs, the Exim Bank has become more concerned with defaults and is

putting greater emphasis on commercial viability of projects carrying less strategic

significance193. Therefore, while large and central SOEs like the CRBC still focus on

concessional loans projects like the SGR railway between Mombasa and Nairobi,

managers and staff members of several provincial-level SOEs stated that they now had

lower chances to secure preferential finance from Chinese policy banks and gained less

profit from serving as EPC contractors.

6.3.3 Prospects of Chinese local SOEs’ participation in the PPP Model

Given both the enduring advantages and the emergent challenges of the traditional

EPC+F model, trends are evident with regard to changing role in the EPC model of

Chinese SOEs, in particular local SOEs. First, there is greater willingness and interest on

the part of Chinese local SOEs to play the EPC contractor role in joint venture projects in

191 Field interview with Kenyan Highway Authority officials, August 2015, No. 27, Nairobi, Kenya
192 Field interview with Kenyan Highway Authority officials, August 2015, No. 27, Nairobi, Kenya
193 Field interview with Exim Bank officials, August 2015, No. 24, Nairobi, Kenya
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which they can also have a potential equity stake. One example in Kenya is that, a

municipal-level SOE Dalian International is an EPC contractor in a IPP power plant

project in Lamu financed by a consortium of local companies and Industrial Commercial

Bank of China (ICBC). According to the project agreement, ICBC will arrange around

$900 million export credit financing for the Lamu power plant project of Dalian

International and also serve as the financial advisor for the project.194 This arrangement

encourages Chinese companies’ participation in joint venture projects beyond the

contractor role, and also decreases their financing risks with strong support from ICBC.

Another trend is that the Kenya government is separating construction from

operation and maintenance in many infrastructure projects. For instance, the Kenyan

government signed an EPC contract with the China Communication Construction

Company (CCCC) for the construction of the Lamu port, but reserved the operation and

maintenance of the port as a separate PPP program. While CCCC mainly focused on the

EPC part, some other smaller, provincial-level Chinese SOEs like Jiangsu International

expressed their interest in engaging in the PPP program of operation and maintenance in

collaboration with CCCC the contractor and the Kenyan government195.

While these two trends are variations of the EPC model, both the Kenyan

government and Chinese companies have expressed interest in alternative financing

models, like various forms of the PPP model. Although IPPs first began to be introduced

in Kenya in 1996 to meet Kenya’s energy demands, only in recent years has the PPP

concept became more popular among African countries. Since 2009 Kenya has a PPP unit

under the National Treasury responsible for overseeing the coordination of PPP projects.

194 Please check: http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/907279.shtml
195 Field interview with a former employer at China Jiangsu International’s Kenya office, August 2015, No. 4, Nairobi,
Kenya
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In recent years, the country has undertaken a number of reforms aimed at increasing

participation by the private sector in public infrastructure projects. The PPP Unit in

Kenya’s efforts to launch the PPP model accords with the recommendations and

experiences of both the World Bank and other African countries.

On the list of PPP projects is the Lamu Port project, part of the larger Lamu Port and

Lamu-Southern Sudan-Ethiopia Transport Corridor (LAPSSET). The $26 billion

development includes a seaport and airport in Lamu, as well as improved connections to

regional commerce centres in Ethiopia and South Sudan. The private sector is expected to

finance 70% of the development’s cost. According to the government’s long term vision,

the PPP arrangements, such as concessions, BOT, and DBOF will also be used for roads

construction and/or maintenance on Nairobi bypasses and other major roads including

sections of Mombasa-Nairobi-Malaba, Mau-Summit-Kisumu-Busia and Nairobi-Thika

highway196.

Now the PPP Unit in Kenya has identified around 60 potential PPP projects, with

huge variation in their financing sources and sectors. Considering the small size of the

Kenyan local private sector, the major part of the private finance in the PPP model comes

from international investors. In terms of sector distribution, city planning, port

construction, and building construction are much easier to attract private investment in

Kenya than railway construction, as the investment payoff cycle is much shorter and the

profits are higher.

Chinese SOEs, in particular central SOEs, have expressed several major concerns

regarding their participation in PPP model in Kenya. First, PPP is a relatively new

196 Field interview with LAPSSET officials, August 2015, No. 4, Nairobi, Kenya
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concept to both the Kenyan government and Chinese companies.197 Second, compared

with the EPC+F model, the payback cycle under PPP model is very long and without

sovereign guarantee. Third, the exchange rate and political risks during the long payback

cycle increase the financing costs of the projects dramatically. As a result, few Chinese

central SOEs have engaged in PPP projects in Kenya.

Nevertheless, given limited profit range in traditional EPC+F models, several

provincial-level Chinese SOEs take the lead and express their interest in participating in

the PPP projects and claim that they have advantages over purely private corporations in

the trending PPP model. China Wuyi, one of the major provincial-level Chinese SOEs in

Kenya, is bidding for the ambitious 10,000km road nationwide in five years under the

PPP model using a mix of commercial loans and firm-level equity. Managers and staff in

China Wuyi emphasized market competition as a key advantage of the PPP model and

stressed that the company should strive to become an investor rather than a contractor,

given the fierce competition between Chinese contractors198. Several other

municipal-level Chinese SOEs also bid for the 10,000 km road project, and more

information will be released if they successfully win the tender199.

In addition to the road PPP projects, several municipal-level Chinese SOEs also

engage in housing PPP projects in Nairobi with financing from local Kenyan housing

developer Suraya. These include the proposed development of over 10,000 affordable

housing units, which will be available to civil servants at discounted prices and to the

public200. This demonstrate the changing financing models of Chinese local SOEs in

197 Field interview with representatives from a central Chinese SOE, August 2015, No. 13, Nairobi, Kenya
198 Field interview with China Wuyi, August 2015, No. 11, Nairobi, Kenya
199 Field interview with a municipal level Chinese SOE, August 2015, No. 14, Nairobi, Kenya
200 Please check the link for details:
http://www.standardmedia.co.ke/business/chapter/2000204662/chinese-firm-to-fund-kenya-s-housing-projects.
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Kenya.

6.4 Implications for risks in Chinese outbound investment

What are the implications of different financing models to Chinese SOEs’ degree of

risk tolerance? I argue that: compared with the PPP model, traditional state-involved

concessional financing prevent Chinese SOEs from risky investment projects. Under the

PPP model, local-level SOEs with less access to Chinese state concessional finance

mobilize firm-level equity or purely commercial loans, escape regulation and constraints

from the Chinese state agencies, and funding projects with severe social and

environmental impacts for the sake of increasing market share. Here I use CRBC’s SGR

project and China Wuyi’s Thika road project to illustrate the implications of EPC+F and

PPP model to risks facing outbound investment.

The China Exim Bank offered a multi-billion loan to finance the Standard Gauge

Railway, as part of the East Africa Community Railway Masterplan. China’s investment

in the East African rail project is also designed, in part, to counter the perception that

China is only interested in extracting African resources.201 In May 2014, during his visit

to Kenya, Premier Li Keqiang witnessed the signing of a USD 3.8 billion contract for the

railway between China Roads and Bridges Corporation (CRBC) and the Kenyan

government, attaching political and strategic significance to the project. To ensure the

smooth progress of the project, CRBC made efforts to appease local workers. According

to a manager of CRBC on the construction site: “Our biggest headache is local workers’

strike!” While he was confused why local workers strike, he worked to negotiate with

local workers and insisted that they abide by Kenyan law and their contract, so as to

201 Interview with Economic and Commercial Counsellor’s Office, Nairobi, 10 August 2015.
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prevent strikes from happening in the first place.202 Following the guidelines from the

Chinese policy banks, CRBC engaged with local communities and villages during the

construction stage, and fulfilled corporate social responsibility. For instance, the company

has offered training to enhance the working skills and ability of local employees, which

reduced the chance of strikes in road construction sites203.

Without financing from the Chinese policy banks, China Wuyi ventured in the

10,000 km road under the PPP financing model. The 10,000 km road project was not

constrained by the financial situation of the Kenyan government, which led to a moral

hazard problem that the Kenyan government exploited firm-level financing and equity

from China Wuyi to fund sections that were economically inviable and socially

controversial. According to Kenya National Treasury officials, they intentionally

attributed those road sections that required large size of resettlement to China Wuyi,

which increased risks facing China Wuyi.204 During interviews with China Wuyi’s

representative office in Kenya, one top-ranking manager complained: “It is more and

more difficult to raise concessional loans from the Chinese policy banks, as they put all

the resources on mega-projects like the Standard Gauge Railway. We have no choice but

to transfer from contractor to investor, and put our own money in PPP projects”205.

Comparing CRBC’s Standard Gauge Railway and China Wuyi’s 10,000 km road

project, I demonstrate that Chinese firms (in particular local SOEs) utilizing firm-level

equity are more risk acceptant.

202 Interview with representatives from a CRBC subsidiary, Nairobi, 10 August 2015.
203 Field interview with a staff member from CRBC, August 2015, No. 11, Nairobi, Kenya
204 Field interview with Kenya National Treasury officials, August 2015, No. 8, Nairobi, Kenya
205 Field interview with China Wuyi, August 2015, No. 11, Nairobi, Kenya
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6.5 Conclusion and implications

This case study chapter offers the following important policy implications. First, it

presents empirical analysis of Chinese SOEs’ evolving engagement in infrastructure

development in Kenya. It demonstrates that Chinese SOEs’ are already venturing beyond

their traditional purview as contractors supported primarily by concessional loans and

preferential export buyers credits from Chinese policy banks. This study also challenges

the conventional portrayal of Chinese SOEs in policy discourse as monolithic and static

agents. Not only does it highlight their adaptive search for new sources of project finance,

it also demonstrates their heterogeneity with reference to the various levels of

government they are owned by. It shows that: while central SOEs still rely primarily on

policy banks for finance, provincial-level and municipal level SOEs are actively engaging

in and pursuing different forms of PPP projects. This research also builds on existing

studies about whether Chinese state capital behaves differently from private capital of

other countries and China by pointing to the variation within Chinese capital itself and

how it is deployed. In the end, Chinese SOEs’ increased participation in the PPP model

may result in new relationships between China and host states, by making Chinese

companies more responsive and accountable to host governments and societies.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Since 2016, the amount of Chinese outward FDI has surpassed that of inward FDI to

China, making China a net capital export. Different from Western countries where private

enterprises contribute most of the outward FDI, SOEs, in particular large and powerful

central SOEs, are dominant players in overseas economic expansion in China.

The rapid growth of Chinese overseas investment has aroused considerable debate

and controversy in recent years. What is central to this debate is the main motivation

behind Chinese SOEs when they expand overseas, and how they differ from Western

multinational companies. This dissertation is motivated by two related puzzles: First, why

are Chinese SOEs more likely to enter into risky overseas projects? Second, how do the

interactions between the Chinese party-state and SOEs shape these SOEs’ degree of risk

acceptance/tolerance?

By addressing these two puzzles, I start with analyzing the fragmented Chinese

outbound investment regulatory regime, build a theoretical framework about how

Chinese SOEs’ prior market share and financing sources affect their risk acceptance, and

examine the explanatory power of these two main variables using Chinese investment in

continental Southeast Asia.
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7.1 Summary of the dissertation

Chapter 2 builds on discussion on political economy of state-SOEs relations. Neither

state-directed agents nor purely commercial actors, SOEs strike a balance between

directives from the Party-state and firm interests. I illustrate two logic of Chinese SOEs’

risky investment: under the centralized state power model, SOEs expand overseas market

share in particular in regions and projects set as priorities of Chinese foreign policy.

Under the fragmented state power model, SOEs, knowing that they will be merged into

other SOEs when overseas market share shrinks substantially, seek out riskier

investments. I show in addition that the less accountable the SOEs is to state financing

(i.e. the more likely SOEs mobilize their firm-level equity), the less capable that Chinese

state actors enforce social and environmental guidelines on SOEs and the more likely

riskier investments will occur. Chapter 3, 4 and 5 draw from original interview records

and statistics from Laos, Cambodia, and Myanmar, to provide nuanced perspectives on

how variations within Chinese SOEs explain their degree of risk acceptance, in particular

in the hydropower sector. My field research yields the following main observations: First,

SOEs with shrinking market share are more likely to conduct projects with higher risks of

political violence and collective action. Second, SOEs are more likely to conduct risky

projects absent state finance. Third, Chinese SOEs lagging behind in overseas market

competition without involving state finance are more likely to partner exclusively with

political and economic oligarchies in host states, increasing risks of collective action and

conflicts for their investment projects.

Chapter 6 elaborates changing financing models for Chinese SOEs’ infrastructure

projects in Africa, in particular Kenya. I observe that China’s domestic economic reforms,
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in particular policy banks’ redefined role, have heterogeneous effects on the financing

source of Chinese SOEs’ African infrastructure investment. As Chinese policy banks are

increasingly narrowing their concessional loans to central SOEs, local SOEs have less

access to concessional finance to support their projects in African countries, and have to

either seek for local and international commercial loans and other funding sources, or

utilize their firm-level funding, which makes them more risk acceptant.

7.2 Main findings

The IPE and FDI literature have so far focused almost exclusively on private firms

from developed economies where firms are autonomous from the home state. This

dissertation focuses on Chinese SOEs and examine sources of their risk acceptance. With

empirical evidence from Chinese investment in continental Southeast Asia and Africa,

this dissertation contributes to our understanding about the role of Chinese SOEs in the

developing world.

Moreover, the empirical chapters challenge the simplistic views of the power of

autocratic elites in directing economic actors and demonstrate that firm-level variables,

including overseas market share and ranking and financing sources, affect the degree of

Chinese SOEs’ risk acceptance in overseas activities in the power and infrastructure

sector.

The main finding from the dissertation is: in overseas activities, Chinese SOEs

prioritize firm-level goals, while also appealing broad principles and guidelines from the

Party-state. While under some occasions the Party-state successfully requires SOEs to
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carry out certain state objectives overseas (e.g. enhancing energy security, implementing

economic statecraft) and devise preferential policies (e.g. subsidies and insurance) that

enable firms to invest abroad, in other occasions when the involved projects are less

strategic, the fragmented regulatory statehood fails to monitor SOEs’ overseas activities

effectively. Neither “arms of the state”, nor purely autonomous business actors, Chinese

central SOEs interact with disparate state and commercial actors within a fragmented,

poorly coordinated governance structure. In the context of fragmented regulatory

statehood, central SOEs with shrinking overseas market share and without state financing

are more likely to pursue riskier projects with more adverse political, social and/or

environmental impacts. SOEs with shrinking market share and poor financial

performance records are more likely to pursue larger and riskier overseas projects as a

catch-up strategy, increasing firms’ degree of risk acceptance and the likelihood that

firms’ short term gains trump broader state goals. In addition, SOEs absent state finance

are more independent from regulations assigned by Chinese state agencies and policy

banks and thus more likely to take projects with higher political risks.

Besides, this dissertation also challenges the conventional portrayal of Chinese

SOEs in policy discourse as monolithic and static agents, by contending that variation

within Chinese SOEs will ultimately result in diverse outcomes of and reactions against

Chinese state-sponsored infrastructure projects in the developing world. In addition to

variation in risk acceptance within central SOEs that differ in market share and financing

sources, local SOEs have less access to concessional finance to support their overseas

projects as the Chinese policy banks’ loan process become more stringent under the Xi

Jinping administration. Thus, local SOEs have to either seek for local and international
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commercial loans and other funding sources, or utilize their firm-level funding, which

makes them more risk acceptant.

7.3 Policy implications

This dissertation also has broader policy implications for policy debates on

increasing Chinese outward investment in the developing world. In 2013, Chinese

President Xi Jinping proposed the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), which is short for the

“Silk Road Economic Belt” and the “21st Century Maritime Silk Road”. According to

estimates by the Economist and the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS),

the BRI spanning some 70 countries would include Chinese investments approaching $4

trillion206. Below I demonstrate how findings in this dissertation shed light on

controversies with Chinese outward investment and the grand BRI.

First, the dramatic rise in Chinese FDI has sparked intense political, economic, and

developmental debates in the global community regarding active state involvement in

outbound investment activities. A major concern is that the Chinese government tends to

use its state-mobilized aid and investment to expand its influence abroad. One recent

example is: the U.S. Vice President Mike Pence announced in a speech at the Hudson

Institute in October 2018: “that country (China) is offering hundreds of billions of dollars

in infrastructure loans to governments from Asia to Africa to Europe and even Latin

206 https://www.csis.org/analysis/chinas-belt-and-road-initiative-five-years-later-0
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America. Yet the terms of those loans are opaque at best, and the benefits invariably flow

overwhelmingly to Beijing”207.

This dissertation contends that the geopolitical and geoeconimic interpretations of

Chinese outward investment oversimplify the complicated domestic process within China.

Take the most recent BRI as an example. Rather than a clearly defined grand strategy, the

BRI is a slowly evolving process that gradually incorporates the agenda and priorities of

line ministries, SOEs, and local governments into the master plan. In 2013, when Chinese

President Xi Jinping announced the BRI, it was nothing more than an abstract proposal of

infrastructure connectivity between China and neighboring countries. In 2015, the

National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Foreign Affairs

(MFA), and Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) issued the The Vision and Actions on

Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st-Century Maritime Silk Road,

revolving around the Background, Principles, Framework, Cooperation Priorities and

Cooperation Mechanisms, charting the course and outlining the tasks of building BRI,

still without details208. Then, SOEs and local governments actively participated in

shaping BRI, aligning its own agenda and interests with the master plan and mobilizing

state support for their existing economic cooperation with the developing countries.

During this process, many SOEs label their existing overseas projects as BRI projects in

order to gain more subsidies and other forms of policy support from the central

government. In May 2017, the Chinese government held the first first Belt and Road

Forum for International Cooperation in Beijing, providing a platform for Chinese

enterprises to engage with top leaders from relevant countries to promote Chinese

207https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-vice-president-pence-administrations-policy-toward-china
/
208http://en.ndrc.gov.cn/newsrelease/201503/t20150330_669367.html
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investment along the Belt and Road countries.Thus, far from a grand geopolitical strategy,

BRI incorporates the agendas of line ministries, SOEs, and local governments and strikes

a balance between multiple dimensions of goals (geopolitical, diplomatic, commercial,

developmental, etc).

Second, this dissertation identifies two complementary models to explain Chinese

SOEs’ overseas behaviors: centralized power model under which the top leaders directly

arrange Chinese SOEs and policy banks to engage in a strategic projects, and fragmented

power model under which Chinese SOEs lagging behind in market share bargain with

line ministries to seek for risky overseas projects. While both models interact with each

other in the context of Chinese economic diplomacy, the increased political

recentralization under the Xi administration implies more tension: on the one hand, the

increasingly strict political control of the Party-state over SOEs demand them to cope

more closely with main foreign economic strategies, i.e. the BRI. Thus I observe

increasing number of contracts between Chinese SOEs and host states during Chinese top

leaders’ state visits along the Belt and Road. On the other hand, the continued

anti-corruption campaign and SOE reforms constrain SOEs’ sources of financing, as both

policy banks and commercial banks adopt stricter approval procedures. Even those firms

eager to explore overseas market have a hard time to access available financing. As a

result, many committed contracts witnessed by top leaders from China and host states

could not be realized, which explains the realized Chinese FDI actually declined in past

two years. How to resolve the problem of unrealized contracts is a key issue for the

smooth progress of the BRI.
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Third, this dissertation refutes the conventional wisdom that the Chinese

government still maintains effective control over SOEs through executives’ appointment

and project financing. This “state capitalism” model leads to anxiety and distrust about

Chinese investment among the international society, as Chinese SOEs are widely viewed

as agents of the Chinese government.

Instead, while in some strategic projects the “state capitalism” model works, this

dissertation indicates that SOEs do not always exhibit behaviors in alignment with state

preferences under the fragmented regulatory statehood and they prioritize market share

rather than state objectives in overseas expansion. Those lagging behind in market share

are more likely to conduct risky projects that go against the regulations and guidelines of

line ministries. Ironically, it is insufficient state control that yields risky investment

projects, which also harms political and social stability in the host states. While

acknowledging that the Chinese style of state capitalism is far from a unitary state actor’s

direct control over SOEs’ daily decision-making, the host states should also realize that

more effective regulations and guidelines from the Chinese government may actually

decrease the likelihood of Chinese SOEs’ irresponsible investment. In other words, the

international society should evaluate the role of Chinese state more comprehensively in

the context of Chinese outward investment.

Fourth, this dissertation also addresses the implications of current SOE mergers and

acquisitions to Chinese overseas risky investment. Beijing’s commitment to streamline its

bloated state-owned sector and create conglomerates capable of competing globally. At

the 2017 Central Economic Work Conference, an annual meeting on economic policy,

China’s top leadership stated that one of six priorities for China's economy in 2018 is to
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“promote state-owned capital to become stronger, better, and bigger”209. One unintended

consequence is: SOEs in disadvantaged economic situation have more pressure to

conduct large-size projects overseas to avoid being merged into conglomerates and

maintain independent status, which implies more risks. How to strike a balance between

SOE reform and responsible overseas investment remains a challenging task for the

current administration in China.

Lastly, this dissertation also informs both Chinese and host state governments how to

mitigate investment risks, in particular under the BRI framework. The empirical chapters

verify that aligning with diverse social and economic actors in host states are critical for

Chinese SOEs to mitigate political and social risks, in particular in countries under

political and economic transitions. Rather than passive bystanders that suffer from

conflicts and protests, firms can actively mitigate investment risks and optimize

project-level environment through engaging with local communities directly. In the

appendix I use Chinese investment in Myanmar as an example to illustrate how aligning

with diverse local social and economic actors, rather than working exclusively with

military oligarchies, improve public support for Chinese-financed projects.

7.4 Looking forward

This dissertation is the first step in a broader research agenda on Chinese SOEs’

overseas investment in the developing world. In the future, I would like to explore more

in the following aspects:

209 http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201712/21/WS5a3b77e5a31008cf16da2b28.html
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First, although it is may be too early to evaluate the implications of Xi in command

to Chinese outbound aid and investment comprehensively, I hope to start with the

following venues in next steps: to begin with, though the government restructuring is still

ongoing, the friction and competition among line ministries seem to decrease with the

newly founded International Development Cooperation Agency and the strengthened

banking agency, indicating that the familiar fragmented regulatory statehood is changing.

In addition, given Xi’s focus on soft power, Chinese international image, and social and

environmental regulations both at home and abroad, we expect to see more SOEs

engaging in new energy overseas than traditional coal and hydropower. Moreover, the

ongoing anti-corruption campaign and more stringent audit system increase SOEs’cost of

irresponsible overseas decisions. In 2017 we see decline of Chinese outbound FDI,

indicating that SOEs are more cautious about their investment decisions. All these

contribute to stricter regulatory and oversight system and further prevent Chinese SOEs

from conducting projects with high social and environmental risks that may arouse local

backlash and sentiments.

Second, to supplement interviews and case comparisons I present in this dissertation,

I would also like to test the impacts of Chinese SOEs’ market share and financing sources

on the degree of their risk tolerance in a large-N context, against other variables like

regulations and guidelines from the line ministries or institutional changes in host states.

Now I am in the process of accomplishing a comprehensive database on all Chinese aid

and investment projects in the developing world in collaboration with other research

institutions. In particular, I will code the investors’ prior market share, financing sources,

and diversity of local partners for each project. Then, I will ask country specialists to
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evaluate the potential risks of each project and then analyze the relationship between

these variables at the project level.

Third, I need to take into account the internal governance of SOEs and examine how

this shapes SOEs’ varied attitudes towards risks on the ground. The Xi Jinping

administration is institutionalizing the Party’s leadership role in SOE governance by

legalizing the long-standing practice of Party committees discussing “major decisions”

before they go to boards of directors for final determination (Rosen, Leutert, and Guo

2018). In October 2016, Xi Jinping described the role of SOEs as extensions of the

Party-state, and clarified that SOEs are “important forces to implement decisions of the

[CCP] Central Committee”. While the strengthened Party control over SOEs intimidates

Western investors that consider to enter the China market, its also constraints SOEs’ free-

wheeling behaviors in host states, especially when these SOEs lag behind in market share

and mobilize firm-level equity as main financing source. Thus I would further study how

changes in internal governance of SOEs affect the chance of risky investment abroad.
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Appendix 1: Line ministries involved in Chinese outbound investment

Table: Line ministries involved in Chinese outbound investment

State Agencies Main Role in Overseas Investment Priorities
The State-owned

Assets Supervision

and Administration Commission of
the State Council (SASAC)

Central SOEs need approval from
SASAC before investment

Financial success of SOEs
Political quality of SOEs

Policy Banks

(China Export-Import Bank,

China Development Bank, China
Export and Credit Insurance
Corporation)

Financing Chinese SOEs’ overseas
projects

Linking

diplomatic, development,
and business objectives;

Avoid bad debt

Ministry of Commerce

(MOFCOM)

Supervising all foreign economic
relations,

including trade, investment, and aid

Economic and commercial
interests;

Supporting SOEs’ overseas
activities

National Development and Reform
Commission

(NDRC)

Authorizing state investment in
projects over US$30 million;

Approving mega projects;

Promoting
NRDC-coordinated Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI)

Ministry of

Foreign Affairs

(MFA)

China’s diplomatic relations Whether aid and investment
projects serve for broader
political and diplomatic ties

Ministry of Finance

(MoF)

Covering the gap between the
commercial and concessional interest
rate for Chinese policy banks’
concessional loans

Keeper of the purse strings

Local governments Supervising local SOEs Maximizing rents from
local SOEs to promote
local development
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Appendix 2: Summary of main interviewees in Laos

In order to have a comprehensive understanding about Chinese engagement in

Laotian hydropower sector, I conducted three research trips to Laos in summer and fall

2017 respectively. During field interviews, I focused on the following four groups in

Vientiane (capital city), Laung Prabang (economic hub), and other regions hosting major

Chinese investment projects: Chinese SOEs and the Chinese embassy; the Laos

government and think-tanks; Laos scholars in major universities; and both local and

international NGOs focusing on the investment issues.

Around 20 interviews with Chinese enterprises operating in Laos focused on

different types of Chinese firms (central-level SOEs, local-level SOEs, and private

enterprises) mainly in three fields related to hydropower, i.e. power/energy, infrastructure,

and finance. The interviewed firms included: China Datang Corporation, Norinco

International, China Three Gorges, Power China Overseas in power and energy sectors;

China Railway Corporation, Power China, Gezhouba, Yunnan Construction and

Investment Group (YCIG), Hebei Construction and Investment Group (HCIG), and

Huawei in infrastructure and construction sectors; as well as Bank of China and China

Exim Bank in the financial sector. For the purpose of comparison, I also interviewed

companies and development agencies from other countries, in particular France and

Japan, in the hydropower sector.

On the Laos side, I interviewed about 15 current and former government officials

from various agencies, including the Lao PDR-China Cooperation Commission, Ministry

of Planning and Investment (MPI), Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), Ministry of
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Energy and Mines (MEM), Ministry of Public Works, and state-owned ELECTRICITE

DU LAOS (EDL)
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Appendix 3: Summary of main interviewees in Cambodia

The fieldwork is divided into three phases. In Winter 2016, I mainly focused on two

relatively controversial China-funded hydropower dams in Cambodia, the Cheay Areng

Dam and Lower Sesan 2 Dam. In Winter and Summer 2017, I expanded my cases and

continued my interviews with other Chinese-financed dams. Then I visited the Chinese

policy banks, think tanks under Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), and headquarters of

related Chinese SOEs in Beijing in Fall 2017.

Around 30 interviews with Chinese enterprises operating in Cambodia focused on

central-level SOEs, local-level SOEs, and private enterprises in three sectors,

power/energy, infrastructure, and finance: China Datang Corporation (CDT), China

Huadian, China Huaneng, and Erdos Hongjun Electric Power in power and energy

sectors; PowerChina, China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC), Shanghai

Construction Group, and Guangdong Foreign Construction Company (GDFC) in

infrastructure and construction sectors; as well as Bank of China and China Exim Bank

in the financial sector. In addition to specific enterprises, I also conducted interviews with

the Sihanoukville Special Economic Zone (SSEZ) led by a private Chinese firm, Jiangsu

Hongdou Group. For the purpose of comparison, I also interviewed companies and

development agencies from other countries, in particular Japan.

On the Cambodian side, I interviewed 10 current and former government officials

from the Development Council of Cambodia (CDC) in charge of all investment-related

issues and Ministry of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation. I have

also been invited as research fellow for the top international affairs think tank in

Cambodia, the Cambodian Institute for Cooperation and Peace (CICP) and interviewed
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leading international relations scholars and professionals at CICP. In addition to CICP, I

also engaged with around 10 other government-affiliated think tanks and international

agencies on development issues, including Cambodia Development Research Institute

(CDRI) and Earthrights International.
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Appendix 4: Summary of main interviewees in Myanmar

The fieldwork for the Myanmar case chapter is divided into three phases. In Winter

2016, I mainly focused on two relatively controversial China-funded hydropower dams in

Myanmar, the Myitsone dam and the Taping dam. In Winter and Summer 2017, I

expanded my cases and continued my interviews with other Chinese-financed dams.

Then in Fall 2017, I visited the Chinese policy banks, think tanks under Ministry of

Commerce (MOFCOM), and headquarters of related Chinese SOEs in Beijing.

Around 15 interviews with Chinese enterprises operating in Myanmar focused

mainly on central SOEs in the infrastructure sector: China Power Investment (CPI),

China Southern Power Grid (CSG), China Three Gorges Corporation(CTG), and China

Datang Corporation (CDT) in the power sector; China National Petroleum Corporation

(CNPC), Wanbao Mining, and Guangdong Zhenrong Energy Corporation in the energy

and resource sector; PowerChina and China Energy Engineering Group (CEEC) in the

engineering and construction sector; as well as Industrial and Commercial Bank of China

(ICBC) and China Exim Bank in the financial sector. Beyond Chinese SOEs, I also

conducted interviews with several Chinese private enterprises and firms from other

nationalities as comparison.

Another 10 interviews in China included those with former and current officials in

the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), staff members in the headquarters of Chinese

policy banks (China Exim Bank and China Development Bank (CDB)), and headquarters

of several Chinese SOEs operating in Myanmar. In addition, I also interviewed some

leading Myanmar and Southeast Asian specialists based in Beijing, Shanghai, and
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Kunming who have been involved in policy discussion about Chinese aid and investment

in continental Southeast Asia.

On the Burmese side, I interviewed another 10 government officials in the

infrastructure and finance sectors, including the Directorate of Investment and Company

Administration (DICA), Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC), the National Treasury,

the Ministry of Electricity and Power (MEP), and Myanmar Information Management

Unit (MIMU). Besides, I also conducted interviews with leading scholars working on

foreign projects in Myanmar at the International Relations Department at the University

of Yangon. In addition to these primary interviews, I also consulted with local scholars

and researchers who have conducted extensive interviews with high-level Myanmar

government officials and policy professionals on Chinese-funded projects.
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Appendix 5: Summary of main interviewees in Kenya

The fieldwork for this chapter is divided into three phases. From June 2015 to July

2015, I mainly conducted interviews between Nairobi and Mombasa focusing on CRBC’s

SGR railway project. In August 2015, I followed infrastructure projects by provincial and

municipal-level SOEs in Nairobi, Lamu, and Kisumu. Lastly, I visited Chinese policy

banks, think tanks under Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), and related institutes in

Beijing in January 2016.

During my field interviews, I focused on five respondent groups for interviews:

Chinese SOEs investing in transportation and energy infrastructure; Kenyan government

officials (especially in the ministries of energy and transportation); Chinese embassy

officials in Kenya; and local NGOs and civil society groups. These semi-structured

interviews began with a fixed set of questions based on the above hypotheses and then

evolved into more open-ended discussion. Following initial contacts with key

respondents through purposive sampling, subsequent respondents were principally

selected through snowballing sampling. I attach my respondent groups below.

Around 10 interviews with Chinese policy banks in Beijing included: Exim Bank of

China and China Development Bank (CDB), as well as the CDB-affiliated China-Africa

Development Fund (CADF).

Around 10 interviews with Chinese state-owned companies and the Chinese

Embassy focused on those operating in energy and transportation infrastructure and

included: China Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC), China Communications

Construction Company (CCCC), China Wuyi, China Overseas Holdings Limited (COHL),

China Jiangsu International, and China Railway Group Limited. Regarding the Chinese
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Embassy in Kenya, I interviewed both economic councilors and political councilors. I

also interviewed the local representatives of Exim Bank of China and Industrial and

Commercial Bank of China.

On the Kenyan side, I interviewed around 10 government officials in the infrastructure

and finance sectors, including the National Treasury, the PPP Unit, the Kenya National

Highway Authority, the Kenya Port Authority, and the Lamu Port Southern

Sudan-Ethiopia Transport (LAPSSET) Corridor project. In addition, I also conducted

interviews with leading scholars working on foreign projects in Kenya at the Political

Science Department and School of Economics at the University of Nairobi.
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